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Summary
Research into software defined radio teclinologies reaches a level [MITO 00], where developments in 
hardware technology [AJLU 01] and the existing multiband-multimode teraiinals are moving closer to 
the ideal ‘Software Radio’ [MITO 00]. Even the long neglected aspect of the reconfiguration of the 
higher layers of the protocol stack found entry into the cuiTent research efforts, see [SIEB 00] and 
[MOES Ola]. In addition, the reconfiguration techniques used in the liigher layers are also used for the 
implementation of the lower (physical, etc) layers [HENK 03]. The reconfiguration of the software 
radio is a rather complex task, numerous parameters may influence the reconfiguration procedures and 
the low level programmability opens the possibility for any, even un-wanted configurations. Ensuring 
a standard compliance and a correct functioning of the reconfigurable systems will be the biggest 
challenge in the commercial Software Radio deployment.
The work investigates reconfigurability issues of reconfigurable nodes (terminals, base stations, access 
points, etc.), the interactions witliin the futuie reconfigurable communication systems (teiminals and 
networks) and provides an approach (so called reconfiguration plane) that can be used to ensure the 
functionality and integrity of radio systems before, during and after reconfigui'ation. It provides a 
complete design and implementation of the reconfiguration plane or common reconfiguration 
middleware, the distinctive interfaces and the communication between the different blocks of the 
plane. These encapsulate the configurable hardware platform, the reconfiguration management, 
control and data to the radio configuration interfaces i.e. ‘radio-application software’, the messages’ 
exchange between network and mobile nodes, and presents a mechanism for secure download of 
reconfiguration software. The work identifies some of the regulatory limitations, but moreover it 
captures and describes the complexity that has to be considered when radio equipment can be flexibly 
configured and reconfigured thiough alterations to the hardware/software combinations. It facilitates 
the use of third party configuration software by providing mechanisms, which ensure the conformance 
to regulated radio standards satisfying the user, operator, software, and network providers’ 
requirements. This also includes ‘standai'd test suites’ to certify that the instantiation of the 
configuration implements both the waveform and higher layers correctly [GUDA 00]. It addresses the 
issues of the verification and the validation of reconfiguiable systems and configurations using the 
Specification and Description Language (SDL) implementation of the reconfiguration plane. As a part 
of the thesis is the evaluation of the ‘cost of reconfiguration’ which provides bases of estimation of the 
minimum design and implementation of software radio management architectures. This developed 
method is used to evaluate reconfiguration plane and to provide results for the cost of the 
reconfiguration scenarios applied at design time.
This work concludes with a brief suininaiy and conclusions, and an oveiwiew of the research that 
could be undertaken as future work.
Key words: Reconflguiation Plane, Reconfiguration Management Architecture, Configuration
Manager, tag-file. Reconfiguration Management Controller, Authentication Virtual Configuration and 
Accounting seiwer (ACA), 3rd-party software provider, management, control, verification, validation, 
cost of reconfiguration;
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The vision of a unified, universal or global coinniunication system has been alive since well 
before Bell [BELL 03] invented telephony or Marconi [MARC 09] implemented the first cross 
Atlantic wireless signal transmission. One could not claim that there were no attempts to define 
such systems, as the examples of the second and third generation of digital mobile communication 
systems show. However, each of these attempts to the definition of not a single globally accepted 
standard but of families of standards sometimes not even remotely compatible. It seems that the 
prophet is not willing to come to the mountain; hence the mountain will have to do the job!
The idea of porting radio implementations fiom the hardware to software implementation space 
had been around for some time and in 1991, Joseph Mitola coined the teiin ‘Software Radio’ 
[MITO 00]. Despite the duration during which research into Software Defined Radio Teclinology 
has already been cairied out, the idea is still more than striking, the research area still far from 
being fiilly explored and the ‘ideal’ or ‘ultimate’ software radio has yet to be designed and 
implemented. Although expression and concept of Software Radio have been discussed for more 
than a decade, an exact definition of what constitutes a Software Radio has yet to be made. Claims 
that a Software Radio had been implemented occur with great regularity. At a close look, 
however, these are usually only very specialised implementations where only parts of the terminal 
may be re-programmed (rather than reconfigured).
Implementation of the ‘ideal software radio’ with cunent processor teclinology is not possible. 
Moreover, it will even be uimecessaiy for many applications, in some cases the possibility to 
connect to only a small number of different air interfaces might suffice while in other cases only 
higher layer functionality needs reconfiguration and the radio configuration remains untouched. 
Until processors reach sufficient capabilities and processing power to fully implement all modules 
witliin a radio in software, compromises and customised solutions for tenniiials able to connect 
via multiple modes have to be made.
In the wider sense. Multimode Terminals are the first type of terminals that can be cast in the 
gi'oup of software radios (Figure 1-1). Early temiinals of this type could be connected to two 
different radio networks and were mere agglomerations of two different temiinals integrated in 
one physical case. Meanwhile, the number of air interfaces implemented witliin one tenninal has
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risen and the terminals reuse, wherever possible, some of the functional blocks. However, the 
basic principle behind Multimode terminals is ‘switching’ between the different transceiver chains 
that are hardwired on the terminals hardware.
S:.'
u0) 1 1.c •o T3o o O±: 3 S1 z1CO .2 o o
(U '"Bw wo cc0: Q:z
Ext.
peripheralNetwork
Multimode Terminal
Hard-configured modes
SDR Terminal
SW definable 
radio modules
Soft Terminal
programmable and 
extensible radio 
processing platform
Figure 1-1: Multimode, SDR and Soft terminals (nodes)
Software Defined Radio Terminals are terminals of which substantial parts of the functionality 
are defined in software and the behaviour of the terminals physical layer can be altered through 
changes in the software that defines the operations within the ftinctional blocks. This approach is 
more flexible, but gains its flexibility through the use of different software on a static platform. It 
does not allow the reconfiguration of the terminal structure but only reconfiguration of the 
settings of its functional modules.
Reconfigurable or Soft Terminals are completely configurable radios, this means that not only 
the software implementations within but also the hardware of the terminal can be reconfigured 
and tailored to the requirements of the application. However, the concept of reconfigurability goes 
beyond reconfiguration of the terminal, it encompasses, in extreme cases, the reconfiguration of 
the complete end-to-end chain [ENDT 07].
Moving away from the mundane types of wireless speech and text communication towards more 
user friendly and increasingly ‘natural’ interaction and communication means, the question arises 
how mobile terminals may support this. At this point, the concept of Soft Terminals gains 
significance. A general definition of ‘Soft Terminals’ is that they are (in contrast to Software 
Defined Radios) completely reconfigurable. This means that their software is used to actually 
reconfigure the physical hardware. Which means that the same hardware platform can be 
reconfigured to implement different functionality at different times, the aim is to provide 
application specific tailored hardware. Technologies to facilitate such terminals encompass a wide
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range of techniques and research areas. These include for example run-time compilation and 
download of HDL, use of MEMS, ad hoc networking and ad hoc fonning, etc.
This research work on reconfigurability concentrates on the definition and evaluation of a 
reconfiguration plane that complements the principles of software radio teclinology and 
introduces a structured designed to support network node reconfiguration, to control 
reconfiguration procedures and to handle all the related verifications of configurations.
1.1 Software Defined Radio Technology
SDR Technology was originally conceived as a way to facilitate better communication between 
the different forces of the US militaiy. Also, it was seen as a teclinology that could make all the 
different radios interwork with each other as reducing the number of different radio sets applied in |
the forces. Wliat was originally seen as a ‘one fits all’ teclinology has shown that, when used in 
the commercial arena, there are many other opportunities associated with the flexibility software 
offers as shown in [TUTT 02]. |
SDR has a potential to become the key tecluiology when interoperate between nowadays and 
future heterogeneous access networks. Teclinology roadmaps foresee the concurrent use of many 
radio access schemes providing bit-wide information channels (e.g. for small chunks of I
information in sensor networks) to veiy high bandwidth for rich multimedia or multimodal traffic. |
The role of SDR equipment, and in particular of reconftgurable nodes, that may implement radios i
for existing Radio Access Networks (RAN) as well as any possible forthcoming access 
teclinology will be the most viable solution. Their ability to reconfigure will help to resolve the 
issues of interoperability and portability between systems and will provide better spectmm 
utilisation at a particular place and time. One of the application areas for SDR technology could 
be dynamic and flexible allocation of radio resources, with the aim to facilitate demand driven 
flexible allocation of spectrum. Thus services maintenance and network management will be 
greatly simplified (and more resource and cost efficient) when service or network providers have 
the means to control and reconfigure those teiminals aiming to use their seiwices and networks, 
respectively [GRAN 02].
SDR technology facilitates reconfigurability and run-time reconfiguration. The path towards such
a level of network integiation requires the further maturing of reconfigurable tecluiology (i.e. !
!further developments of SDR technology, adaptive radio planning etc.) as well as of the |
reconfiguration support services from within and between the different access networks. |
The second chapter of this thesis delivers an oveiwiew on programmes and initiatives that 
investigate SDR technology and summarises the state of the art in the thi ee radio regions (Europe,
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Asia, and America), It also shows the SDR prospective in existing and fhtui'e communication 
systems.
1.2 Software Defined Radio and reconfiguration technologies
The number of radio access systems and therein the number of different terminals used to connect 
them, have generated the need for simple to use ‘any-standard’ tenninals. Such kind of terminals 
will be capable of reconfiguring not just its physical layer but also the system components on all 
protocol stack layers. A clear concept is needed to approach and eventually to satisfy the 
requirements such terminals will have. To overcome the heterogeneity of the access systems, an 
approach introducing a reconfiguration plane, to support the modelling and implementation of a 
multi-layer reconfiguration system (physical- and upper system layers), is described in chapter 
three of tliis thesis. The chapter outlines the requirements and pitfalls that a functional 
implementation of a reconfigurable system can encounter and provides a solution and complete 
implementation of reconfiguration management and support plane for SDR systems.
Varying combinations of software and hardware will implement the transmission characteristics 
of radios. Within the old regulatory scheme, the time to certify such tenninals would have been 
intolerably long. The introduction of the R&TTE Directive on 4 April 2000 allowed 
manufacturers to self-certify radio wave emitting equipment simplified the situation. Yet with the 
potential of installing an unlimited number of possible software configurations on one 
programmable platform, the cuiTent way to regulate equipment and manage its certification are 
not sufficient. Technical solutions are required to overcome this problem. These teclinical 
solutions have to include a concept and the mechanisms necessary to assign, dependent on the 
scenarios, the responsibility for any configuration (i.e. HW/SW combination) that may be 
implemented on a reconfigurable SDR platfoiin. One of the main contributions of this thesis is the 
identification and description of an overall control and management framework that answers the 
questions regarding the regulatoiy obstacles m terms of equipment circulation, certification, 
update, and network support. Chapters four and five describe the internal parts of the 
reconfiguration plane, their interfaces and the ways of communications between them. The 
complete specification of the plane captuies and describes the reconfiguration related 
responsibilities witliin a much larger global reconfiguration scheme. The modelling of this plane 
in the SDL, its verification and validation are described in chapter six.
1.3 Purpose of the reconfiguration plane
Terminal and network node reconfigurability introduces an additional functional perspective to 
the classical management-, control- and user- planes [BBER 99] and [RAHN 93]. It requires
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additional signalling and control to manage the configurations of nodes within networks. The 
latter becomes more important because reconfigurable terminals have to perform many additional 
tasks stretching beyond mere transport related signalling, call control, comiection management, 
etc [MOES 01b].
Terminal and network reconfigurability requires reconfigui'ation management that considers both 
the reconfigurable nodes (mobile station access points, etc.) but also the coiTesponding 
reconfiguration control or management units within the network. This all raises the need for a new 
functional layer (i.e. a reconfiguration management plane) to be placed alongside the existing 
signalling/user/management planes. This reconfiguration management plane will be used to 
overcome the diversity of the available communication systems and will enable SDR equipment 
to reconfigure to “anything, anywhere, at anytime”. This additional control between 
reconfigurable platfoims, across the air interface, may also require the introduction of additional 
signalling channels as well as an expanded network infiastmcture, as proposed in [FETT 97] and 
[NOBL 98] (i.e. eventually this may lead towards the introduction of a universal/global control 
channel) (see also [TDOC 97a], [TDOC 97b] and [JAMA 01]).
Such an additional functional plane or a ‘global’ type of reconfigurability requires a strong 
reconfiguration management within the terminal but also the ability to interact with the 
responsible (and authorised) management units within the network environment. It will enable 
and support secure and reliable reconfiguration of teiminals and network nodes. It will also 
facilitate download of trusted and secure reconfiguration software over and above the existing 
mechanism. As a part of this functional description of the reconfiguration plane the initial concept 
of the reconfiguration management scheme (RMA) [MOES 01c] (see Figure 1-2) has been 
considered. This involves the basic description of some of the functional entities part of the RMA, 
which are used to complement the developed concept of the plane in chapter tliree.
1.4 Motivation
There is still a long way to go before reconfigurable terminals are physically available, but once 
the necessary hardware platforms are developed and the software architectures is defined, open 
programmable systems and flexible configurations will eventually facilitate data transport using 
any given access teclinology and transport system. However, due to their reconfigurability such 
teiminals are also prone to misconceptions, accidental and fraudulent configurations, equipment 
may be mis-configured and non-functional, because of non-conformant configurations within the 
single reconfigurable network node or tenninal.
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Figure 1-2; Reconfiguration M anagement Architecture (RM A) [MOES OOaj
The process of reconfiguration has to be seen from different perspectives whereby reconfiguration 
management will have to deal with these situations. Reconfiguration management is required to 
take care of both the internal configuration states as well as to control the external connections to 
the network. This means, theoretically, that in end-to-end reconfigurable systems, all nodes along 
the communication path need to be monitored and their states controlled.
Looking at the reconfiguration processes, they may be grouped in different categories (this helps 
to identify the nature of an intended reconfiguration and to predict possible effects on the system). 
These categories can be named as different ‘classes’ describing the effects a reconfiguration of 
one node/function within a node will have on the communication link. To further complicate 
matters, reconfigurability of terminals will not be confined to the physical layer alone; it will also 
include the reconfiguration of protocol stacks, application and service support environments and 
the user interfaces. Considering the complexity and possible effects of reconfigurability, it will be 
a non-easy task to manage reconfigurability in end-to-end reconfigurable nodes.
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One of the aims or effects when applying SDR teclinologies is that execution and programming 
platforms will be opened up, the degree of openness and the effect on the (software providers) 
business models may be comparable (but not similar) to that of the WINTEL (Windows-Intel) PC 
platform. Such openness/open programmability of radio platforms will provide powerftil means to 
reconfigure a terminal in a way that they meet network and application specific requnements of 
any mobile communication network and beyond to configure the terminal to even non-standard 
access schemes. The latter capability will, inevitably, pose the problem that configurations might 
interfere with existing systems that security holes might be vulnerable, etc. Additionally, cunent 
regulation requires that radio settings are not altered after conclusion of the type approval 
procedures.
Reconfigurable teiminals will require robust security mechanisms to protect the mobile tenninal 
from unauthorised access but also to ensure the integiity of the internal processes involved in the 
reconfiguration procedures. This is required in particular when sensitive information is exchanged 
with the network. Such information includes the exchange of signalling messages between 
terminal and network, but also the download of reconfiguration software modules from network 
to terminal node. Intrinsically, the concept of reconfigurability provides the possibility of 
unintentional (but also deliberate) coiinption of the radio environment (i.e. one mis-configured 
teiminal may emit power in frequency bands of other systems, i.e. interferes with other systems). 
To avert such situations, reconfigurable systems do require security means that are able to cope 
with various threats, including:
♦ unauthorised interception of data (e.g. in cases where the user may want to keep the 
precise configuration of their terminal private, also the reconfiguration software itself may 
be confidential);
♦ malicious modification to data (unauthorised changes to software may make the terminal 
inoperable);
♦ impersonation of terminal or network (a malicious network impersonator may be able to 
persuade a teiminal to use defective software).
The degree of reconfigurability and the possibility to fi eely reconfigure radio emitting equipment 
raises a number of new problems; questions about the global circulation of reconfigurable 
equipment arise, this includes the legality of using or even possessing a reconfigurable terminal in 
a countiy where legislation does not allow this. Furthermore, with reconfigurable systems, the 
responsibility for standard compliance and liability for possible interference need to be addressed, 
as well as the issue of how to prevent fraudulent reconfigurations in systems that are defined by 
software has to be tackled.
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Also technical implications like the possible impacts of shared processing power between higher 
and lower level software on the processing platfoims have to be taken into account, i.e. use of 
particular codecs may require more processing power thus restricting the processing power for 
digital filtering etc.
Regulation and the regulatoiy frameworks of today are not sufficient anymore. Thus, to enable 
widespread use of reconfiguration technology and to reap the maximum gain this teclinology can 
provide, new solutions for regulation have to be found, developed and put in place.
The investigations into the hardware related issues of Software Defined Radio (SDR) have been 
ongoing for more than a decade, and first architectures assembling mixed processor structures in 
single platfoims have emerged in the late 90s already. However, in the SDR community, the 
topic of how to manage and control the actual reconfiguration processes had long been neglected.
The research in the definition and the design of a reconfiguration system that enables 
communication equipment reconfiguration whilst facilitating means to ensure that the actual (in 
software) implemented radio access technology complies with the standaids had never been 
conducted. The provision of support to both; open progiammability for reconfigurable equipment 
as well as mechanisms to prevent unwanted or even fraudulent configurations of such equipment 
has also been in initial stages. And beyond that, within the network, the support mechanisms are 
required to download of the required software and the actual reconfiguration service support of 
the equipment had never been addiessed.
Up until the start of this research, there was no complete solution in the market or even in research 
that will capture all of the previously mentioned problems of the reconfigurable systems and their 
place in the communication world into one complete analytical concept and provide a solution to 
it.
Hence, the objective of this research was to capture the main concepts and mechanisms and to 
extend them to all the layers of a communication system. The related efforts are underway in the 
phases of the EC 6**' Framework project “End-to-End Reconfigurability” - (E2R)[ENDT 07].
1.5 Novelties and Innovations
The below listed definitions describe the novelties and innovations of this research:
Definition of the reconfiguration plane’s entities: Tag-File Handler (TFH), Configuration 
Manager (CM), Radio Module Controller (RMC), Local Software Repository (LSWR), 
Configuration Rule Handler (CRH), Security Manager (SM), Authentication, Virtual 
Configuration and Accounting Seiwer (ACA), Gateway AcA (GACA), Registiy AcA 
(RACA) as described in chapter four.
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Definition of reconfiguration management and control interfaces using the Interface 
Description Language (IDL) as illustrated in sub-chapter 5.8 and provided in Appendix 
one.
Definition of the tag-file mechanism, which provides infoimation about the complete 
terminal software configuration and the stmcture of how single software entities are 
employed, in sub-chapters 4.3.6 and 5.1.1.3.
Definition of the configuration implementation procedure for installation the complete 
configuration of the Radio Module Part within a reconfigurable terminal in sub-chapters
4.3.4 and 5.1.2.1.
Definition of the ‘rules’ mechanism for shared responsibility for radio compliance to 
different parties’ requirements in sub-chapters 4.3.3 and 5.1.1.2.
Definition of the Virtual Configuration Procedure ensuring standard compliance of 
intended configurations in sub-chapter 5.7
Foimal verification of the reconfiguration plane using SDL in sub-chapter 6.3.
4^ Description of a reconfiguration cost procedure to analyse reconfiguration plane at design 
time in sub-chapters 3.4 and 6.4.
During the course of this research a Journal and several conference publications have been 
published. The complete list of publication is shown below. The paper “ Verification o f softyvare 
reconfiguration platforms*^ was given an outstanding paper award by the SDR Fomm. Also, 
during the course of the research a chapter has been written in the book '‘Software Defined 
Radio: Architectures, Systems and Functions ” Edited by Mariais Dillinger.
Publications:
7. Moessner K, Gultchev S, Tafazolli R, "Managing Reconfiguration in Software Defined 
Communication Systems", ISCTA, Ambleside, Lake District, United Kingdom, 15-19 July 
2001 .
2. Moessner K, Gultchev S, Tafazolli R, “Softyvare Defined Radio Reconfiguration 
Management", PIMRC, San Diego, California, USA, 30 September -04 October 2001.
3. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "Management and Control o f  Reconfiguration 
Procedures in Softyvare Radio Terminals", WSR2002, Karlsruhe, Germany, 20-21 March 
2002 .
4. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "ControllingReconfiguration", lEE 3G2002, London, 
UK, 8-10 May 2002.
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5. Gultchev S, Mitchell C, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "Securing Reconfigurable Terminals -  
mechanisms and protocols”, PIMRC2002, Lisbon, Portugal, 15-18 September 2002.
6. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R "Reconfiguration Signalling”, SDR Technical 
Conference, San Diego, California, USA, 11,12 November 2002.
7. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R "Network Based Reconfiguration Support Services fo r  
Software Radio Terminals”, lEE 3G2003, London, UK, 25-27 June 2003.
8. Hoshyar R, Gultchev S, Seo K, Tafazolli R "Software reconfigurability ** algorithm level 
approach ”, lEE 3G2003, London, UK, 25-27 June 2003.
9. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "Reconfiguration Mechanisms and Processes in RMA 
controlled Soft-Radios Signalling”, SDR Technical Conference, Orlando, Florida, USA, 17- 
19 November 2003.
10. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "Provisioning o f Reconfiguration Services between 
Different Access Networks”, presented at the 3rd Karlsruhe Workshop on Software Radios, 
Karlsruhe, Germany, 17-18 March 2004 and published in Frequenz 58 (2004) 5-6, ISSN 
0016-1136, pp.126-131, May-June 2004, - combined submission for journal.
11. Gultchev S, Tafazolli R, et.al. "Management and Controlling Architecture in E2R 
Reconfigurable Terminals”, WSR2004, Karlsruhe, Germany, 17-18March 2004.
12. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, et.al "Requirements and Architecture o f Management 
Functionality in Reconfigurable Equipment", 1ST Mobile and Wireless Communication 
Summit 2004, Lyon, France, 27-30 June 2004.
13. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, Anders J, "Reconfigurable Software BASED 
Communication - video services in Reconfigurable Mobile devices” lEE 3G2004, London, 
UK, 18-20 October 2004.
14. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R, "System Reconfigurability” SDR Technical 
Conference, Phoenix, Arizona, USA, 15-17 November 2004.
15. Gultchev S, Moessner K, et.al, ”A Management and Control Architecture for Enabling 
End-to-End Reconfigurable Equipment Operation ”, WWRF13 Meeting, Jeju Island, Korea, 
02 -  03 March 2005,
16. Georgiades M, Akhtar N, Ghader M, Li Z, Gultchev S, Tafazolli R "Surrey’s Next 
Generation Wireless Netyvork Testbed”, The 7th IFIP International Conference on Mobile 
and Wireless Communications Networks (MWCN 2005), Marrakech, Morocco, 19-21 
September 2005.
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17. Gultchev S, Seo K, Moessner K, et.al. "Control Mechanism to Enable Equipment 
Reconfiguration and Facilitate Operation o f E2R Systems ” SDR Technical Conference, - 
Hyatt Regency - Orange County, California, USA 14-18 November 2005.
18. Gultchev S, Moessner K, Tafazolli R "Verification o f software reconfiguration platforms" 
SDR Technical Conference, - Hyatt Regency - Orange County, California, USA, 14-18 
November 2005.
19. Gultchev S, Moessner K  "Configuration Control Mechanisms in E2R equipment" SDR07 
Technical Conference, 5-9 November 2007, Denver, Colorado, USA.
20. Gultchev S, Moessner K  "Verification Procedure forE 2R  Terminal Configurations" SDR07 
Technical Conference, 5-9 November 2007, Denver, Colorado, USA.
Book;
"Software Defined Radio: Architectures, Systems and Functions” Mariais DilUnger (Editor),
Nancy Alonistioti (Editor), Kambiz Madani (Editor) - ISBN: 0-470-85164-3, Book chapter
‘Management, Control and Data Interfaces', pp373-388, June 2003
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Chapter 2
2 SDR Technology -  Background, Merits 
and Enabling Technologies
The sliift away from hard-wired communication terminals towards software defined and 
configured communication devices will introduce new ways to use terminals and networks. The 
reconfigurable nodes (terminals or base stations) will have the flexibility to download and 
configure any type of software from any possible type of software source, which could also be 
third party software downloads (configuration, application and services).
The purpose of this chapter is twofold:
• It firstly highlights the state of the art in the research and development of SDR technology 
and shows how SDR technology can be used to make the most of the diverse world of the 
communication technologies and dynamic allocation and reuse of the spectrum 
liberalisation.
• It also intends to provide an overview of the various potential teclinologies enabling 
Software Radio. It focuses on present methodologies, technologies and the results of 
former research projects regarding SDR, requirements, business models and architecture 
issues. It also presents emerging technologies.
In particular, it describes intermediate findings of the SDR technology and outlines the main 
requirements and challenges when presenting the evolution of SDR. It featui es the impact of SDR 
in the USA, Europe and Asia in the initial industrial initiatives and research projects. It also 
investigates the regulatory requirements issues for SDR and the potential impact of this 
technology on the future communication systems. At the end of this chapter, it provides 
introduction of the enabling technologies - software and hardware, which make possible the 
advances of the SDR teclinologies and bring the deployment areas of SDR systems.
2.1 Background; SDR Requirements and Challenges
Manufacturers already provide wireless communication equipment that allows subscribers to 
download new applications such as interactive games, banking and ticketing applications, wireless
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collaboration etc. However, such customisability will not remain limited to the application layer 
only, but will stretch to the lower layer and radio implementations of communication devices. In 
addition, it will extend into telemetric seiwices such as automotive management and control where 
engines may obtain control software updates, wasliing machines may dynamically download new 
washing programs, electronic toys may install updated programs, etc. Customised and 
personalised applications require many more dynamic features from application development 
platforms than currently available in small consumer devices. The capabilities of a widely used, 
extensible programming environment such as the Javo™ platform or the implementation of 
comparable virtual machines will simplify the development of highly flexible and reconfigurable 
applications, services and finally configurable communication platforms,
2,1,1 Evolution of Communication Systems
Over the period of time in the communication industiy the research and product development 
evolved in the following thi'ee directions,
2. l .L l  Air interface
The technology in 2G cellular uses narrow TDMA/CDMA in circuit mode with voice services 
(max 64kbps). The next generation (3G) uses wideband CDMA and mixture of circuit and packet 
modes and provides additional to 2G data services (max 2Mbps). The 4G will try to provide more 
adaptive modulations using all IP, smart Antennas and broadband services (max 155Mbps).
2.1,1,2 Wireless Technologies 
Fully converged services
Personal communications, infonnation systems, broadcast and entertainment will have merged 
into a seamless pool of content available according to the user's requirement. The user will have 
access to a wider range of seivices and applications, available conveniently, securely and in a 
manner reflecting the user's personal preferences.
Ubiquitous mobile access
The dominant mode of access to this pool of content will be mobile, accounting for all voice 
communications, the majority of high-speed infonnation services, and a significant proportion of 
broadcast and entertaimnent. Mobile access to commercial and retail services will be the norm, 
replacing cuiTcnt practices in most cases.
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2,1.1,3 Networking  
Diverse user devices
The user will be served by a wide variety of low-cost mobile devices to access content 
conveniently and seamlessly. These devices will commonly be wearable - in some cases 
disposable - and will nomially be powered independently of the mains. Devices will interact with 
users in a multi-sensory manner, encompassing not only speech, hearing and sight, but also the 
other human senses, biological and environmental data pertinent to the application. Special 
devices tailored for people with disabilities will be commonplace.
Autonomous networks
Underlying these systems will be highly autonomous adaptive networks capable of self­
management of their structure to meet users' changing and evolving demands, for both services 
and capacity. Efficient and cost-effective use of the radio spectrum will be an essential element of 
their operation, and here too autonomy and self-management will be the noim.
Software dependency
hitelligent Mobile Agents will exist throughout the networks and in user devices, acting 
continually to simplify tasks and ensure transparency to the user. These Mobile Agents will act at 
all levels, from managing an individual user's content preferences, to organising and reconfiguring 
major elements of networks.
2,1.2 Reconfigurability Challenges
Network nodes in reconfigurable mobile communication networks, in particular reconflgurable 
terminals, have at least to be reconflgurable to a degree that they are enabled to provide a 
common application execution platform. This includes functional independence between the 
layers and the facility to reconfigure layers within network nodes/tenninals without affecting 
neighbouring layers (i.e. transport, network, data-link and physical layers). However, 
reconfiguration does also include the possibility to alter literally any module within a 
progi'ammable node, and the open platform paradigm, propagated by Software Definable Radio 
Forum (SDRF) [SDRF 07] and the Open Source Application Foundation (OSAF) [OSAF 07], 
enabling third parties to provide customised configuiution software. Therefore reconfiguration 
within nodes (teiininals) has to be controlled by a (internal) configuration management part.
A number of ‘failure-determined’ reconfiguration scenarios would become possible if 
configuiation monitoring and controlling measures were not in place. These scenarios include 
non-conformant configurations of source and data sink (network and terminal) as well as a 
possible misconception of standards within one single network node (i.e. protocols with different
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seivice access points (SAP) may be placed in the stack but due to their difference, they will not be 
able to communicate (non compliant protocols)). Effects caused by reconfiguration failure or 
inaccuracies may range from misinteipretations of arriving packets to severe disruptions of traffic 
and signalling witliin a data/communications network. Therefore, it is important to employ 
techniques designed to prevent such effects and to avoid all types of reconfiguration related 
failure. The basic requirement for reconfigurable systems is that the confomiance of all 
(reconflgurable and non-reconfigui'able) entities within the network (teiminals, base stations, etc.) 
has to be ensured at all times and under all circumstances.
Open tenninal platforms and software configurability are the cmcial teclinologies to realise 
reconfigurable mobile communication networks and their nodes, such as software-definable radio 
terminals (soft-radios) and base stations, etc. Meanwhile, hardware and processing capabilities 
are advancing and wireless teiminals are evolving towards all-puipose radios that can implement 
a variety of different standards or protocols through re-programming. These terminals require 
such capabilities to serve the increasing roaming and seiwice delivery demands of subscriber and 
future mobile applications, respectively. To support this paradigm of communications (any-time, 
anywhere, and anything), teiminals will need to be reconfigured to different air interface 
standards. Early implementations of multi-mode capable terminals used the independent 
implementations of air interface standards within one single terminal. More recent developments 
are aiming at truly reconfigurable software architectures within network nodes. The goal is to 
provide open programmable hardware platforms and to define any implementation of a network 
node (including the terminal) purely by software. Examples for research in tins area include the 
software connnunications architecture (SCA) of the SDR Foinm, aiming to specify reconflgurable 
open platforms and OPtlMA (Open Protocol Programming Interface Model & Architecture) for 
reconfigurability of protocol stacks.
Software Defined Radio is a technology that relies on adaptable hardware platforms and software 
components allowing reconfiguiability of nodes for wireless networks. SDR has the potential to 
provide multi-mode, multi-band, multi- functional wild ess devices that can be configured and re­
configured by software upgrades and updates. The SDR concept shifts the engineering efforts 
away from hardware designers to the software. This concept eventually will allow the use and 
flexible exchange of implementations from many different vendors, SDR teclmology eventually 
will allow mixed processor hardwaie platfonns to be configurable to any radio standard. This 
modular approach is in contrast to the concept of an ideal Software Radio, which assumes the 
absence of any analogue teclmology (i.e. sampling at the antemia) and the complete radio is 
implemented in software and executed on a single processor platfomi.
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Current processor technology does not allow the implementation of high-bandwidth fully 
reconflgurable SDR systems. This is mainly due to the lack of suitable analogue to digital 
converters (ADC), but also the decoding witliin the digital domain (i.e. at sample rates of several 
GSps (Giga Samples per second)) is not yet possible.
At present, SDR nodes (terminals and base stations) are hybrid designs, consisting of an analogue 
domain and additional digital execution hardware. The software implementations of decoders and 
digital filters, etc. are executed within tliis hardware domain. Each of these domains requires 
specific expertise and implementation knowledge. This calls for the introduction of open 
interfaces between these domains.
To achieve this and to be able to deliver such a variety of solutions across standards, platforms 
and networks, it is important that developing software is also provided. In particular, the use of 
Object Oriented Design in building the SDR systems will grow inevitably.
Much of the research focus into SDR technology was shifted towards finding attractive 
application areas for the technology. While in the US [CABR 07] and Asian [KASH 07] 
initiatives the focus remains on the developments of powerful SDR platfoims, efforts in Europe 
have concentrated mainly on the development of reconfiguration platforms and flexible service 
provision in applying SDR technology as a main facilitator.
2.2 From  SpealtEASY to SD R  Forum  -  SDR in US
Research into developing real SDR architectures has grown over several decades. The software 
radio concept has been evolving from the militai*y communications. Technologies such as 
wideband digital techniques for radio, the support of ADCs and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) 
technology were aheady pioneered in 70s and 80s. The origins of the SDR technology date to the 
early 70s when in order to improve their avionics, the US Air Force used the concept of 
integrating functions into common programming modules, allowing the addition of many new 
functions and capabilities. In the 1980s, manufacturers developed software-defined digital high 
frequency receivers with adaptive signal processing on progiammable DSPs to accommodate 
different standard air interfaces. In the 1990s, such teclmology was applied at higher frequencies 
for other applications such as for example, defence radios. However, this early ‘SDR 
Technology’ (i.e., of the early 1990s) still lacked the necessary processing capabilities.
The concept of software radio was first published in 1992 by Joseph Mitola III in his paper 
“Software radios” presented at the National Telesystems Conference in May 1992 New York. 
This was followed by a special issue of the IEEE Communication magazine which described the 
architecture, ADC, DSP, systems, smart antennas teclmology and the economy of SDR
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Technology. At the same time, the United States Department of Defence (US DoD) initiated 
SpeakEASY as the first publicly announced militaiy software radio, and the Defence Advance 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) continued with the SpeakEASY II program (see [MITO 
00]). The interest was further spurred on by formation of the MMITS Forum (later transformed 
into the SDR Forum). In March 1996, by invitation of the US government, a group called 
Modular Multifunction Infonnation Transfer System (MMITS) was created to establish open 
arcliitecture standards SpeakEASY. In June 1999, the MMITS Forum voted to change its name to 
the Software Defined Radio (SDR) Forum. The SDR Foram is an organisation which consists of 
members from teiminal and radio hardware manufacturers, network providers and operators. The 
SDR Foinm, as an industrial association, aims to promote the development and the use of SDR 
for advanced wireless systems for civil, commercial and militaiy applications and to develop an 
open standard for software definable communication equipment.
The main objectives of the SDR forum [SDRF 07] ai e:
• To develop requirements and standards for SDR
• To facilitate the adoption of open architectures for wireless systems
• To cooperate to address regulatoiy bodies
• To generate Market and Technical Reports
2.2.1 SpeakEASY
The program started with a (Phase I) where functions such as programmability, flexibility, 
reconfigurability, and the maximum use of signal processors were demonstrated. It showed the 
capability to communicate with multiple legacy systems simultaneously at demonstrations. The 
demonstrations in 1994 were conducted with over-the air transmission and reception using 
standard HF, VHF, and UHF antennas covering the 90-200MHz band. The success of Phase I led 
to Phase II in 1995, where the objective was to develop field capable prototypes with full RF 
capability. The implementation had to include commercial off the shelf (COTS) components, the 
use of non-proprietary buses, open architecture, secuiity and wideband data waveforms. Due to 
the lack of additional flmding, the SpeakEASY program was restractured in 1997 as all the tasks 
related to the wideband capability were eliminated. As an outgrowth of this effort, however, the 
Joint Tactical Radio Systems (JTRS) program was established in order to investigate the 
requirements for scalability, portability of waveforms, and extensibility driven by the need for a 
common Software Communications Architectuie (SCA) [SCAR 07].
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2.2.2 SCA -  Software Communication Architecture
The JTRS program is a ‘US-DoD' program that governs the SCA. The SCA combines a set of 
specifications that foiin a framework, named Core Framework (CF), which enables software 
application portability between platforais (here platforms mean hardware with associated 
framework). Tliis architecture has been adopted by the SDR forum and promoted by the Object 
Management Group (OMG) for standardisation. The objective as stated by the JTRS was to 
establish the SCA as a standard to widen its acceptance leading to an increase of its potential 
providers and to a decrease of the purchasing costs.
The SCA is a building block of a radio set. The SCA is designed to support applications such as 
waveforms and other network layer protocols. This architectural model is mainly based on;
• CORBA model and implied object-oriented teclmology,
• Component-based approach,
• ISO/OSI Layered Communications model,
• Red/Black-based Security model.
Wliile being based on the CORBA model, one significant characteristic of the SCA model is the 
presence of what is called ‘Non-CORBA components’ used to implement Physical, MAC, 
Security or Input/Output. A non-CORBA component has to provide an adapter that exhibits a 
SCA-compliant component interface. In the SCA model, the control is decentralised: there is no 
central co-ordinator and/or scheduler. Each component schedules data flow to and from its ports 
on its own. This decentralised control is a key design decision, which enforces the openness of the 
arcliitecture. However, this increases the risk related to the ability of a SCA-compliant radio to 
meet its performance requirements. In Febraaiy 2005, the JTRS was replaced with the Joint 
Program Executive Office JPEG-JTRS to provide an enterprise management structuie that would 
create “families of software radios”[JPEO 07].
While having a SDR system is considered as an optimal minimum for reconfigurability, other 
issues such as better spectrum management and usage need to be looked at too, To tackle these 
issues, therefore, the DARPA undertook a new program called XG (NeXt Generation [DARP 
02]).
2.2.3 XG -N ext Generation Communication
The main goal of the XG Communications program was to develop the teclmologies and system- 
level concepts needed for deploying networks of spectrum-adaptive, wireless communications
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systems. The technologies developed aim to be applicable to militaiy and commercial systems, 
and enable a radio to be operated worldwide [XGNX 06].
The central objective of the program was to develop the systems and technologies necessaiy for 
enabling dynamic access to available spectrum resources within constraints provided by machine- 
readable policies. The program leverages the technology base in microelectronics, MAC (Medium 
Access and Control) protocols, policy-based behaviour controls, and new wavefoims to construct 
an integrated system.
To develop the rapid, low-power, wideband sensing required by an integrated XG-enabled 
system, the program is investing in advanced sensor/transceiver technologies. The target is to 
construct a frequency-domain sensor for mobile and hand-held applications in the range of 
relevant militaiy bands (30 MHz to 3 GHz) with sufficient resolution for detection of naiTowband 
communication signals. The program is also aimed at investigating technologies for low-spurious 
transmissions to enable wideband operations by combining non-contiguous narrowband channels. 
New waveforms that react and “fill” the spectral opportunities in both time and frequency are also 
being pursued [SHAR 06].
Of equal importance is the development of policy-based mechanisms that regulate system 
behaviour. These XG technologies are being developed in advance of spectrum-sharing 
regulations and policies, so the mechanisms must be adaptable to a wide range of future policies. 
Their development is being pursued separately from the system engineering so that new and 
different policy controls may be applied without the need to redesign the system [BBNX 07].
2.3 European SD R  Research
In Europe, the need for the research in Software Radio was initially recognised when the 
difficulties of securing a single global air interface standard became apparent. It was also believed 
that near term impact would be in the field of services and application innovation, using software 
download. The interest was spuned by the fiist European workshop on Software Radio in 
Brussels in 1997 [PERE 00]. The European Commission has played on important role in the 
research and development of reconfigurable radio in Europe with its particular focus upon the 
drivers and the requirements for reconfigurable radio from the European prospective. Its relevant 
projects from ESPRIT, ACTS, and 1ST progiams are presented in the following subchapter, 
starting from pure SDR platform research towards a more integiated approach including the 
networks and control of SDR teiminals as well as the processing platform [TUTT 01].
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2.3.1 Early SDR Related Activities in Europe
2,3,LI Advance Communication Technologies and Services (ACTS)
The Flexible Integiated Radio Systems Teclmology (FIRST) [FIRS 95] project demonstrated 
feasibility of Intelligent Multi-mode Terminals for 2nd and 3rd Generation mobile systems (GSM 
1800, TD-CDMA) examining many aspects of soflware-reconfigurable air interface 
implementation. Some 230 Mips processing power was needed to support eight-slots of 1.6 MHz 
simplified TD-CDMA air interface; additional processing was needed to implement the ETSI 
UTRA specification.
One notable European project undertaken to better understand the requirements for software radio 
for UTRA was Futuie Radio widebAnd Multiple accEss Systems (FRAMES). FRAMES’ [FRAM 
95] main focus was the radio interface definition, validation and demonstration to operate in 
relevant radio operating environments and to support all UMTS services including voice, low, 
medium and high data rate services. The project developed a demonstrator comprising of one base 
station and two mobile terminals to demonstrate the basic functionality of the FRAMES 
specification. As part of its development activities, FRAMES estimated the baseband processing 
complexity required to be between 500 and 2,000 Mips.
The main objective of the MEDIAN project [MEDI 95] was to evaluate and implement a high 
speed wireless local area network (WLAN) pilot system for multimedia applications and 
demonstrate it in real-user trials. The pilot system relies on a multi-carrier modulation scheme, 
which was adapted to the transmitted data rates and chamiel characteristics, and supports wireless 
ATM network extension. The system, connected to 3rd and further generation mobile systems via 
the ATM interface, also utilised the 60 GHz frequency band.
Another project, which is also part of ACTS was SUNBEAM (Smart Universal BEAM foiming) 
[SUNB 98]. Its objectives were to develop innovative base station anay processing architectures 
and algorithms for UMTS that are sufficiently flexible to support a range of arcliitectures and 
Software Radio techniques.
ACTS-RAINBOW (Radio Access IndepeNdent Broadband On Wireless) [RAIN 95] investigated, 
through a laboratory implementation, the architectural and integration issues relevant to expected 
transport and mobility control functions of UMTS. The implementation was based on the 
conceptual designs developed within the project. The radio access part of UMTS was 
implemented mainly to study a "generic" UMTS access infrastructure capable of coping with 
different innovative radio access teclmiques and, at the same time, guaranteeing a soft migration 
from the second to third generation mobile systems.
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The project SORT (Software Radio Technologies), [SORT 98] part of ACTS projects, set the 
requirements for adaptive Radio Access including the definition of a functional architecture and 
digital signal processing. It developed a real-time hardware demonstrator consisting of an anti­
aliasing filter, an ADC converter and the functioned blocks to be developed for channelisation and 
sample rate adaptation (GSM, W-CDMA). This aims to differentiate between critical real-time 
and common functions to determine the perfbimance/ implementation complexity trade-offs,
2.3.1.2 E SP R IT
The aim of the SLATS (Software Libraries for Advanced Terminal Solutions) project, [SLAT 98] 
part of ESPRIT, was to design and develop software architectuie as well as software library 
elements implementing the base band ftinctionality of GSM and W-CDMA for real-time 
implementation on a selected DSP platform.
The ESPRIT project M3A [CORD 98] integrated existing network protocols into a single mobile 
platforai permitting data delivery via different access means (GSM, DAB, HIPERLAN), 
switching communications between them as and when necessary, making them work 
transparently to a browser,
PROMURA [CORD 98] (PROgrammable Multimode Radio for Multimedia Wireless Tenninals), 
also part of ESPRIT, was the first step towards evolution of Multi-Band and Multimode Mai'kets, 
which led to the production of Multimedia Wireless Terminals supporting UMTS, TD-CDMA 
and WB-CDMA. The main project objective was to develop a prototype of progiammable RF 
System that would support TDMA & CDMA Wideband -RF architecture. This accommodates 
operating frequencies from 500 to 2,500 MHz, with 6 MHz channel bandwidths.
2.3.1.3 SD R Workshop in 1997
The European Commission recognised eaiiy that the benefits to be derived from a widespread 
adoption of SDR concepts could have important implications for all mobile communications 
sector actors, namely manufacturers, operators, seiwice providers, users, regulators, and 
standardisation bodies. As a consequence of this, a one-day workshop on Software Radio was 
organised in May 1997 [ECSR 97] with the objective of raising the awareness of Industry and 
Academia to SDR in light of the Third Call for Proposals of the ACTS programme. The workshop 
highlighted the need for a European voice in the area of SDR, as the only co-ordinated activity in 
this area was found in the US, in the MMITS Foram (now SDR Foram).
2.3.1.4 Inform ation Society Technologies (1ST) - Framework 5
TRUST (Transparently Reconflgurable UbiquitouS Terminal) [TRUS 99] was part of the 1ST. It 
investigated the user requirements and the perspective of the tenninal, continuing with enabling
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technologies such as analogue signal processing, adaptive baseband processing, novel transceiver 
algorithms, and smart power management. It also investigated system aspects such as spectram 
sharing techniques, multi-mode monitoring, intelligent mode switching, and software download 
including security issues.
The overall aim of the Smart user-Centric cOmmUnication environmenT (SCOUT) project was to 
provide and validate concepts for All-IP Networks supporting reconflgurable mobile equipment 
and concepts for terminal reconfiguration that are intelligently customized and managed when 
used by mobile users for a wide range of wireless access technologies. This included the 
relationship between the customers, operators and regulators [SCOU 01].
Downloadable MOBIle Value-Added Services through Software Radio & Switching Integrated 
Platforms (MOBIVAS) [MOBY 99] was part of the 1ST projects, it aimed at developing 
architectural approaches for integrated software platforms and systems. These platforms and 
systems had to be adaptable to different network seiwices and teclinologies to be able to open new 
opportunities for advanced Value Added Seiwice (VAS) providers. The project was also aimed at 
developing innovative and modular network components for seamless and efficient service 
provision, enabling downloadable Software Defined Radio VAS. The project outcome was a 
wireless technology embracing the combination of with CORBA/TINA principles and 
sophisticated QoS mechanisms.
Configurable Radio with Advanced Software Teclmology (CAST) project [CAST 99], also part of 
the 1ST projects, it aimed to capture and present the foundations for intelligent and adaptable 
configuration of the physical layer in wireless communications links. This enabled the users to 
access customized seiwices over networks operating with different radio standards across different 
frequency bands. CAST tai'geted implementation of the protocol stack by proposing a thi'ee layer 
(management, procedural, physical) re-configurable architecture to provide the interface between 
the application and the underlying physical layer of a terminal processing platform. The project 
built a validation platform to assess the operation of the proposed architecture for the deliveiy of 
selected user services.
The main objective of the 1ST funded project Multi-Mode Radio (MuMoR) (see [HENK 03]), was 
to investigate mobile terminal architectures for multi-mode operations. The investigated radio 
systems were mainly UMTS/FDD, UMTS/TDD, and HSDPA/FDD. Additional investigations 
towards the operability with other cellular and non-cellular standards such as GSM and WLAN 
(IEEE 802.11 a/b) were also considered. MuMoR covered physical layer aspects for the analogue 
RF part as well as for the digital baseband part of a tenninal.
Wireless Indoor Flexible High Bitrate Modem Architecture (WIND-FLEX) (see [WIND 99]), was 
one of the 1ST FP5 projects that mvestigated a high bit rate adaptive modem architecture,
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configurable in real-time, for indoor single-hop, ad hoc networks, concentrating on algorithms, 
protocols, and RP/IF subsystems.
Dynamic Radio for IP seivices in Vehicular Enviromnent (DRIVE) project (see [DRIV 99]), 
aimed at developing methods for dynamic frequency allocation and for coexistence of different 
radio teclmologies (Dynamic Radio) to increase spectmm efficiency and reach. It developed an 
IPv6-based multi-radio infrastructure to ensure optimised inter-working of cellular and broadcast 
networks for the provision of adaptive high-quality multimedia services in vehicular 
environments.
The Spectmm Efficient Uni- and Multicast Over Dynamic Radio Networks in Vehicular 
Environments (OverDRiVE) [OVED 01] aimed at the UMTS enhancements and coordination of 
the existing radio networks into a hybrid network to ensure spectrum efficient provision of mobile 
multimedia services. An IPv6 based architecture enables interworking of cellular and broadcast 
networks in a common frequency range with dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA). The project 
objective was to enable and demonstrate the delivery of spectmm efficient multi- and unicast 
services to vehicles. OverDRiVE addressed resouice efficiency by sharing network and spectmm 
resources.
Platfoim And Software for Terminals: Operationally Re-configurAbLe (PASTORAL) [PAST 99], 
as a part of 1ST projects, aimed at developing a re-configurable, real-time platform for third 
generation mobile teiminal baseband development, using FPGA devices developed thiough a new 
co-simulation, co-design methodology which allows for an accelerated design cycle. It also 
looked into downloading applications and protocols over the air for re-configuration.
Mobility and Differentiated Services in a Future IP Network (MOBY DICK) [MOBI 00] aimed 
to facilitate the development of seamless access to existing and emerging IP-based applications. 
The project tried to facilitate new business opportunities for operators, manufacturers, seiwices 
providers, and content providers for wireless, access, and backbone technology and seiwices. The 
architecture was defined to support mobile IP end-to-end communication with QoS, seamless 
hand-over and all necessaiy AAA and charging mechanisms to satisfy the user and the network 
operator.
The Advanced Radio Resource Management for Wireless Seiwices (ARROWS) project (see 
[AROW 00]) defined and evaluated new and efficient Radio Resource Management 
methodologies, including both call admission and allocation of the radio resources (scheduling), 
for the UMTS Radio Access Network. Simple mechanisms for deriving the Radio Bearer QoS 
parameters from the end-to-end QoS application requirements were also studied, including the 
interactions between call control, application signalling and QoS negotiation procedures.
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Smart Antenna Technology in Universal bRoadband wireless Networks (SATURN) [SATR 00] 
was yet another of the 1ST projects, and it looked into adaptive/smart antemia teclmiques on both 
the terminal and the base station, for outdoor (UMTS) and for local/campus area wireless 
networks (HIPERLAN), aiming to promote high bit rate wireless services as well as to provide 
enhanced location information for location-based seiwices.
An 1ST project called Re-configurable low power radio architecture for Software DEfmed RAdio 
for 3rd Generation mobile terminals (SODERA) [SODR 99] aimed at defining and validating the 
feasibility of the RF architecture best suited for Re-configurable Radio (it took into consideration 
the teiminal constrains of low consumption, low cost and small form factor) as well as at studying 
the optimum partitioning between different technologies (BICMOS-SiGe, SOI, Micro- 
Machining). Advanced RF libraries were developed in order to validate tliis approach.
2.3.2 EU Framework 6 Projects
The EC continues to support the SDR concept through the next set of projects from framework 6. 
There are a number of FP 6 projects tackling network adaptability and compatibility, new Air 
Interfaces or the definition of mobile seiwice and application support platforms to enhance 
usability and user friendliness. Yet, there are cuii'ently only two projects that directly tackle the 
issue of Software Radio in the context of Reconfigurability. These are E^R I and II and Simplicity, 
see below.
2,3,2.1 E^R -  End-to-End Reconfigurability
The E^R project’s research scope covers the complete end-to-end system (stretching from user 
device all the way up to internet protocol and services) [ENDT 07] as well as the reconfigurability 
support (intrinsic functionalities such as management and control, download support, spectrum, 
regulatory issues and business models) along the whole communications path.
The E^R architecture envisages that several capabilities in dynamically reconfiguring the radio 
access systems will be reconfigurable. The radio access network topology could be dynamically 
reconfigured with equipment such as reconfigurable temiinals, base stations/Node Bs and 
gateways, and related reconfiguration support entities in the core network and internet/intranet.
The E^R project aims to use the topology presented in [ENDT 07] to describe and implement the 
transition from multi-mode to smart reconflgurable equipments and related reconfiguration 
support. Several associated aspects of this vision will also be investigated, including dynamic 
spectmm allocation and flexible radio resource management, regulatoiy issues, and business 
models.
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In the E^R scope, all layers of the system stack are assumed to be subject to reconfiguration, 
implying that the interfaces between terminals, radio access networks and the core network 
entities need to be defined in a consistent and coherent manner.
One of the major working areas in E^R is research into mechanisms to increase Spectrum and 
Resource Efficiency [CHAN 07] tlirough application of reconfigurability, the technologies aimed 
at both networks as well as the Air Interface and aimed to optimize the communication links from 
end-to-end.
2.3,2.2 Simplicity
The Simplicity - Secure, Internet-able, Mobile Platforms Leading Citizens Towards simplicity -  
project’s [SIMP 04] scope included the development of an architectural framework that allows the 
simplification of configuration procedures in a rather complex technological coimnunications 
world. The goal of Simplicity was to reduce this complexity by designing, developing and 
evaluating an arcliitectural framework that will provide automatic customization of user access to 
services and the network, as well as automatically adapt seiwices to terminal characteristics and 
user preferences.
The arcliitecture was to consist of two main components: the Simplicity Device and a Brokerage 
Framework. The Simplicity Device was to be a physical plug-in device (e.g., Java card, Java ring, 
enhanced SIM card, USB pen, etc.) or a functional entity (e.g., software agent). It allowed users 
to easily shift from one terminal device to another by storing user preferences and allowing 
automated customization of terminals or network services, including, for example, the policy- 
controlled selection of network interfaces.
The Brokerage Framework employed easily extensible, policy-based mechanisms to coordinate 
network capabilities (e.g., mobility support, QoS, security, etc.) by allowing the user to adapt 
network capabilities to the user's preferences and to the characteristics of the user's terminal. The 
Brokerage Framework also provided the ability to re-configure using via policy-controlled SW 
downloads and installations.
2.3.3 National Initiatives and Industrial efforts in Europe
Apart from the research that has been, and is continued to be, undertaken on a collaborative 
European level, there are also a number of examples of national initiatives for research into both 
SDR Technology itself and also into the mechanisms necessary to harness the flexibility of 
software definability.
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2.3.3.1 Mobile VCE (United Kingdom)
In 1997, Mobile Virtual Centre of Excellence (Mobile VCE) [MVCE 07] was created based on a 
collaborative partnership engaged in industrially-relevant, long tenn research in the area of 
Mobile and Personal Communications. Among the main activities of MVCE was the research 
initiative comprising of the Core 1 and Core 2 Progi ammes. The Core 1 program was a three year 
programme of advanced research overseen by nominated experts drawn from the Industrial 
Members and it comprised four Work Areas: Networks, Services, Terminals and Radio 
Environment. It was completed in spring 2000. The next stage. Core 2 Programme began in 
autumn 1999, building upon the earlier research outputs but extending the work into new areas, 
i.e. "Beyond 30". The Mobile VCE developed and proposed in its second core research 
programme an architecture aiming at the control of reconflgurable radios. The so-called 
Reconfiguration Management Aichitecture (RMA) [MOES 00] was designed to handle all 
signalling and functional issues related to terminal reconfiguration and to support the connectivity 
of reconflgurable terminals in heterogeneous radio environments. The RMA was defined as a 
complete software enviromnent for control of both stationary as well as mobile SDR devices. The 
architecture follows a distributed stmcture, where the parts that control the implementation of 
new configurations on an SDR device are located within the domain of either a network provider 
or of any other entity permitted to authorise device re-configurations. The reconflgurable terminal 
device contains two of the RM As architectural elements: the “teiminal reconfiguration 
management part” and the “radio module pait”. The “reconfiguration control part”, which 
validates the proposed configuration, resides in the SDR-enabled network.
Those parts within the RMA, which are located in the network, are responsible for the 
coordination of configurations and also for the approval (validation) of anticipated terminal 
configurations. The parts of the RMA that reside in the teiminal, are responsible for managing the 
reconfiguration process, security and the control of the reconfigurable hardware. The 
configuration approval process is based on a mechanism, where the intended terminal 
configuration is captuied in a script which can be passed between terminal and network part for 
approval of the configuration. The RMA has been designed to enable, manage and support secure 
and reliable reconfiguration of teiminals and network nodes, to facilitate the download of trusted 
and approved reconfiguration software as well as to implement an additional functional plane that 
supports terminal and equipment reconfigurability (i.e. a ‘reconfiguration plane’).
2.3.3.2 Finnish SDR (Finland)
In Finland, research and development in SDR are incorporated in the demonstrator phase under 
the name of “Finnish Software Radio Programme” [FINN 02], undertaken by the Finnish Defence 
Forces. This programme, divided into several projects, aims at the investigation of software radio
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platforms and future waveforms with an output of building a demonstrator by 2006 and a 
prototype by 2009. The objective is to specify and develop a radio communication system which 
will enable efficient and flexible communications, control and co-operation in the future 
electronic warfare environment. The radio system will be a software defined radio platform to 
guarantee easy upgrade of the system and compatibility between different radio systems.
2.3.3.3 Réseau National de Recherche en Télécommunications (France)
Asturies is a project that belongs to the national French program RJSJRT [ASTU 02]. The aim of 
the project is to define and demonstrate a reconfigurable radio cellular front-end for an industrial 
occuixence around 2006-2010. This is a mid-term initiative trying to address some of the 
technological bottlenecks, particularly in the realisation of the analogue part of the front end of 
the future, connected to a digital reconfigurable baseband. Moreover the growing influence of the 
Wireless LANs on the mobile communication system world has been taken into account as a 
convergence enabler. Advanced radio interfaces defined up to the present date have also been 
taken into account for the project to be able to foresee the evolution of the needs in the wireless 
world: more bandwidth combined with a more efficient use of the scared spectral resource.
2.4 SDR in Asia
hi Asia (Mainly Japan), due to similar problems related to interoperability, compatibility and 
portability problems faced by the other regions, SDR technology has been considered as an 
important driver for multimode and multifunctional capability. In order to respond to these needs, 
the lEICE Software Radio Teclinical Group was formed in December 1998 to promote research 
and development in the field of software defined and reconflgurable radio systems. The group has 
covers various subjects in SDR such as architectures, devices, algorithms, and APIs for 
reconfigurability and download. The tendency in Japan is to focus more on wireless hardware 
rather than software architecture due to the researchers’ backgiound in wireless, electrical or 
electronic engineering. Various prototypes have been developed to prove the feasibility of SDR 
applications and functions.
Similar to the work in the US, the main research focus in Asia was, , on the development of 
processing platforms and SDR receiver architectures and a number of projects and initiatives were 
initiated. Some of them are still continued. The most noteworthy of these efforts include: The 
software receiver defined by a study gioup of ARID (Association of Radio hidustries and 
Businesses), the National histitute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT, 
foimerly known as the Communications Research Laboratory -  CRL of the Ministry of Posts and 
Telecommunications) which investigated parameter-controlled SDR.
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In the commercial domain, the Advanced Telecommunication Laboratory (ATL) of the Sony 
corporation developed and proposed a SDR platform called SOPRANO (software progiammable 
and hardware reconflgurable architectuie for networks (see [KOHN 00]). NTT (The Nippon 
Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) developed prototypes for both base stations as well as 
‘personal stations’; however, a commercial use has not yet been reported. Initiatives from Toshiba 
(Handheld dfrect conversion receiver), NEC/Anritsu (Environmentally Adaptive Receiver), 
Hitachi (Digital and Analogue Prototype) and a Radio Base Station from the Toyo 
Communication Equipment and Tohoku Electric Power have been pursued. However, as of today, 
none of these initiatives has been commercialised and no products have been rolled out.
2.5 Industrial Initiatives
A number of companies are developing SDR products; some of these products are still in a 
conceptual state while others have been paitly rolled out. Some of the noteworthy examples 
include:
L SI Logic Corporation developed an SDR (baseband) handset architecture based on a DSP core 
baseband. The arcliitecture using handset requirements such as flexibility, multifunctional 
multimode operations, and power efficiency can handle new generations of mobile handsets 
accommodating both baseband processing algorithms and media processing algoritlims.
Between 1998 and 2001 Vami Inc built software radio implementations of a variety of 
commercial and government waveforms including the cellulai' standai'ds IS-91, AMPS, IS-136 
TDMA, and GSM. All these implementations are executed on general purpose processors rather 
than DSP or FPGAs. The entire code is implemented using C++ and is mnning on the top of a 
standard portable operating system (POSDC). The company was the first one to complete the FCC 
certification process for commercial use of Software Radio GSM basestation [Vanu 04].
Analog Devices Inc.’s recent technology development includes Blackfm and TigerSHARC 
processor families for handsets and basestation applications respectively. The target systems of 
the two processors are 2.5 and 3G cellular, and both are used for implementation of wireless 
digital baseband platforms for SDR systems. The Blackfin is a 16-bit fixed-point core that 
combines DSPs and microcontrolers. It enables an efficient application of multimedia algorithms 
for 2.5 and 3G wireless applications with integiation of multiple cores into single baseband and 
reconfigures them when needed. The TigerSHARC is a fully programmable solution for SDR for 
implementing the entire 3G basestation. As a powerful DSP, it can be used as a simple upgrade to 
increase capacity, or to include new features, or yet to facilitate new standards.
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Quicksilver, Technology Inc. developed a product called the Adaptive Computing Machine 
(ACM) to satisfy system requirements for next generation mobile and wireless devices with high 
performance, low power consumption, architectural flexibility and low cost. It is a combination of 
DSPs and ASICs in a single IC that provides multi-functionality for SDR. It offers an efficient 
mapping of silicon resources to the algorithm and thus, higher performance and lower power 
consumption.
Sandbridge Technologies provided an architectui'e applicable to reconflgurable baseband 
processing. The architectuie supports different data types and has the ability to execute Java, 
digital signal processing and control code. Designs of 2Mbits/s WCDMA, IEEE802.11b, 
GSM/GPRS and GPS physical layers have been implemented and tested with multiple RF front 
ends for validation of the architecture.
Altera Corporation has addressed all the baseband SDR system partitioning -  narrow and wide 
band wireless, thereby providing an integrated set of devices and design support for SDR 
solutions. A variety of FPGA solutions and tools for implementation that meet the cunent SDR 
designs without compromising speed, power or cost are available.
Xilinx Inc., one of the biggest manufacturers of IC, has identified that the current solutions need 
to communicate with the broader network such as the Internet with interlinking wired and 
wireless technologies. Integrated components such as PowerPC 405 and multi-gigabit transceivers 
in the Virtex-V Pro FPGA address these considerations by providing a platform based approach to 
system implementation with SDR solutions. This reflects the primary value proposition of the 
FPGA as a possibility of accelerating time-to-market, product future proofing and flexibility, as 
well as high perfoixnance.
Morpho Technologies developed spatial mapping of signal processing algorithms to the 
computing fabric resulting in a highly parallel processor MSI rDSP. This arcliitectural solution 
has been tested of supporting the requirements of cellular systems such as UMTS/WCDMA, 
cdma2000, GSM/EDGE/GPRS wireless data systems such as IEEE802.11a, b, and location 
technologies such as GPS of chip-rate and symbol-rate processing. Tliis provides a novel 
approach for the future SDR [Tutt 2004].
RadioScape developed a family of Digital Radio Receiver modules for the consumer electronics 
market. Each module is a complete digital radio receiver from antenna RF input to audio output. 
The use of the SDR approach allows multiple standai'ds on one module, such as Eureka DAB with 
FM and RDS. The benefit is that these additional standards are available at very little extra cost. 
This is because the majority of the signal paths and all the baseband processing hardware are 
common to all standards. The family also includes a fully integrated user interface that can be 
customised for specific products [RADI 05].
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Rohde & Schwarz was one of the first companies to develop Software Defined Radios in the 
market for airborne, tactical/mobile and stationary/shipbom applications. The teclmology platform 
provides an arcliitectural framework that is comparable to the Joint Tactical Radio 
System/Software Communications Architectme (JTRS/SCA) and eases the scalability of the radio 
and the portability of software functions between different products [RHOD 04],
2.6 Software Defined Radio Technologies -  Regulatory and System 
Concepts
hi most cases, SDR technology cannot be easily deployed. Beside the limited technological 
availability, there are a few basic, mostly regulatoiy, restrictions that prevent the widespread 
application of SDR equipment. In the first instance, main restrictions are due to the fact that radio 
wave emitting equipment needs to be certified (or type approved) before it can be used (or even 
distributed to users). Hence, there are a number of topics that first need to be overcome as 
discussed in [ETER 07]. They can be structured as follows:
o Equipment circulation
> Tenninal definition
>  Software downloads/installation 
o Equipment Control
> Rogue terminals
> Lawful interception 
o Spectrum access and usage
> National differences (for e.g. UK market driven policy, Japan not considering 
dynamic allocation at all)
Regulators have realised early that there is a need to change regulation if SDR technology should 
ever be allowed to be deployed. A first Notice of Inquiry, issued by the US FCC, stated the 
following:
o “The introduction of software defined radios could have wide ranging implications for 
radio teclmology and our regulatoiy policies”
o “Software defined radios have the potential to change the way users can communicate 
across traditional services and to promote efficient use of spectrum”
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o “We believe that softwai*e defined radios could significantly affect a number of 
Commission functions, including spectmm allocation, spectmm assignment, and 
equipment approval”
o “The purpose of this inquiry is to gather infomiation on the state of software defined radio 
technology, interoperability issues, spectmm efficiency issues, equipment authorization 
processes, and other relevant issues”
Tliis also applies in Europe, where, particularly in the field of equipment certification, different 
plans have been investigated as shown below (also discussed in [ETER 07]):
o Short Term
> Type Approval of Terminals
Necessary for ‘free circulation’ of roaming terminals 
o Medium Teim
> Reconfiguration of Handset Air Interface approval
Necessary for user driven download of configuration software
> Emerging technical solutions to validation which can devolve ‘validation 
responsibility to operator’, etc.
o Long Tenn
>  ‘Adaptive Spectmm Management’
More efficient usage of the spectmm since cuixently, the actual usage of the 
spectmm is generally unknown.
Reconfigurability of SDR equipment will open the possibility for third-party software vendors to 
provide software, and for many actors to change the HW/SW combination after the SDR 
equipment has entered the market, as well as to install or upgrade the configurations even during 
equipment operation. The question arises of “who will and can be held responsible for the 
standard compliant function of the equipment”. The question of responsibility is one of the main 
regulatory obstacles.
The settings as well as the overall hard/software combinations (i.e. the actual radio 
implementation) of equipment, even for non-reconflgurable technologies, are rather complex. The 
manufacturer installs the fiimware, the operating system and basic applications while the operator 
may include some tailored platform software and applications. All of these installations may have 
bugs and may require patcliing, and in some cases, these patches may affect the basic 
functionality of the equipment, wliich, in the cun’ent regulatory regime, would require new 
certification of the terminal.
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Although, tills can be done easily in current tenninals, such patching will be rather problematic 
when configuration software is procured and installed even by thud paities.
Much of the flexibility and the value added by reconfigurable SDR equipment is based on 
software download and controlled installation/activation. This, however, may be at stake if 
downloads are not sufficiently secure and if the origin, download path, suitability and authenticity 
of the software downloaded are not asserted.
2,7 SDR Deployment Areas
SDR teclmology has a wide range of different possible deployment areas in the commercial arena. 
Among the most obvious and already active deployments is the use of the technology in base 
stations (i.e. see [STEI 03]). Approaches for partly software-defined teiminal architectures are 
also being pursued (see subchapter 2.5). The SDR technology, from the first sight, provides a 
rather costly alternative since the technology will cause initially higher platfoim costs and will 
further increase the complexity of the systems. Yet, there are indications that the potential 
advantages will outweigh the additional cost. These advantages can be grouped in two main 
categories: (1) the advantages SDR may bring to the different actors; and (2) the effects on the 
system flexibility, extensibility and perfbimance.
The SDR technology, as part of reconfigurable communication systems, may affect all parts of 
communication networks. The most significant impact, however, will be on the air interface. Thus 
it is mainly the Radio Access parts of the networks that are considered in the comparison shown 
in Table 2-1 below.
While the advantages listed here provide input and reason for business models and deployment 
scenarios, there are still major technical and regulatoiy obstacles to be overcome (see subchapter 
2.6). SDR stand alone will be just another enabling teclmology. It can only unfold all its features 
and possibilities when used in a suitable context.
There are many military applications and few commercial ones already being available (see 
subchapter 2.5). However, the technology pick-up and widespread use has yet to take place. The 
general view in Europe could be summarised as that the SDR teclmology will enable the cost- 
effective integration of legacy and futui e radio networks, and it is expected that it will facilitate 
the implementation of a more flexible spectmm assignment scheme.
The recent effort OFCOM’s towards liberalised spectmm provides a unique opportunity for the 
SDR technology to increase the competition in the communication services market, by offering 
the possibility to quickly re-deploy parts of the radio spectrum for usage by different services and 
different access technologies. The technology can offer the possibility to introduce “service-
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dependent roaming”, moving away from the communication system-dependent roaming. Yet, the 
freedom and flexibility that the SDR technology offers comes at the price of complexity.
The SDR as the main enabling teclmology for reconflgurable communications systems will 
facilitate the flexible configuration of the radio access networks. Tliis opens the possibility to 
choose the most efficient configuration (or radio access teclmology) for the required application. 
Such flexibility will give both users and operators the choice to use on air interface standard that 
would be most suitable and most efficient (in terms of resouice usage) in providing/using a 
service.
Table 2-1: SDR Technology; deployment advantages-disadvaiitages
Advantages Disadvantages
Portability Complexity increase
Flexibility Restriction to basic control
Compatibility Security vulnerability
AAA (anything, anyplace, anytime ) service Complex billing
hiteroperability Problems in provision of services
Opeimess to configure as wanted
Higher seiwice availability
Better control of systems Additional provision of seiwices
Easy problem fixes Possible diversification of clients roles
Mass upgrade
Utilisation of the network efficiently
Easy to maintain the equipment More competition fi-oni third party software 
providers when using open architecturesEasy to develop and support systems
Concentration on the software side
Single platfomi
Considering that the SDR equipment can be reconfigured at any time by software which may 
come from various sources, the problem becomes multidimensional. One reconfiguration issue 
assumes a communication situation in a secondary spectmm market, where reconfiguration of 
base stations and temiinals is pennitted. In this scenario, the reconfiguration software may be 
obtained from different sources (3rd party SW providers, operators, manufacturers), and
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reconfigwation can take place at any time. The main problem in such a situation would be that the 
classical roles of each of the players may change at any time. The E2R project [ENDT 07] has 
looked into this problem area and identified a number of potential pitfalls. In the context of a 
reconflgurable system, the main issue is that the players will have to take responsibility for the 
overall system state. Depending on their individual roles, they may have to take this responsibility 
at different instances of the system. A clear understanding of the relationships between the players 
in a secondary spectmm market, facilitated tluough reconfigurable SDR equipment, has to be 
established. For this purpose, the framework, upon which the future regulation should focus on, 
and in which roles can be assumed and defined for existing as well as new players in such flexible 
situations, has to be established.
2,8 Enabling Software Technologies
Object-oriented teclmology (GOT) provides a paradigm that supports re-use, rapid application 
development and many additional features such as inheritance and encapsulation. Systems that are 
designed using GOT allow the fragmentation of implementations into small functional modules 
and series of cooperating components. Objects are self-contained software modules encapsulating 
functionality and attributes. Interactions between objects take place via clearly defined interfaces, 
whilst their functionality is hidden within the object.
Applications as well as member objects of applications may be distributed across the network and 
may reside on any server within the network. Access to the functionality between remote objects 
takes place via ‘remote procedure calls’ following the client-seiwer principle. Using middleware 
platfonns such as Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [JAVA 01] or CGKBA (Common Gbject 
Request Broker Architectuie) [GMGR 01] simplifies the programming effort, and client objects 
do not require immediate knowledge about the location of the seiwer objects. The complete 
principle is based on a tlnee-tier architecture [LEWI 98] separating user interface, business logic 
and the access to a persistent storage (e.g. databases or files). Similar to local object 
implementations, the services provided by distributed objects are accessible through public 
interfaces. Ideally, these interfaces need to be independent from an operating system, 
programming language and any underlying network protocols.
The remainder of this subchapter describes a number of technologies necessaiy to build a 
distributed reconfiguration management system,
2.8.1 Java
Java [JAVA Ola] is a platfoim-independent, object-oriented progi'amming language and runtime 
environment from Sun Microsystems, initially designed as a programming language for network
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applications. Java follows the Object Oriented Design (OOD) principles and offers features such 
as portability and architectural neutrality. The original principle of Java was the “write once, run 
everywhere” paradigm and it has become today’s mainstream progiamming language. The 
portability of Java applications is a key feature in a multi-platform world which JAVA provides. 
The ability to download Java applets and the close integration of Java with Web browsers make 
Java an ideal medium for Web and Internet-based development. The portability of Java implies 
that it may also be suitable for downloading signalling/user application objects written in Java to 
software re-conflgurable tenniiials.
However, the Java language itself offers only simple communication seiwices based essentially on 
socket mechanisms, and it does not initially support a client/server paradigm. To support it, Java 
had to be extended with a distributed object infrastructure. Due to this reason, the Java 
Development Kit (JDK) includes its own, built-in native object request broker, called RMI. 
Moreover, the CORBA 2.4 standard has been implemented in the latest JDK. Similar to real-time 
embedded applications, two important issues with Java programs are their memory occupation 
and their non-predictable execution due to the built-in garbage collection function. To adopt Java 
for a real-time application, major work is being undertaken to provide real-time Java technology 
by enhancing the modularity, the scalability, the real-time behaviour and the reliability of Java 
programs. The JDK offers a platform to enable remote object communication between remote 
hosts. The following subchapter briefly describes the capabilities and main features of the Java 
RMI model.
18.1.1 RMI
Distributed systems require a communication mechanism to pass messages and values between a 
client and a seiwer. For this purpose, the Java progiamming language provides support for sockets. 
Communication via sockets requires tedious progiamming on both the client and the server sides. 
The first level to hide the complexity of sockets is the use of Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). RPC 
abstracts the communication interface to the level of a procedure call. The RPC systems encode 
arguments and return values using an external data representation (XDR). A major difference 
between RMI and RPC-based systems is the dynamic class loading facility of RMI. The 
mechanism allows the clients and seiwers to load classes dynamically over the network.
In order to match the semantics of object invocation, distributed object systems require RMI. hi 
such systems, a local sunogate (stub) object manages the invocation of a remote object.
Whilst RPC, the RMIs predecessor, was platform independent, RMI is restricted to the Java 
mntime environment. This means that it requires both Virtual Macliine (VM) and Java class 
libraries. RMI was developed to match the semantics of remote object invocation to client/server 
systems. RMI’s main advantage is the capability to serialize instances of objects (including
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interfaces) and to transfer these to the physical location (host) of the requesting client, A further 
advantage is the portability of the code (“write once, run eveiywhere”- providing a VM is 
available) despite the restriction to the Java environment.
RMI uses Java’s Remote Method Protocol (JRMP) to send method invocations and associated 
parameters and to return values and exceptions from one JVM to another. JRMP is the Java 
equivalent of CORBA’s HOP. RMI offers seiwices similar to those of CORBA [ORFA 98] (e.g., 
Naming and Trading services). These can be outlined as follows:
• Communication between client and server takes place in a similar way to CORBA:
• Client and server objects are separated from the underlying communications by defined 
interfaces,
• Function calls from the client are handled by the stub which requests the seiwice from the 
remote skeleton of the seiwer,
• Remote function calls appear to the client as if they were local function calls.
The latest release of Java™ 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE™) teclmology at this moment is version
1.4, which is a premier solution for developing and deploying mission-critical and enteiprise 
applications. It incorporates RMI and its compiler ‘rmic’. The ‘miic’ generates so-called ‘Java 
interfaces’, which are implemented in the ‘implementation classes’ from IDL interfaces.
On the other side, Java™ 2 Platform. Micro Edition (J2ME™) technology specifically covers the range 
of small footprint devices such as smart cards, pagers and any other devices that have processing 
power.
2.8. L 2 Wireless Java
To meet the demand for information appliances in the rapidly developing consumer and 
embedded markets. Sun Microsystems has extended the scope of Java technology with the 
introduction of Java^ M 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME™) technology. In J2ME devices, a Java 
virtual machine implementation and a configuration specification are very closely aligned. 
Together they are designed to capture just the essential capabilities of each categoiy of device.
The configuration for mobile devices or the Comiected Limited Device Configuration technology 
(CLDC technology) defines target Java platforms in small, resource-constrained devices (such as 
mobile devices), each with a memory space in the range of 160 kB to 512 kB. The CLDC 
technology is composed of the K Virtual Machine tm(KVM ™) [JKVM 99] and a set of core class 
libraries.
The KVM, a key part witliin the J2ME architecture, is a compact, liighly portable JVM designed 
for small-meraoiy, limited-resource, network-connected devices such as cellular phones, pagers,
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personal organizers, mobile Internet devices, point-of-sale terminals, and home appliances. These 
devices typically contain 16- or 32-bit processors and a minimum total memory footprint of 
approximately 128 kilobytes. However, the KVM can be deployed flexibly in a wide variety of 
devices and may be appropriate for various industries.
At present, the KVM and the CLDC technologies are closely related. The CLDC technology runs 
only on top of the KVM technology; it is only configuiation a supported by the KVM. However, 
it is expected that the CLDC technology will also be executable on other J2ME VM 
implementations.
To enable wireless communication and software download between J2ME remote hosts, the 
design of J2ME closely follows the WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) specifications.
2.8.1,3 Interoperability between WAP and J2ME
Currently, there are efforts undeiway to introduce the flexibility of wireless application execution 
of the J2ME platform by using the transport mechanisms provided by the WAP suite. The WAP 
suite itself provides the mechanisms to deliver text-based contents; however, any function is 
executed on a remote server only (i.e. requires a constant comiection to the remote server). Using 
J2ME over WAP, however, will enable the download of complete applications (Java bytecode) 
and will facilitate their execution within the mobile device, independent whether the device is 
connected or not.
Possible applications are WAP browsers with an in-built virtual machine that implements the 
CLDC specifications. These browsers may use any CLDC-compliant VM, including the KVM. 
Moreover, Java-based WAP micro browsers are already available [BILLD 99]. A combination of 
WAP and J2ME provides a flexible execution platform for distributed and mobile applications 
and has the capability to support the implementation of a reconfiguration management 
arcliitecture.
2.8,2 IDL
The Interface Description Language (IDL) [OMGR 01] is an object oriented, declarative language 
used to define the interface and attributes of functions. Additionally, it describes the possible 
exceptions that may occur when a remote object is called. The IDL defines built-in data types but 
also supports customised types. The IDL has been defined and standai*dised by the Object 
Management Group (OMG) [OMGR 01] and provides mappings to many major programming 
languages and platforms (including the languages C, C++, Java, Ada, SmallTalk and protocol 
mappings to IP (using CORBA /IIOP(Intemet hiter-ORB Protocol) [OMGR 01] and RMI/RPC 
[JAVA 01]) and to http (via SOAP [SOAP 00])).
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Using various features of the Java platform and the IDL together combines the dynamism of Java 
applets/applications with the multi-tier architectuies provided by Object Request Broker (ORBs). 
It extends the capabilities of Java, by providing a platfonn that can invoke methods of remote 
objects implemented in other languages and executed on other operating system platforms.
2.8.3 CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Arcliitecture (CORBA) is a middleware platform that 
supports objects distributed across networks. CORBA is a vendor-independent standard for 
integrating and unifying distributed object-based systems. It was specified by the Object 
Management Group (OMG) [OMGR 01] and is cuiTcntly supported by more than 750 member 
organisations. Established in 1989, the OMG aims to promote the theoiy and practice of object 
oriented technology, including support for reusability, portability, and interoperability of an object 
oriented software components in a heterogeneous environment. CORBA adopted interface and 
protocol specifications based on commercially available object technology. Together they define 
an Object Management Architecture (OMA). The OMA reference model is an architectural 
framework that identifies the key components of distributed object systems.
A CORBA object offers its services/functions through an interface, defining the programming 
language-neutral IDL [MOWB 95]. An IDL interface provides the ORB infrastmcture with 
information about the contents of messages to and from the object as well as provides a 
transparent access to the object. A distributed object is referenced via a handle called an ^object 
reference’, which contains information about the location of the remote object so that a client can 
access its services.
The key functionality of CORBA is the provision of interoperability in heterogeneous network 
environments, i.e. the ability to exchange functionality and inteipretable data between two 
software entities. The features of interoperability can be described with the four major abilities: 
communication, request generation, data format, and semantics [MOWB 95]. In the CORBA 2.0 
specification [OMG 97] HOP (Internet Interoperability Protocol) has been defined as the standard, 
used for CORBA compliant ORBs to communicate via heterogeneous networks.
The key advantage of CORBA is that it allows the integration of systems that arewritten using 
multiple languages and paradigms, wliile RMI only supports communication between distributed 
Java objects. CORBA supports a number of progiamming languages including C, C++, 
Smalltalk, AdA and Java.
CORBA is an open standard that is both machine and language independent. Any ORB products 
confoiinant to the CORBA 2.2 standard can interoperate with each other, and with the expected
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release of CORBA 3.0, there will be also a minimised CORBA, capable to support distributed 
objects in wireless environments.
2,8.4 UML and SDL
Formal description techniques (FDTs) have a most prominent role in the development life cycle 
of distributed systems, especially telecommunication systems. FDTs were developed to ensure 
unambiguous, concise, complete and consistent specification of the system under development. 
FDTs allow for partial or total automation of many analysis and synthesis activities in the 
development life cycle.
During the process from the formal specification of user requirements to implementation, 
activities such as, for example, tlie validation of the design specification against the requirement 
specification, the verification of design specification, stepwise refinement of formal specification 
towards implementation, and test case generation, have to be partially automated. A formal 
protocol definition or specification facilitates the checks of a protocol for logical self-consistency 
(validation) or the demonstration that the protocol has various desirable properties (verification). 
The Specification and Description Language (SDL) is one of the foimalised languages that is able 
to create clear models winch can be automatically checked for accuracy and completeness. It also 
offers the opportunity to use verification and validation in early software development phases, 
rather than debugging in an implementation stage. One of the real benefits of using the SDL is 
that a well-specified model can be simulated. The simulation is usually displayed as a dynamic 
MSC (Message Sequence Chart).
Object-oriented design is a design strategy where system designers think in terms of objects 
instead of operations or functions. The system is made up of interacting objects that maintain their 
own local states and provide operations base on that state infoiination. An object is an entity that 
has a state and a defined set of operations and that operates on that state. The state is represented 
as a set of object attributes. The operations associated with the object provide services to other 
objects (clients) which request these services when some computation is required. Object-oriented 
analysis (GOA) is a well-known and popular technique for understanding a problem and 
analysing a system. Among many different versions of the GOA methods, the UML (Unified 
Modelling Language) from the GMG has been extensively accepted as a standard language for 
object-oriented methods and tools.
Simplicity is one of the major benefits of GGA notations. A set of class diagrams can describe 
complex relationships between objects from different points of view in a simple graphical way. 
Another major benefit is that the concepts, such as aggregation, inheritance and association, have
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a fairly abstract definition, which makes it possible to describe the problems in a high and abstract 
level in analysis situation. The general process for object-oriented design has a number of stages:
• Understand and define the context and modes of use of the system;
• Design the system architecture;
• Identify the principal obj ects in the system;
• Develop design models;
• Specify obj ect interfaces.
All of the above activities can be thought of as interleaved activities that influence each other 
thi'ough the design process.
When documenting a model design, a sequence diagram is needed for each significant interaction. 
A state machine model should be provided to show how the object instance changes a state 
depending on the messages that it receives. It is not usually necessaiy to produce a state chart for 
all of the objects. Many of the objects in a system are relatively simple objects and a state 
machine model would not help implementers to understand these objects.
An important part of any design process is the specification of the interfaces between the different 
components. Designers should avoid representation information in their interface design. Rather, 
the representation should be hidden and object operations should be provided to access and update 
the data. If the representation is hidden, it can be changed without affecting the objects that use 
these attributes. This leads to a design which is inherently simple to maintain [SOMM 01].
The SDL is an object-oriented formal language defined by the ITU-T for specification of 
complex, event-driven, real-time and interactive applications involving many concunent activities 
that communicate using discrete signals. The SDL’s generally adopted partly because of its 
intuitive giapliical notation and excellent tool support. One of the main perceived benefits of the 
SDL over other notations such as, for example, the UML is the ability to model and reason, e.g., 
via model checking tools, detailed behaviouial specifications mcluding real-time behaviours 
[SINN 01].
The strength of the SDL is its ability to describe the structure, behaviour, and data of a system. 
The most important characteristic of the SDL is its fonnality. The semantics beliind each symbol 
and concept are precisely defined. The SDL has successful track record in tenns of support for 
design, formal verification and code generation, especially for distributed, reactive and real-time 
applications.
The UML does not specify system behaviour in the same detail as the SDL. Process diagrams, for 
example are not part of the UML. However, the SDL and the UML can be complementaiy to each
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other. The UML is frequently used at the software arcliitecture and design stage, while the SDL is 
now more frequently used in the more detailed process design stage. The SDL tools which 
provide code generation aie also used in the final coding stage of softwai'e development.
The MSCs are suitable descriptions of the functional exchanges but they also act as a basis for test 
case development. The SDL is used at the design stage for the description of the functional 
behaviour and the arcliitecture of the target system. Since the MSCs and the SDL specifications 
are often developed independently from each other, the SDL specification has to be validated 
against the set of MSCs given at the requirement stage, in order to ensure consistency between 
requirement stage and design stage. The MSCs have many uses. They are used for; requirement 
definition; as an overview specification of process communication; as an interface specification; 
as a basis for automatic generation of a skeleton SDL specification; for simulation and 
consistency check of SDL specification; as a basis for selection and specification of test cases; for 
documentation; for object oriented design and analysis (object interaction). Within the system 
development process, the MSCs play an important role in nearly all stages, thereby 
complementing the SDL in many respects. On the one hand, the MSC and the SDL diagrams 
describe the same behaviour from two different perspectives. The SDL shows how each 
communicating entity behaves, while the MSC diagrams show how they interact by exchanging 
messages. Since the MSC diagrams are easier to read, they could be helpful to both developers of 
the SDL specifications and their readers. On the other hand, the SDL processes and the MSCs can 
be perceived as two different kinds of system representation which are in many respects 
complementaiy. The SDL provides a clear and comprehensive behaviour description within the 
individual SDL processes, whereas the communication between several processes is represented 
in a fairly indirect manner and thus, the description of the communication behaviour in the SDL 
for many purposes is not sufficiently transparent. In contrast, the MSCs focus on the 
communication behaviour of system components and their environment by means of message 
exchange.
2.9 H ardw are Technologies and Advances
A wireless communications system typically consists of several hardware modules such as an 
antenna, a multiband RF converter, an IF band filter, an A/D converter (ADC), a D/A converter 
(DAC), and a baseband processor (e.g., digital signal processing DSP, field progiammable gate 
array - FPGA, application- specific integrated circuit, ASIC).
Baseband Processing: To achieve reconfigurability and programmability for broadband signals, 
higher-speed signal processing is required. Even if high-speed DSP is involved, it is difficult to do 
real-time processing. On the other hand, if a FPGA is employed with a hardware description
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language (HDL), it is used to achieve a real-time processing and the HDL can provide liigh- 
efficiency coding. However, the HDL tends to require a large-scale circuit. Since FPGA is 
designed to be a general composition, it takes several times larger circuits scale than the necessary 
logic numbers. To solve these problems, optimum combinations of DSP and FPGA 
multiprocessor structures have to be designed.
ADC and DAC: Power consumption in ADC and baseband circuits is a major problem in a mobile 
terminal which uses a battery. The speed-up of ADC leads to an increase in consumption of 
electric current. Moreover, the complication of the digital circuit causes the same problem. To 
reduce sampling rate and bit modification of ADC, different sampling techniques need to be 
involved.
Direct Converter: Conventional wireless communication systems typically have a double super­
heterodyne architecture which consists of RF, IF and baseband modules. However, IF modules 
tend to restrict reconfigurability due to nonlinearity and high power consumption. To avoid IF 
modules, various types of direct converters (DCs) can be used to convert RF signals directly down 
to baseband or very low frequency IF signals.
Smart Antenna: In order to build a single hardware system available for multiple standards, an 
antenna and an RF circuit require robust and wideband perfoimance. Therefore, an adaptive aiTay 
antenna with a wide frequency range is required (an example would be an optically fed 
reconfigurable antenna aiTay using resonant elements of micro-electromechanical system 
(MEMS), optoelectronic switches [MITO 00], optical fibre and a control system).
The implementation success of Software Radio depends on the progress of hardware technology, 
such as high-speed and low-power consumption DSP and ADC/DAC, tunable and low loss filter, 
ultra wideband power amplifier. Furthermore, the standardization regarding interfacing both 
between fiinctional modules and between software and hardware is also important.
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Chapter 3
3 Reconfiguration Plane for Reconfigurable 
Systems and the Cost of Reconfigurability
The implication of the Software Defined Radio teclmology is that nodes (terminals, base stations, 
access points, etc.) will be able to accommodate and implement different waveforms and have 
additional capabilities, such as dynamic discovery of networks and run-time reconfigurability. 
The technology provides more flexibility and multi-functionality. However, reconfigurability 
makes the teclmology more prone to enors (e.g. cormption duiing download or installation, or 
general bugs) and security thi eats.
3.1 Approaches in L iterature
Prior to this research, the SDR community had not tackled the problem of supporting the actual 
reconfiguration of platfoims in different enviromnents that consist of different access networks 
and administrative domains. The question about the requirements for the provision of 
reconfiguration seiwices and, in particular, how to discover the network counterpart of a terminal 
internal reconfiguration manager had not been solved. The earlier work had not considered the 
possibility of a seiwice’s portability, whereby the reconfiguration must not only be available in the 
‘home’ network of the terminal but also in visited ‘foreign’ networks. This means that if 
reconfiguration services and comiection protocols had to be available and functional at one 
location (in one network), they also had to be compatible with any other network that provided 
reconfigurability support. This provision of services is paiticularly important for the global 
circulation of reconfigurable terminals, and the latter is one the main reasons for having 
reconfigurable nodes. Therefore, the solution suggested later in this thesis is a common approach 
that allows the generalisation of support functionality of the reconfigurable equipment. Such 
‘global’ approach for a reconfiguration support requires mechanisms to discover (local and 
foreign) network entities that provide those reconfiguration support seiwices.
During this research, various approaches to prevent unauthorised reconfigurations were 
suggested. One of them involves authority “network entity” within the local domain as well as 
creation of domain borders (i.e. borders that will coincide with national borders). This authority
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will permit or decline temiinals to use their reconfigurable features in the confines of the 
administrative domain. Another approach is the use of GPS to locate the terminal in order to 
establish the permitted degi'ee of reconfigurability. However, these approaches leave unsolved 
problems related to responsibility, applicability, mvolvement of different parties (SW providers, 
manufacturers, network providers and other players) and governmental and non-governmental 
institutions, as well as technological and personal difficulties [LAMC 03].
There are experimental terminals that provide reconfigui'able multimode functionality such as one 
described in [CHIU 03] and the prototypes of MuMoR [HENK 03]. In these prototypes, the goal 
was to combine different baseband processing technologies to achieve better optimisation and 
portability at a cliip level. The aforementioned work also included investigation into algorithmic 
reconfiguration techniques to solve the issues of interoperability, portability and reusability with 
regard to possible existing configurations. It also investigated the issues such as how to 
accommodate future configurations in the reconfigurable terminal and how to manage software 
installations. However, the management and control part that can provide the coordination 
between the internal entities and also with the network was not touched upon.
Reconfigurability in different administrative domains introduces a great level of complexity. The 
SCOUT [SCOU 01] approach proposes an arcliitecture for deliveiy of reconfiguration seiwices. 
However, aiming to use a tight and a veiy tight coupling, the portability and interoperability 
between domains is an additional problem [DILL 03].
These earlier works brought the following issues to be addressed by this research:
• Reconfiguration of terminals between different domains;
• Provision of reconfiguration service by the network;
• Dynamic discovery of the network on a global scale;
• The responsibility for the reconfiguration process;
• Strong management and control support for the reconfiguration processes;
• Secure mechanism reflecting the requirements of a global reconfiguration and a provision 
of reconfiguration services.
3,2 R econfiguration Support Fram ew ork
The driving factors for reconfigurable solutions have been emphasized not only by teiminal 
manufactuiers and network providers but also thiough the projected future needs of users. 
Therefore, the requirements for user centric customisation of terminal features had to be
addressed and tackled witliin a generic solution. An important aspect of this solution, independent
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of the system (wired or wireless, mobile or stationary), was the portability and the flexibility of 
the software entities implementing radio functionality. One of the challenges was to support a 
particular system/platfonn and to extend the support to multiple software and hardware vendors 
(even third-party providers involved). Yet, not only applications and services had to be 
reconfigurable but they also had to be kept unaware of the underlying system implementation 
details. Thus, a homogeneous provision of access had to be ensured, even in a heterogeneous 
access environment. Hence, the terminals needed a degree of reconfigurability support well 
beyond the mere communication paifs. A reconfiguration framework was required to provide this 
support whenever a reconfiguration was needed or triggered by different system components and 
modules.
In this research, the first step in the design of a SDR management and control ft amework was to 
solve the issues outlined in subchapter 3.1 and to provide a common framework with agieed inter- 
ftmctional mechanisms, as well as to ensure that portability of discoveiy and support seiwices 
were available across the boundaries of administrative domains. The framework’s provision of 
interoperability between countries and domains is key to the success of reconfigurable terminals. 
Thus, standardised interfaces and open source architectures, where the interfaces are accepted and 
adopted for an international coverage, had to be designed.
The next step in the design was to be able to reuse the existing and future systems so that the 
inffastructuie of the delivery of the reconfiguration services could stay flexible. In other words, a 
generic approach had to be taken that could be easily adopted without any major infrastructural 
changes. The reconfiguration support framework would then complement the existing network 
architectures and at the same time, it would be able to support future reconfiguration services.
Further, the terminal node was needed to perform the discovery of the reconfiguration 
management counteipart in the network to get the necessaiy reconfiguration support. This had to 
be done independently of whether there was a global common reconfiguration channel (cuiTcntly 
the implementation of such a channel is still under debate) or whether the reconfiguration services 
and data were to be carried by existing channels of wireless systems.
The reconfiguration support framework in this thesis included the implementation of a registration 
entity (registiy) which provided open interfaces and was connected to the (available) access 
network(s). This allowed network reconfiguration services (e.g. configuration validation) to be 
registered and deregistered without any conflict with the underlying infrastructure. It also 
provided the possibility of including additional parties into the local reconfiguration support 
infrastructure, additional reconfiguration features and connectivity to the home domain. The key 
requirement was that access networks had to know about the registiy’s location or had to have at 
least the mechanisms to enquire into the registiy’s existence. In addition, the access network used
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had to know how to connect to the reconfiguration support mechanisms. This required additional 
gateways and tunnelling between the access network and the registry. If, for example, the registry 
was IP-based, GSM MSC’s needed an IP gateway (or a GGSN) to forward the discoveiy 
messages from the terminal to the registiy. Once the registry was discovered and a reconfiguration 
service was found, the (home) network resident reconfiguration controller could continue its 
negotiations with the terminal on matters such as authentication, authorisation, establishment of 
secure connection and response to the actual reconfiguration request.
In this thesis, the reconfiguration entity was designed so that it could communicate more 
efficiently with the terminal. It could also forward information to the home network and teiminal 
regarding terminal type, configuration status, billing issues and the terminal profile. The 
connectivity between the support networks provided freedom to the reconfiguration seiwices. In 
other words, the tenninals could be situated anywhere witliin the network as long as they had the 
possibility to connect to the registry and connect to the support entity.
In the design of the reconfiguration support framework, it was important to provide the specifics 
of the way the target system was set up and the mechanisms to maintain the current system 
functionalities in case a fallback was required. Applying a modular approach to the framework 
together with a script-based approach for the definition of a target configuration provided the 
possibility for simple identification of the different elements within the different layers of a 
system. It also provided a stmctui'al representation which could facilitate the rapid implementation 
of different configurations.
The work presented in this thesis does not address issues like charging and billing of 
reconfiguration services. The reason for this is that different business models and cases may apply 
when using reconfiguration seiwices and the pricing may not be a factor for their introduction. 
However, the reconfiguration support framework provides the means for later inclusion of such 
mechanisms if required.
Subchapter 3.3 provides the details of the reconfiguration plane design that includes the above 
framework parts. It also describes how to determine the design aspects and the details of mn-time 
implementation of different layer system configuiations (i.e. reconfiguration of execution 
environment, of user interface, etc.) in reconfigurable nodes.
3.3 R econfiguration Plane for R econfigurable System s
The existing wireless systems are based on the concept of splitting functionality into different 
‘planes’, including user-, control- and management planes, for example, in GSM. However, in the 
world of software radio these tliree planes are not adequate to support the reconfiguiation
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requirements which the software radio systems encompass. So, the introduction of a new 
‘reconfiguration (support) plane’ becomes obligatory and this thesis provides its description and 
functional specification including all the aspects from subchapter 3.2,
This additional functional plane is distributed across the terminal and the network. It implements 
the reconfiguration management within the terminal but also provides the ability to interact with 
the responsible (and authorized) management units within the network. An architecture that is 
able to cope with these situations requires an open programmable platform for the reconfigurable 
radio in order to control the radio and the system. The reconfiguration plane implements this 
architecture.
(network part)
Reconfiguration Plane 
(terminal part)
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Raconfigurationr. 
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Figure 3-1 : Distributed reconfiguration plane
In this thesis, the designed reconfiguration plane (Figure 3-1) enables, manages and supports 
secure and reliable reconfiguration of terminals and network nodes. It also facilitates the 
download of trusted and approved reconfiguration software. The main objective is to prevent 
unsolicited radio access scheme configurations in Software Radio Equipment. To illustrate the 
concept in Figure 3-1, the basic components are shown using the distributed nature of the RMA. 
The separate elements are explained in chapter 4.
There are configurable hardware platform solutions already available (see [FORB 04] and 
[GNUO 07]) in which a reconfigurable plane can potentially be integrated. The configuration 
capabilities of these software radio platforms do not currently include the functionality of the 
plane.
Further research efforts have been made (see, for example, [ALON 04] and the E^R project in 
[ENDT 07]) to model a reconfiguration plane of complete end-to-end systems. The E^R adopts
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the idea of having a completely reconfigurable node between all the layers of the system. This 
approach is not dissimilar to the notion of the reconfiguration plane presented here. The 
fundamental conceptual difference between the E^R approach and the one presented here is that 
this reconfiguration plane has been designed to be complementaiy to the functionality of the 
existing systems which do not have a reconfigurability capability. Therefore, on the one hand, the 
plane is provided with a generic design so that its complementaiy functions can be made to fit the 
present and future radio technologies or so-called one to fit many teclinologies. On the other hand, 
in contrast to the E^R plane that only describes the functional parts of radio access systems; tins 
reconfiguration plane is designed with distinct properties and protocols. It also ensures a high 
level of security and on-demand availability of reconfiguration management and control support 
services.
With the future provision of open programmable and software implementation of radio platforms 
and systems, configuration software will be offered by many software providers. There will be the 
possibility of combining various (software) implementations firom different souices witliin one 
configuration. The management of such scenarios will be rather challenging. To describe these 
scenarios in the plane, a policy-based approach is defined and implemented in order to enforce 
regulation, where rules are used to define system preferences, requirements and control.
The reconfiguration plane at the core of the reconfiguration management and control services 
facilitates this management. The principles and mechanisms included in the plane enable the 
reconfigurable system’s operations as well as the adequate network provisioning and standard 
compliance of the terminals.
There are some specific requirements that were met in the implementation of the reconfiguration 
plane -  irrespective of reconfigurable nodes’ type or network support functions.
♦ Reconfiguration management has a complementary capability to support replacements of 
system software modules;
♦ Reconfiguration control provides its seiwices to all reconfigurable nodes within the 
network.
The main fimctions of the reconfiguration entities still rely on the provision of reconfiguration 
services from the network. However, if the node requires the modification of the system 
configuration, it will interact with the reconfiguration management part of the terminal. Then, 
using the underlying transport, it will pass the request to the reconfiguration management part of 
the network.
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Another part of the reconfiguration plane is the execution environment, which may also be 
reconfigurable on its own. It provides the means through which the reconfiguration plane operates 
as well as facilitates general I/O communication with and between the different parts of the plane.
A set of reconfiguration controllers provide the link between the management part of the plane 
and the reconfigurable platform. They contain well-defined interfaces that provide the 
communication between management part and hardware specific interfaces fi'om the platform side 
[DILL 03a]. From a functional perspective, the Reconfiguration Controllers are among the more 
sophisticated elements of the reconfiguration plane. Beside their main tasks, they incoiporate a 
variety of functions to perfonn the reconfiguration procedure addressing interpretation of the 
information contained within a tag-file. They also implement the complete configuration 
(specified in modules) which involves the installation of the software specified within the tag-file 
and provide the functional testing of the installed modules. These controllers are instantiated 
during lun-time and, upon instantiation, each controller connects the neighbouring modules and 
verifies the new configuration. Each of these reconfiguration controllers implements a dual state 
machine stmcture. On the one hand, one of the machines (toward the management part) has 
predefined open interfaces that are available for standardisation and to 3rd party software 
developers. On the other hand, the second state machine, which faces the hardware platfonn, 
could be implemented either proprietary or with open interfaces. This will depend on the design 
of the hardware platform by the manufacturer. In the beginning of the deployment process (as 
described in subchapter 2.7), the implication will be that for reconfigurable tenninals, these 
interfaces and communication may be restricted only to the knowledge of the manufacturers. 
Inevitably, however, in the later stages, they will have to be open to facilitate open solution 
provision. Nevertheless, the implementation of the reconfiguration controllers thiough the plane 
supports both approaches (i.e. proprietaiy or open interfaces).
The inter modules-chain’s communication in the reconfigurable platform is another important 
part. It can be related to the particular access technology implementation and its software 
partitioning [HOSH 03] with respect to the particular interfaces that have to be used between the 
software modules. However, in general, their configuration is done by the reconfiguration 
controllers on the basis of the initial policy script. The whole process is initiated and coordinated 
by the tenninal reconfiguration management entity of the reconfiguration plane. This 
implementation of the reconfiguration plane shows its flexibility to any current and possible 
futuie access technologies. The scheme is only used when reconfiguration is tiiggered and does 
not affect the ‘communication’ in principal.
The implementation of such a plane is key to the success of the reconfiguration management 
process. The question, however, remains of whether tliis is feasible considering the cost of 
reconfiguring a system to a new configuration state.
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3.4 C ost o f R econfiguration
The reconfiguration of a system should be perfonned with a minimal effect on the system 
performance. The first step in a reconfiguration process is to detennine the need for a 
reconfiguration, usually triggered by an external event that affects the state of the system. Some 
events are detected by automatic monitoring of the system’s perfonnance or they can be 
performed by explicit interventions by the user, by the system or the network. The efficiency of 
the reconfiguration process will depend on the accuracy of information collected and on the 
processing of this infoimation. The reconfiguration processes should maintain consistency in the 
interactions between different components when the reconfiguration data is exchanged; that is, a 
particular reconfiguration type should be always done with the same sequence. The 
reconfiguration states of the system and the communication data flows also need to be monitored. 
Hence, the crucial issues that need to be determined are: what types of changes are required; how 
urgent the need for reconfiguration is; and at what cost (in tenns of resource usage) it could be 
performed. The first two issues will be determined by the state of the system and the user’s choice 
at particular time, but the third will depend on the design, the performance and the resouices. At 
the time of this research, there was no real commercial software radio system built and there was 
no software radio standards agreed. Thus, the resources and the performance cannot be used as 
factors to assess the cost.
Therefore, the importance of assessing the efficiency and specifying the complexity of the 
reconfiguration processes in a Software Radio is to evaluate the ‘cost’ of reconfiguration (not in 
monetaiy terms but in processing needs and complexity) at design time. So far, the question of 
reconfiguration cost and complexity has not been raised in the area of software radios, and if any 
work has been done, it does not address the evaluation of the cost at design time. Therefore, it was 
important to find a way to determine the level of complexity of the reconfiguring system and its 
operations.
In [ABDU 04] and [ABDU 05] the cost of the reconfiguration, evaluating the system 
reconfiguration status and when it needs to be done, supports different thresholds for CPU 
performance, Network and components statuses. They are identified as a measure of the resources 
consumed during reconfiguration modelled on cost-based policies and cost-based tree solutions. 
The desirability to reconfigure is based on the predefined cost of reconfiguration and is used in 
the middleware services provision of mobile agents. This approach is called network oriented 
estimation -  network provides the means for it.
In [GRAC 05] the reconfiguration cost is calculated on the basis of signalling overheads and time 
delays provided by a middleware that is capable to facilitate a seiwice level reconfiguration on the 
network. Other related research in [KENN 04], it concentrates on the speed at which the silicon
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fabric can be reconfigui'ed and considers it as critical in achieving very short reconfiguration time 
(cost). In this case, the cost of reconfiguration is determined by the time that is needed for the 
complexity of the configuration architecture to translate to a silicon ai ea.
In a more recent study [SOOD 06], the estimate of the reconfiguration cost for reconfiguring each 
available radio access technology (RAT) in different networks is defined as a function of the size 
of the software modules that may have to be downloaded and installed in order to deploy a target 
RAT, and as a ftmction of time and resources (in terms of processing power and local memory) 
required to implement a reconfiguration. First, the processing power and the time required to 
implement the reconfiguration are determined and then the reconfiguration cost is defined.
The above researches, describe different cases for determining the cost of reconfiguration. 
However, in a case of evaluating the cost in a software radio reconfiguration, all of them contain 
uncertain initial conditions. In the first case, what are the policies and what are the CPU and 
memory dependencies as well as that tliis is done for systems that are used on the network 
(resources are unlimited). What aie the effects/costs of one node and what are the issues when this 
is being scaled to whole system? In the second case, the evaluation the cost is based on the time 
delay of the implementation and there is also consideration of the differences between network 
types. In the third study, the cost has been defined as the time taken to reconfigure the fabric. Here 
the cost depends on the use of operating systems and fabrics. The fourth case is more close to the 
general problem of software radios because it evaluates the radio reconfiguration case. However, 
the inclusion/consideration of download size, processing power, software size and duration of the 
configurations’ implementation leads to an uncertain statement about the real overall cost. The 
reason for not accepting this uncertainty is because at present there is no comprehensive software 
radio system available. There is no standard for a software defined radio and there is no reference 
point to use as benchmarks. At present, any comparison or statistical evaluation on the basis of 
predefined conditions would be uniealistic and could not be applied for software radio systems.
Therefore, the findings of this thesis concentrate on the evaluation of the reconfiguration cost on 
the basis of the processing of a software framework system and its operations:
evaluates a reconfigurable plane at design time, therefore easy to handle by developers or 
deployers;
compromises with operation complexity when adopting the plane to the existing 
infrastmcture and without sacrificing the functionality;
provides a framework to minimise the cost of support because the provision of the service 
is only with the software modules and not with the fiamework;
- does not consider size of software modules, download, time of configuring the fabric etc*;
1 This work makes no conclusion that the mentioned factors will not be involved in the total reconfiguration cost, However, at present they will provide 
incorrect results when evaluating the cost o f  reconfigurations as tliey are based on the inconclusive assumptions. In fact when tire reconfiguration systems
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These processing operations of the management plane defined the cost associated at the design 
stage when applied different reconfiguration scenarios. The total cost is considered to be sum of 
the number of these operations. Various types of processes also have their cost, with the ones 
performing longer being more expensive -  more operations. The design challenge is to minimize 
the sum of the operational cost and the processing cost, which will provide the better design 
specification at design stage.
There are certain factors involving reconfigurations which had to be considered. Thus the 
frequency of performing reconfigurations (rate of reconfiguiation) can be considered as a cost 
dependent factor. This is when specific operations are not perfonned depending on the state of the 
system, i.e. there are available rules and software (as described in sub-chapter 5.1.1.1), and so no 
download from the network needs to be perfonned. This will lead to fewer operations used and 
the cost for this scenario will be less. The system can be designed to provide different rate of 
seiwice, at a particular cost. However, once the design is completed, the sei*vice capacity is 
independent of the cost, i.e., the cost of a reconfiguration service is independent of whether it is 
fully used or not, but is only dependent on the available resources -  memoiy, electrical power etc. 
This is the case when the service is performed by the terminal without involvement of the network 
-  no download involved as in boot up scenario in sub-chapter 5.1.1.4.
The optimal design needed to balance the cost of complexity against processing capacity. For a 
given demand A(f) and given cost of reconfiguration as a function of processing, the optimisation 
problem (to determine the optimum design) is in principle a simple one -  an operation 
minimisation problem.
As the cost of reconfiguration increases with addition of operations, the number of parameters 
associated with the processes may become rather large. The cost of adding processing (capacity) 
usually has at least two paits. On the one hand, there is a cost per unit time of reconfiguration 
such as extra operations cost, additional network demand, etc. This may be broadcast, or unicast 
download, or a double virtual configuration procedure for verification of tag-file (on terminal and 
network) as in subchapter 5.7, or have a higher rate than the regular reconfiguration sub-chapter 
5.4.2. On the other hand there is usually a fixed cost associated with pemianent system elements, 
as described in subchapter 5,1.1.1. There are the set-up operations, the operations required for the 
completion of a process, for example, to stop one state and start another to manipulate specific 
security data as in sub-chapter 5.3.
are more comprehensively developed and implemented those factors will be important to be included in the total cost. Nevertheless, tliey will always be a 
complementary to this work.
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In the analysis of any reconfiguration system, one of the basic elements will be the conservation 
principle where a process does not suddenly disappear or reappear. In an operational flow, the 
conservation principal is applied to the states at each process. In reality, most processes have 
maximum states and the states are predefined. The general way to describe it is that it would 
involve the conservation principal where it would be retained with the balance of input and output 
messages, which will depend on the different operational flows.
In most systems a message passes through a succession of process facilities. The obvious 
consequence of signal synchronization illustrates the fact that the operations of one process 
depends upon the seiwice of others. In a reconfiguiation sequence, a signal passes fi*om one 
process to another until it finally emerges as a finished sequence. The characteristic feature of 
these consecutive systems is that the output fiom one seiwice is the input to the next. The flow of 
signals in this thesis was represented giaphically by drawing the cumulative inputs and outputs 
from all stages in a simple graph as shown in Figure 3-2. It could also be intei*preted as a series of 
systems where A(t) is the anival to the process and also the entrance to the operation, D(t) the 
departure from the process, and finally Dt+i(t) as the departure from the operation.
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Figure 3-2: Signal flow between processes
If at t = 0 all components of a system are idle (or if not they are made idle but then insert at t == 0 
whatever signals are needed to create the actual state at t -  0), the number of signals in each 
process can be obseiwed from Figure 3-2. At state t, the process at 1 is the vertical difference 
between A,(t), the arrival curve at stage 1 and D|(t), the depai ture cuiwe from 1. The process at 2 
is the vertical distance between D,(t) = A2(t) and DaCt), etc. If the operation is first come first 
served at every stage, then the horizontal spacing between successive curves at cumulative flow x 
represent the operation to signal x at each of the stages.
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In many practical problems the importance is the total cost in the system from the first to last 
stage, the total area between Ai(t) and the last D(t), which is the sum of the areas between the 
intermediate curves. The reason one must draw the intermediate cuiwes is that one usually camiot 
determine the curve Dk(t) until after one has drawn Ak(t) = Dk-i(t). Therefore, it is important to 
determine the signal synchi'onization. It is only needed to interpret the mechanism of transit as 
another process which instantaneously takes a signal ftom one state machine, and, after an 
appropriate 'processing time,' places it onto the next process. It is important for the explanation of 
Figure 3.2, however, that no signal is lost in the transfer ftom one process to another.
The total number as well as the number of appearances of each value of all signals will also be 
conserved. The curves for total number or total value of cumulative signal arrivals and departures 
are obtained by adding the curves for each type. The shape of these combined curves depends 
upon the states attached to its component parts.
The total cost at a particular case can be considered as a benchmark when designing a 
reconfigui'able system. Moreover, the reflection would be to improve the specific number 
(operations) or to compare it when applied a different complexity to the system as synchionisation 
in parallel states is used.
In other words even in the future, this study work will be an important part when estimating the 
cost of reconfiguration because of the design and specification features that it takes into account. 
As it is, it will never be ignored when developers and deployers will try to make what will be the 
best solution for a reconfiguration framework at design time.
A key challenge for the future of reconfigurable terminals and networks was the implementation 
of the reconfiguration plane, which contains a distributed reconfiguration management. In the 
next chapter the reconfiguiation plane is described and some of its key components are explained 
including how runtime reconfiguration of software components can be perfonned using 
reconfiguration controllers. It presents functions that implement the reconfiguration plane and 
associated system components.
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Chapter 4
4 Functional Description of Reconfiguration 
Plane
Based on the requirements in chapter three and the description of core elements of the 
reconfiguration plane by Reconfiguration Management Architectuie (RMA), this chapter specifies 
and presents the initial design and specification of a reconfiguration plane for communication 
systems, which enable run-time reconfiguration of SDRs. The utilisation of the specification’s 
internal structures and functional interactions of the RMA are described.
4.1 Introduction
The RMA (depicted in Figuie 4-1) can handle all signalling and functional issues that are related 
to terminal reconfiguration and supports the connectivity for reconfigurable terminals in 
heterogeneous access networks. Those parts of the RMA, located within the network, are 
responsible for the coordination of the configuiations of single nodes and also for the approval of 
anticipated teiminal configurations.
Situations or scenarios requiring teiminal or network reconfiguration may occur at any time. They 
may either be caused by changing network conditions or alternating requirements of applications, 
including varying bandwidth, QoS provision in accordance to a Waveland specification (or 
demands) etc. Therefore, it is inevitable that a configuration managing entity continuously 
oversees possible requests from the network and constantly monitors the terminal conditions. The 
reconfiguration manager works alongside and interacts with all other parts of the reconfigurable 
teiminal (i.e. network node) and also with other network nodes.
As described in chapter thiee, the architecture able to cope with these situations has to be 
distributed between the network and the terminal. The assumption of an open programmable 
platform for the reconfigurable radio and a distributed configuration management architecture to 
control this reconfigurable radio part are accepted. The main parts of the RMA are a 
‘configuration management unit’ (resident within the reconfigurable/programmable terminal) and 
a ‘reconfiguration and software download support server’ (including AcA seiwer, configuration
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rule base and a software repository (see Figure 4-1) all of which reside within the network, as 
counterpart to the terminal part).
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Figure 4-1: RM A - reconfiguration management and its control plane
4.2 General O verview o f RM A
The main objectives and tasks for the Reconfiguration Management Architecture are:
• Support of full or partial reconfiguration of all protocol stack layers [WIES 00].
• Control and monitoring of the configurations of network nodes.
• Control and management of the reconfiguration processes at both terminal and network 
side.
As described in chapter three, the responsibility for reconfiguration management should be shared 
between the network and the terminal, this requirement leads to the design of the RMA, with 
functional entities distributed between network and terminal. Figure 4-1 depicts the RMA and in 
particular its functional parts and modules, as specified in the remaining of this chapter. The 
architecture contains three major parts:
• Reconfiguration Control Part,
AcA -Authentication, virtual configuration and Accounting server, as
described in subchapter 4.3.7
GAcA -  Gateway AcA, as described in subchapter 4.3.8,
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RAcA — Registry AcA, as described in subchapter 4.3.9
• Reconfiguration Management Part,
CM -  Configuration Manager, as described in subchapter 4.3.1
LSWR -  Local SoftWare Repository, as described in subchapter 4.3.2
CRH -  Configuration Rule Handler, as described in subchapter 4.3.3
SECMAN -  Security Manager, as described in subchapter 4.3.5
TFH -  Tag~File Handler, as described in subchapter 4.3.4
RMC -  Radio Module Controller, as described in subchapter 4.3.6
• Radio Module Part.
The ‘SDR Teiminal -  (Network) Configuration Control Part’ consists of a seiwer (i.e., the AcA 
(Authentication/Authorization, Virtual configuration, Accounting/Billing) seiwer and a software 
database), which validates new configurations by executing a Virtual Configuration procedure as 
explained in subchapter 5,7, The SDR Teiminal-Network part may be resident within the access 
network or in the backbone network. The 'Configuration Control Part’ (CCP) executes those 
reconfiguration related tasks that affect the network or air interface and therefore require the 
approval of the responsible authority.
Across the air interface, there are two parts within the reconfigurable terminal, (a) the 
‘Configuration Management Part (CMP)’ coordinating the configuration and recon-figuration 
processes of (b) the configuiable 'Radio Module Part’ (RMP),
The CMP contains a number of functional modules, firstly the 'Configuration Manager’, which 
manages the communication between the modules within the CMP and also the signalling 
between CMP and CCP. The '’Configuration Manager’ co-ordinates the messaging between all 
other parts (within and outside the terminal) of the reconfiguration management sub-system and 
implements the reconfiguration protocol. A variable number of ’Reconfiguration Management 
Controllers’ (RMC) acts as interfaces between the managing domain (i.e. the CMP) and the radio 
execution domain (i.e. the RMP) [MOES Old].
The reconfiguration management architecture is not only distributed between terminal and 
network, but also within the terminal; local ’Reconfiguration Management Controllers ' (RMC) 
implements the reconfiguration (initiated by the Configuration Manager) in individual modules of 
the ‘SDR Terminal-modules’ (i.e. the reconfigurable communication part of the tenninal such as 
the protocol stack module). The same concept applies for external peripherals of the tenninal (e.g. 
personal space utilities like using a TV screen as display, etc.), where reconfiguration will be 
managed by an ’ExternalModule Controller’ (EMC).
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Furtlieimore, there are additional, supportive units within the SDR Temiinal-CMP, these are a 
local software repository (to store all software necessaiy for tenninal configuration), a 
configuration rule handler (to store and handle the list of reconfiguration classes/degi ees allowed 
by the network provider for the used tenninal type), a tag-file handler (to store, intei-pret, generate 
and alter tag-files) and a security manager (responsible to establish, maintain and teraiinate secure 
connections between the different management units and to prevent malicious reconfiguration 
requests).
A distributed object-based configuration software bus (e.g. based on RMI and CORBA) facilitates 
the transport of software elements between different units and is also used as platfoim for the 
signalling-communication between the distributed reconfiguration management/control units.
The 'security manager’ functional block is required in order to ensure secure and authorised 
exchange/download of reconfiguration information and software between different parts of the 
architecture. Specifications for security protocols are included in Appendix 2. It is envisaged that, 
due to different secuiity requirements, security protocols of vaiying degrees of 
complexity/capability could be employed without impact on the arcliitecture and the procedures 
outlined can also be reconfigurable.
4.3 Description RMA modules
The functional modules identified (within the RMA) are described within the remainder of this 
subchapter. The various modules represent the functional blocks of the distributed reconfiguration 
management architecture. The ‘core’ module ‘Configuration Manager (CM)’ and eight supporting 
modules provide the functionality and the interactions necessary to implement teiminal and 
network reconfiguration management.
4.3.1 Configuration Manager
The Configuration Manager (CM) is the main functional unit of the RMA. It is an independent 
process within the tenninal and has its own memoiy space. The CM functional unit is designed to 
manage the functions of the Configuration Management Part (CMP) within the RMA and also the 
communication between CMP and CCP.
The internal architecture of the CM is depicted in Figure 4-2. In this architectural view, the 
module contains two independent child processes and also two main message handlers. The CM- 
module has one entiy and two exit points to enable the communication between its internal 
functions and the suirounding modules. The first of the child processes is initialised to perfomi an 
internal check of the anticipated configuration. The second child process starts and manages the
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Dispatch Message Queue (DMQ). This queue dispatches messages to other functional modules 
and in particular to the RMCs. The DMQ is internally organised with two IDispatch connection 
points -  one with a direct connection to the RMCs and the second as external connection to other 
modules within the management arcliitecture of the tenninal. This structure enables independent 
handling of signalling messages, i.e. if, for example, a message is received by the CM, the Main 
Message Handler (MMH) will accept and process it. There are two different types of messages to 
be processed: a) ‘notification’ and b)’dispatch’ messages. Notification messages are exclusively 
processed by the MMH, they do not produce an output. Dispatch messages are passed to the 
Message Distribution Handler (MDH), which uses the DMQ to distribute these messages to the 
connection point specified. This approach ensures that not only modules within the CMP are 
organised in a dynamic and distributed manner, but it also introduces this dynamic/distributed 
structure into the various blocks inside the modules. This distribution of processing load between 
the internal entities decreases the complexity and makes the module architecture more flexible 
and also decreases the individual message processing time that increases the performance of the 
architecture.
The CM controls eveiy configuration or reconfiguration process witliin the terminal. During its 
active states, the CM is responsible for the following tasks:
• Installation of the necessary components -  internal child processes, -  external 
RMCs;
• Initialisation of internal components;
• Start of the ‘boot’ start up sequence of the terminal;
• Handling of external requests for reconfiguration - AcA;
• Communication with the OS of the terminal thi ough the last of the radio modules 
(called Signalling Application), which implements the message interface between 
the upper layer (i.e. application) and the RMA;
• Handling of internal requests for reconfiguration -  RMCs, OS etc.;
• Request for VC - internal or external;
• Continuous monitoring and control;
• Termination of the internal and external components;
It communicates with the other functional entities using various control and management 
messages:
• Request for software available to LSWR as describe in subchapter 4.3.2;
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• Request for rules available to CRH as describe in sub-chapter 4.3.3;
• Create tag-file to TFH as describe in sub-chapter 4.3.4;
• Request for secure connection and its termination to SECMAN.
• Get the difference from the comparison block of TFH (respectively from tag- 
files) as describe in sub-chapter 4.3.4;
• Request for registration of new configuration to TFH as describe in sub-chapter 
4.3.4.
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Figure 4-2: Configuration M anager -  a block diagram
For the completion of its tasks, the configuration manager performs a sequence of activities: At 
the beginning of the boot process, it starts its main processes and child processes, initialises the 
internal interfaces and creates the messages handlers. Once the main process is activated, it starts 
the boot installation of the radio modules (n.b. the sequences are described in chapter five). After 
completion of the configuration boot sequence, once a terminal configuration is complete, the CM 
continues its service by performing monitoring of the functions and activities and waits for 
possible messages from the RMCs, the operating system (OS) or from the network (i.e. the Ac A). 
If a request for reconfiguration arrives, the CM triggers (according to the type of requested
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reconfiguration) the reconfiguration sequence. In case, the message requests the closing down of 
the terminal, the CM co-ordinates the termination of the initialised modules and terminates the 
active objects executed within the CMP and RMP.
4.3.2 The Local Software Repository (LSWR)
The LSWR, from an architectural perspective, is a module that is located within the teiininal part 
of the RMA. The module is an independent process that has its own processor and memoiy. The 
LSWR contains a number of blocks as depicted in Figure 4-3. It implements an internal memory 
or storage management entity based on an ‘index file’. The connectivity of this module is ensured 
via the ‘reconfiguration software bus’. There are two independent ports to the LSWR -  one for the 
control messages and the second for the data/software. The main responsibility of the LSWR is to 
store the different softwai’e downloads in the memory space and to provide quick and efficient 
access to the stored software. Additionally, it processes control messages received fi*om other 
modules within the RMA. The memoiy management unit relies on the aforementioned index file 
which keeps a record of the different software entities currently available within the memory. The 
index file contains a number of information fields, including: name, location, etc. (see the 
information given in Table 4-1), to enable quick queries of references to the available software as 
well as to the memoiy location of each one of the software entities.
The LSWR’s storage is stmctuied in a dynamic and distributed mamier. This means that it allows 
mn time allocation of storage space and special indexing (as described above) using a hash key 
sorting mechanism (for quick search in the memoiy space). Apart from this, it can apply different 
rules for module manipulation like -  “Module replacement only if not required and no more space 
in the memory for the new entry available”, “Modules fully and partly replaceable” and 
“ReaiTanging the memory space including partial or full allocation”.
If the current configuration does not occupy the complete memory space, other software sources 
(i.e. not in use at the present configuration but were used in previous tenninal configuration(s)) 
may remain within the store.
The LSWR module perfonns the following tasks:
• Stores the software downloads in its own memory space;
• Memoiy Management indexes every entiy based on the infonnation shown 
on Table 4-1;
• Requests for software downloads to an AcA as describe in sub-chapter 4.3.7;
• Receives data from the AcA;
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• Sending data to RMC as describe in sub-chapter 4.3.6;
• Communicating with the Configuration Manager, SECMAN, RMC entities 
using the interfaces shown in Figure 4-3;
Table 4-1: LSWR Index file
No. Name Standard
Number
Download 
addresses (URL, 
IP...)
Digital
Signature
Storage
Location
Description
1 MPEG 12H3940MP www.mpeg.org 1234.12.4 ff002345 Codec module
When the terminal is switched off, the LSWR retains the software from the last configuration in 
its memory. This software is used again for the next ‘initial’ boot installation (i.e. next time when 
the terminal is being switched on). It is also possible to have a standard stored initial configuration 
for a boot or in missing connection, which may be used to access the reconfiguration global 
channel in emergencies.
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Figure 4-3: LSW R block diagram
The sequence of activities performed by the LSWR based on the aforementioned tasks is as 
follows: The LSWR first receives a request from the Configuration Manager whether certain 
software is resident within the (LSWR) storage; the LSWR then performs an index check 
searching for the required software (i.e. by using string containing either name/version, IP 
address, FTP address, etc.). If the software entity is available it sends a positive response to the 
Configuration Manager or otherwise a negative message containing an enquiry to download the
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required software entity. In case a download is requiied, it will be perfonned between tenninal 
and the AcA via a secure connection (SC). This SC is established and maintained during the 
reconfiguration session by the Security Manager (SECMAN) (see subchapter 4.3.5). Once the 
connection is established, the LSWR will be authorised (by the Configuration Manager) to make 
use of the secure connection (i.e. the CM passes a handler for the connection to the LSWR), 
Applying this handler, the LSWR sends a request, for the required software, to the network via the 
SECMAN. Thereafter, all messages will be passed through the SECMAN, which then forwards 
them to the connected AcA server.
Depending on the response from the AcA there are two possibilities to perform the software 
acquisition sequence: a) the AcA has already the software and will be sending it to the teiminal or 
b) the AcA server cannot locate the requested software entity and requires additional details from 
the tenninal. This additional information may include control messages related to billing (e.g. the 
software required may exceed a given limit or may not be included in a contractually agieed 
reconfiguration software package (i.e. violation of general mles -  see subchapter 4.3.3)) or 
notification/searching messages (i.e. the AcA may need more time to search for the requested SW 
entity), etc. In case the softwaie is stored within the AcA (repositoiy), the next step is then to 
forward the packets from the AcA to the LSWR. During the complete download, the SECMAN 
processes every packet, strips-off its secui'ity infonnation and then fonvards the payload 
(reconfiguration SW, etc) to the memory management entity within the LSWR module. The first 
packet(s) received will contain the required index data and also the size of the expected 
data/software (n.b. it would be also possible to apply an end packet with specific identifier 
including the number of bytes and packets sent) to be downloaded. After reception of the first 
packet(s), the remaining packets (i.e. containing the requested software entity itself) will be 
transmitted. A download procedure continues until the final packets arrive and the data is 
completely processed. The software entity is then stored at a position within the memoiy and the 
LSWR has created an index entry for the downloaded software. The information from the first 
packet is compared with the information obtained by the packet counter and also the packet-flag 
within the last packet. If the information matches a positive response will be issued to 
Configuration Manager to indicate the completion of the software download. ^
Upon completion of the download, there are two approaches for the RMC to retrieve the 
information from the LSWR. First, it needs to pass back (to the Configuiation Manager) a 
“handle” (reference) of the object stored. This handle contains information about the data that has 
to be retrieved by the appropriate RMC, And the second possible approach will be followed if
2 All the packet recovery mechanisms from the network are implemented in the SECMAN based on the security header mechanism.
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every RMC has a handle of the LSWR and enquires independently about required modules. In 
this case, there are additional interfaces (see Appendix 1) so that the RMCs can communicate 
directly with the LSWR. This second approach has the advantage that the interaction is more 
robust and makes the communication more flexible, it saves more memory space and reduces the 
complexity within the Configuration Manager architecture.
Following the download, the next step will be for a RMC to issue an install request to LSWR 
requiring data from the repository. This is a control message containing an identifier for the 
software that needs to be located. In case of a fault, the LSWR sends the response back with the 
required data or it issues a control message (n.b. this case is theoretically not expectable but is 
mentioned for completion). This operation can be done in multiple instances (i.e. in parallel) if 
more then one RMC require information for download. The same applies for a download from the 
network if there are two or more software entities to be downloaded simultaneously.
4.3.3 Configuration Rule Handler (CRH)
The CRH is a functional module within the Configuration Management Part of the RMA; it is 
defined as a terminal process that has its own processor and memoiy space. The CRH is 
responsible for storing sets of mles necessaiy for a reconfiguration of software configurable 
terminals. The internal arcliitecture of the CRH is shown within Figure 4-4.
The depiction presents several functional blocks, including a Memoiy Management that relies on 
an 'index file'. This index-file is connected to and organised by the ‘Rules Manager’ and describes 
the location of contents and attributes within the Software storage (i.e. this resembles the Memory 
Management of the LSWR). The main responsibility of the CRH is to store the different software 
rules applicable, and to index them, as well as to provide them to the Tag-File Handler during the 
process of reconfiguration. The Memoiy Management unit itself will not receive or handle control 
messages from other functional modules within the RMA. Therefore, it will not be responsible for 
the reply and processing of requests. Request response will be done by the ‘Rules Manager entity’ 
which also processes the requests for mles from the TFH. The separation of responsibilities 
between Memory Management entity and Rules Manager entity is required to reduce the 
implementation complexity of the Memory Management entity. The mles index file is similar to 
the LSWR index file, however the major difference is the availability of an additional field that 
contains references to the available mles and their locations within the memoiy (see Table 4-2).
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Figure 4-4: CRH block diagram
The CRH’s storage can be described as dynamic and distributed with a structure similar to the 
LSWR. This means that the CRH Memory Management allows run time allocation of storage 
space and customised indexing of configuration software modules, using a hash key sorting 
mechanism (for quick search in the memory space).
Table 4-2: CRH Index file
No. Name Rules Standard
Number
Download 
address (URL, 
IP...)
Digital
Signature
Storage
Location
1 MPEG Softl234 12H3940MP www.mpeg.org 1234.12.4 ff002345
The structure of the CRH module complies with the rules for configuration software module 
replacement (i.e. if a software entity is not required in the new configuration and no further space 
for an anticipated new entry is available within the memory). This structure enables modules to be 
fully and partly replaceable. It facilitates rearrangement of software within the memory space 
(including partial or full re-allocation). The CRH stores the software rules from the last known 
(and valid) configuration in the memory, even when the terminal is switched off. This last known 
configuration is then used for the next initial boot installation after the terminal is switched on. If 
there is spare memory space exceeding the memory requirements of the last terminal
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configuration, other software modules that are not included in the present configuration but were 
used in previous terminal configuration(s), will also remain in the store (i.e. index).
There are three categories of reconfiguration rules, these are: General, Tag and Software Rules. 
Each of these categories defines different aspects of the terminal configuration and influences the 
reconfiguration process. The general rules define and retain the policies of service provider, 
operator, and manufactuier for any reconfigurable tenninal type and additionally, the set of mles 
also contains reconfiguration requirements set by the user. A more detailed description of these 
requirements and policies is subject to further definition by the particular implementation. An 
initial set of topics to be covered by these reconfiguration policies includes;
• Operator Policies -  (common) bandwidth, reconfiguration, restrictions, pennissions etc.
• Personal Policies -  (tenninal) reconfiguration, requiiements, restrictions, permissions etc.
• Software Policies -  (in general) vendors, restrictions, security, links etc.
A second set of mles contains the ‘Tag mles’. Tag mles specify the way a terminal has to create 
the (target) tag file (i.e. the blueprint for installing the software in the hardware (e.g. FPGAs)), 
The tag mles are created by the network provider and are stored within the temrinal, once stored 
they will only be replaced if the terminal hardware becomes upgraded (e.g. memory enlargement, 
etc.). Within the network, the tag mles are created by AcA server based on the specifications of 
the network operator and the terminal specifications (i.e. manufacturer, platfoiin, hardware 
settings, etc.).
The final set of mles deals with Software related mles. They will be supplied by the software 
vendors and include information about installation peculiarities for software on different hardware 
platforms. Software mles, in general, define the input and output parameters of modules and 
contain installation specific details about the software.
Vai'ious combinations of these sets of mles may apply in different circumstances; these 
combinations are reflected in the possible configuration states of a terminal (see Table 4-3).
Based on the various states, there are a number of cases that can be considered:
• Rules for restricted configuration -  used only in the manufacture stage for tenninal 
configuration, i.e. during the veiy first/initial set up of the terminal.
• Operable cases -  used when the temrinal is operational and when tag mles and 
policies are available but the availability of software is not ensured.
• Prohibited cases -  the terminal cannot be used for the intended configuration (i.e. it 
camiot/must not be reconfigured), the exception is that the terminal is already 
configured to a prohibited state but requires new software; a download in this stage is
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possible. This case may also occur in the initial stage when the terminal has just been 
purchased and not yet been initialised, i.e. when the terminal is not operational.
Distinguisliing the ‘valid’ stages, i.e. the terminal is fully operational and can be reconfigured 
(subject to confirmation of the intended configuration by the networl</VC):
1. Terminal manufactured but not initialised;
2. Tenninal initialised but not yet configured by the network or seiwice provider 
(or the retailer, etc). ;
3. Tenninal is configured by the network/seiwice provider;
4. Tenninal has been configured and purchased; it is in the process of 
implementing the policy and tag rules, including possible changes to the SW 
rules and/or the SW modules.
5. Teiminal is in possession and use of a subscriber.
6. Tenninal needs reconfiguration (i.e. complete, partial or module) due to 
changing user-requirements.
Table 4-3: Terminal States based on Rules available
Rules
General Tag-Rle Software
no no no
no no yes
Non no yes yes Restricted
Valid no yes yes cases
cases yes no no
yes no yes
yes yes no Operable
Valid yes yes yes cases
The configuration rule handler has a number of functions and it has to implement the following 
tasks:
• To store the data (i.e. sets of rales) to its own memory space;
• Memoiy management indexes eveiy entiy based on the information (as
shown on Table 4-2);
• To request the download of the rales from an AcA;
• To receive data (rules) fiom the AcA;
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• To send data (i.e. the tag file rules) to TFH;
• The CRH provides its semces to the reconfiguration management 
architecture modules - configuration manager, security manager, tag file 
handler via the interfaces shown on the Figuie 4-4 and is controlled by the 
configuration manager.
The sequence of activities performed by the CRH based on the aforementioned tasks is as follows: 
When the CRH receives a request Q'rules-available’’) from the configuration manager, it checks 
the index-file (i.e. a clear text evaluation) to scmtinise the availability of the rale(s). If the rule(s) 
is (are) available, the CRH sends a positive response to the configuration manager (i.e. in case the 
requested set of rales is not available, the response will include a request to download the required 
set of rales. This request will be undertaken between the CRH and the AcA using a SC. Tliis 
(secure) connection is established and maintained during the whole duration of a reconfiguration 
session; the Security Manager (see SECMAN) takes care of this. Assuming the availability of a 
secure connection, the CRH will be authorised (by the configuration manager) to send a request 
for rules to the network (i.e. using the SC). All messages between the CRH and the AcA are 
passed through the Secuiity Manager.
Tliere are two major possible responses hom the AcA: (a) the set of rales and SW are available 
within the CCP (Configuration Control Part) and (b) the set of rules and Software are not 
available within the CCP.
For the case (a), the AcA checks SW and set of rales available within the Content Server and 
Software Repositoiy (CSSWR) (i.e. witliin Configuration Control Part) and if it finds the rale(s), 
it will initiate a download of softwaie and set of rales from CCSWR to the terminal (CRH).
For case (b), when the AcA cannot find the software nor the set of rales within the CSSWR, an 
extended search will be performed which may require additional information (i.e. user defined 
parameters) initiated and controlled by the terminal. This however requires extra control messages 
between tenninal and network.
The SECMAN processes every bit of infonnation sent by the AcA and works as a front gate to the 
RMA. It strips off the secure header and then forwards the remaining data to the Rules Manager 
entity within the CRH. The veiy first packet(s) will contain the required index data and the 
number of total data-packets (i.e. including a possible end packet with specific identifier including 
the number of bytes sent and packets) to be downloaded. After the initial packets have been 
processed the rest of the packets (containing the actual set of rales) will be transmitted. The 
transmission continues until the final data packet is processed and the set of rales is stored in a 
position within the memoiy and its own index entiy is created in the memory map file. The 
infonnation from the first received packet(s), the last packet(s) and the counter (perfonned by
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CRH) for the number of received objects are compared. If the comparison shows equal numbers 
of received units (objects), a positive response will be issued to the Configuration Manager that 
the rule download is complete. ^
Once the download is complete, the Tag-File Handler (having the handle of CRH) can retrieve the 
Tag-rules and the needed Software rules from the CRH. It (the TFH) inquires the necessaiy rales 
from the Rules Manager (see Figure 4-4), which passes the request to the Memoiy Management. 
The Memory Management communicates directly with the Rules Manager, which in turn 
performs the outside (i.e. outside the CRH module) communication for the complete CRH 
module. The separation of internal and external messaging (i.e. implemented by the Rules 
Manager) is due to the different nature of infonnation (messages and data) delivered between 
specific portions/segments within the architecture (i.e. namely between CRH and TFH, whereby 
the data transmitted becomes packetised, by the Rules Manager, prior to transmission). This 
approach has the advantage of being dynamic and it distributes the processing load between the 
functional entities inside the CRH.
Following the download, TFH issues a download request to the CRH asking for the rale(s). This 
control message contains an identifier for the type of rale(s) that are to be located. The CRH 
responds with either the requested data or an error message stating the failure of the request. Due 
to modular structure within the CRH, this operation can be done in multiple instances (i.e. in case 
more then one set of rales is required to be transferred). The same applies for the download of 
rules from the network (i.e. if two or more rale sets are to be downloaded simultaneously).
4.3.4 Tag-File Handler (TFH)
The RMA uses abstract descriptions of reconfigurable terminals that can be used to validate 
anticipated configurations. Therefore, the software stractuie of a terminal’s configuration at the 
Radio Module Part can be described in a clear-text script called ‘configuration tag-file’.
The Tag-File Handler is a process witliin the tenninal and has its own processor and memory 
space. The main purpose is to generate the ‘configuration tag-file’, which is like a ‘blueprint’ of 
the complete radio part of the terminal. The tag-file is needed to configure or reconfigure the 
terminal, corresponding to the terminal cunent state - for example a ‘power-up’ sequence will 
retain the configuration (i.e. use the tag-file) fr om the last ‘power-down’ proceduie etc. The TFH 
module uses a dual compilation mechanism for tag-file generation -  the first of which is used to 
create the source code, based on the data retrieved from the CRH; - and the second is a
3 All the packet recovei-y mechanism from the network is done by tlie SECMAN based on the security header mechanism.
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compilation of this source code i.e. the final generation of the new tag-file. The TFH assigns 
additional memory space for the ‘new’ tag-file.
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Figure 4-5: TFH block diagram
The TFH uses a comparison mechanism to determine the need for module, partial module or 
complete terminal reconfiguration. It communicates with the network to perform the Tag-file 
validation (i.e. the Virtual Configuration (VC)) procedure within the AcA server. Also, the TFH 
performs a procedure with the network to register the new terminal configuration (i.e. registering 
the new tag-file).
The internal architecture of the TFH is depicted in Figure 4-5. The Tag-File Manager (i.e. within 
the TFH) has two independent ports -  one for control messages and another one for processing 
data. It receives control messages from the Configuration Manager and data from both the 
network and the CRH. It sends data to the network and the Configuration Manager. It also has 
control over other entities of the TFH -  i.e. Source Factory and Comparison Block. The Source 
Factory receives streams of software rules and tag rules from the CRH and creates the complete 
(tag-file) source code. Once the source is created, the Source Factory compiles the source to 
generate the new tag-file, which is then stored in the Source Depository. The Source Depository 
stores the sources and tag-files temporarily until the tag file becomes transferred to the idle-radio- 
memory. The architecture contains a storage space (i.e. idle-and active-radio-memory) where the 
two tag-files (active -  the one that is currently implemented in the RMP and the idle -  the one to 
be used for the reconfiguration) are kept for the period of time until the comparison has 
determined which parts of the RMP need to be reconfigured. Once the reconfiguration process is
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finished, the storage retains the last valid tag-file for future reference and as possible ‘fall-back’ 
configuration.
Tag-Files represent complete terminal configurations; this representation includes information 
about software modules in the LSWR (size of the code, and physical parameters etc.), types of I/O 
data/parameters for each radio module and internal parameters describing the installation process. 
Its format contains special identifiers for radio module structure, for module I/O stmcture e.g. 
command, name, terminal-type, separators, additional spacing and so on. Tag-File includes 
terminal header, number o f module, module name, size and sub-module, additional parameters 
like -  I/O ports, etc.
The tag-file handler is involved in every configuiation or reconfiguration procedure within the 
terminal. During a reconfiguration process the tag-file handler fulfils following steps:
• Request for rules from CRH;
• Creating source code of a new tag-file, the tag-file handler copies the new source 
code to its own memoiy space;
• Generation of the new tag-file, TFH stores the file into Source depositoiy.
• Request for VC to AcA, TFH stores the file into Storage place;
• Comparison of the new and old tag-files;
• Sends the reconfigurable module(s)/sub-module(s) (extractions fiom the tag-file) 
to the Configuration Manager;
• Request for registration of new configuration;
• Removal of idle tag-file;
• Communicating with the Configuration Manager, SECMAN and CRH entities 
using the massages'^ shown in Table 4-4.
For completion of its tasks, the tag-file handler has to perform the following activities: A request 
to the tag-handier to generate a new tag-file (based on an initial request for reconfiguiation from 
the terminal (i.e., from an application etc.)) is forwarded by the Configuration Manager. The tag- 
file handler then requests from the rule handler, the tag-rule and software-rules. It then creates the 
source code of the tag-file based on the definitions given in the sets of rales. After generation of
4 The name o f  every message is based on a combination between the entity wliich receives the message, the message content and the sender o f  tiie 
message (e.g CM_SW _AVAILABLE_LSW R -  LSWR sends a message software available to the Configuration Manager).
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this source, the tag-file handler copies the source code of the new tag-file to its own memory 
space.
Table 4-4: TFH messages
Messages Type Message Originator
TFH TAG FILE GENERATE CM event CM
CM TAG FILE GENERATE TFH event TFH
TFH TAG FILE VC CM request CM
ACA TAG FILE VC TFH request TFH
CRH RULES DOWNLOAD TFH request TFH
TFH RULES DOWNLOAD CRH response CRH
TFH TAG FILE VC ACA event AcA
CM TAG FILE VC TFH event TFH
ACA TAG FILE REGISTRATION TFH event TFH
TFH TAG FILE REGISTRATION ACA event AcA
TFH TAG FILE REGISTRATION CM event CM
CM TAG FILE REGISTRATION TFH event TFH
It compiles the source code to the actual tag-file and stores it within the (idle-radio) memory. 
Before installation, the new tag-file needs be sent to the AcA server where it has to undergo a 
Virtual Configuration (VC) routine. This process evaluates the validity and functionality of the 
anticipated configuration. The sequence of these events starts, when the tag-file is ready. The TFH 
sends a positive response to the Configuration Manager (or otherwise a negative one) requiring 
the download of the tag-file to the AcA, via a secure connection (SC). An SC is established and 
maintained during the reconfiguration session by the Security Manager SECMAN (see subchapter 
4.3.5). Once the connection is established, the TFH will be authorised by the Configuration 
Manager to send a request for evaluation of the (new) tag-file to the network. After this initial 
procedure, all messages are passed via the SECMAN, which then forwards them to an AcA 
server.
After completion of the VC, depending on the response from the network, the configuration 
process will be either continued or terminated. In case of a positive response, the reconfiguration 
manager starts a procedure to implement the configuration based on the newly generated tag-file. 
For the actual implementation, the tag-file handler compares the new and old tag-files and 
distinguishes the differences between them i.e. it identifies the reconfigurable module(s)/sub- 
module(s) used for this particular reconfiguration procedure (see Figure 4-5). This also applies for 
partial reconfiguration of a module as well as for the complete reeonfiguration of a terminal. If the 
process is successfully executed and the ‘new’ configuration is in place the Tag-File Handler will 
issue a request to the AcA server to register the new terminal configuration with the network. The 
tag-file handler retains the old tag-file until the reconfiguration validation procedure has been 
confirmed by the AcA server and completed. As a final step, the Tag-File Handler removes the 
old tag-file from the memory and updates its pointers to the, now active, new tag-file.
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4.3.5 Security Manager (SECMAN)
A functional entity within the terminal provides a number of security related tasks to ensure only 
authorised access to the reconfiguration management system. This Security Manager (SECMAN) 
is defined as an independent process and requires its own processor and memory space.
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Figure 4-6: SECMAN block diagram
The SECMAN provides a secure access to the modules of the reconfiguration management part 
within the terminal and also to prevent attempts of fraudulent access from the outside world. 
Additionally, it provides the required security related information to the network, stores the 
security information of the terminal (i.e. public keys and private keys) and the necessary external 
encryption keys. The SECMAN is responsible to establish secure connections between the 
terminal and the network using the ‘Security Protocols and Mechanisms’, Appendix 2.
The Security Manager’s internal architecture, as depicted in Figure 4-6, consists of an ‘Access 
Manager Entity” (responsible for the establishment of secure connections between terminal and 
network and also for the processing of messages between Configuration Manager, network and 
the other functional entities within the Security Manager). The Encryption and Decryption 
Factory (EDF) implements the security features, as defined in Appendix 2, and encrypts both 
messages and reconfiguration software, before any transmission between terminal and network 
takes place. For messages and software transmissions originated within the network, the EDF 
decrypts the streams and passes the data to the ‘Router’ (i.e. within the SECMAN). This router’s 
main objective is to direct packets to the terminal internal entities of the Reconfiguration 
Management Architecture (i.e. to the Configuration Manager, Local Software Repository, 
Configuration Rule Handler and Tag File Handler). The router is required to de-multiplex the
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incoming message flow and to redirect messages to the appropriate target (as side effect, the 
router removes much of the complexity from the EDF, distributes the tasks within the Security 
Manager and introduces additional flexibility to the structure). The Security Manager in general 
performs following functions:
• Establishment of secure connections within the RMA;
• Encryption of messages and data transfer within the RMA;
• Routing of reconfiguration messages and software between the modules 
within the RMA;
• Encryption and decryption of messages and data based on the Security 
Protocols and Mechanisms;
• Performing the communication/reconfiguration management related 
signalling with the other modules within the RMA;
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Security context is removed
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'Sending Terminal public key certificate#» 
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Figure 4-7: SECMAN establishing SC
All activities of the Security Manager are based on these basic tasks. If the Security Manager 
receives a request, from the Configuration Manager, to establish a secure connection between 
terminal and network, it first performs discovery of the counter part in the network, as described
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in 4.3.9, and then performs a mutual authentication procedure with the network parts of the RMA. 
Figure 4-7 illustrates this procedure. The next step then is to respond to the Configuration 
Manager, the response carries an indication that authentication has taken place and a connection 
may then be established. In case the request was sent by the network, an identical process has to 
be performed (i.e. however in the opposite direction).
If any message is transmitted between LSWR, CRH, TFH, CM and network, it becomes 
processed and packed into a secure frame. After encryption, it becomes transmitted to the 
network. If a packet arrives from the AcA server, the Access Manager authenticates and forwards 
it to the ‘E&D Factory’ where the necessary decryption is performed. After this, the message is 
passed to the ‘Router’ for redistribution to the appropriate ftmctional entity. The secure 
connection remains open until its termination by the Configuration Manager. The same sequence 
of events is repeated if the network requires establishing secure connection with the terminal for 
reconfiguration request.
4.3.6 Radio Module Controller (RMC)
RMCs are dynamically created entities, which are instantiated by the Configuration Manager. 
From the structural point of view, a RMC contains a dual state machine with an internal algorithm 
(i.e. a main message dispatcher between the state machines), which coordinates the message flow 
between the two state machines. After instantiation of an RMC, the Configuration Manager 
possesses a handle for each RMC generated.
Configuration 
Software Bus
Configuration
Manager
Local SW 
Repository
Figure 4-8: RMC block diagram
All initial parameters that are required for an RMC process are extracted from the information 
provided within the tag-file. The number of instantiated RMCs depends on the specification given 
in the ‘active’ tag-file. Once a RMC is created, it becomes a completely independent process
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using its own memory space. The two state machines of an RMC (i.e. the external E  and internal I  
state machines), are depicted in Figure 4-8.
The internal state machine is responsible for the installation of the configuration software within 
the radio part. It also handles messages originated within the radio modules. In contrast, the 
external state machine handles those messages originated by the Configuration Manager, and 
LSWR.
A major advantage of this dual state machine structure is the complete isolation between 
reconfiguration management architecture and configurable radio part. The message dispatcher 
within the RMC processes and passes messages between both sides. The RMC has the ability to 
install and run the module’s software and to monitor QoS parameters (the range of parameters for 
a specific RAT) or other parameters within the radio implementation. The main functions that a 
RMC is required to perform include:
• to acts as ‘factory’ for radio modules (‘each RMC acts as one factoiy’);
• to provide signalling endpoints between the radio modules and the
Configuration Manager;
• to execute and install software entities obtained as bit streams from the
LSWR;
• to test the installed module/s;
• to handle messages from the radio module and Configuration Manager;
• to establish communication between the Configuration Manager and LSWR 
(internal entities) using the messages presented in Table 4-5.
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T ab le  4-5: RMC message sequence
Messages Type Message Originator
RMC_ALLOCATE_PARAMETERS_CM request CM
CM_ALLOCATE_PARAMETERS_RMC event RMC
CM_MODULE_INSTALL_RMC response RMC
RMC_CREATE_CONNECTION_PORTS_CM request CM
LSWR_SW_DOWNLOAD_RMC request RMC
RMC_SW_DOWNLOAD_LSWR response LSWR
CM_CREATE_CONNECTION_PORTS_RMC event RMC
RMC_TEST_CONNECTION_CM request CM
CM_TEST_CONNECTION_RMC event RMC
RMC_CONNECT_MODULE_CM request CM
CM_CONNECT_MODULE_RMC event RMC
RMC_DESTROY_MODULE_CM request CM
CM_DESTROY_MODULE_RMC event RMC
One of the responsibilities of a RMC is to monitor the work/use of the installed radio module(s),
i.e. to control different parameters (e.g. QoS, Bandwidth, etc.). For example, the implementation 
sequence, depicted in Figure 4-9, illustrates the communication between the radio module 
controller (RMC) (including the external and internal state machines and the message dispatcher), 
the Configuration Manager and the Radio Module. If a RMC is installed and in the state where it 
actively monitors specified parameters (i.e. following the description provided within the tag-file), 
the internal (RMC) state machine (from the module part side) will continuously receive 
information (i.e. these parameters) from the radio module.
The parameters received are evaluated whether they fit into initially defined parameter-ranges (i.e. 
these parameter-ranges are also specified within the software description of the tag-file). The 
RMC internal state machine creates (during its instantiation) a parameter matrix and periodically 
compares this with the flow of data. The collected data is forwarded to the core of the RMC 
(message dispatcher) where the results of a statistical analysis of the status information are sent to 
the Configuration Manager (e.g. to trigger a possible reconfiguration sequence, if appropriate). If, 
for a certain period of time, the parameters monitored do not satisfy the requirements, the state 
machine issues a message to the Configuration Manager (n.b. the message may also be passed to 
the user to inform him/her about the problem). The CM then may decide whether a 
reconfiguration procedure needs to be undertaken or not. If the user does not allow a 
reconfiguration (i.e. set in the policy or via a message notification) the internal timer of the RMC 
is simply reset and the monitoring continues until the next time the user/CM receives a message 
about changing parameters/conditions. If the user/CM then agrees to the request for 
reconfiguration, the CM may trigger the complete reconfiguration procedure.
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Figure 4-9: Initialisation of a reconfiguration request (in the RMC)
If a reconfiguration is triggered, the Configuration Manager informs the RMC using a message 
that contains information about the exact part of the radio module that needs to be reconfigured 
(the user may have partial control over the messages from the RMC e.g. to control the issuing of 
the warning from internal part and be able to disable it). In case no parameter matrix exists within 
the tag-file (or none has been included by the manufacturer or software vendor), or the radio 
module is unable to supply the necessary feedback, the trigger of a reconfiguration procedure is 
either by A) direct user interaction or B) from specific monitoring data provided by the network. 
In the case A), the user may initiate reconfiguration sequences as a reconfiguration request issued 
directly to the CM. Once a user request is ‘submitted’ to the CM and if the module to be replaced 
is known, a module reconfiguration sequence will be performed. In case, that the module to be 
replaced cannot be located/discovered, a full reconfiguration may be initialised, based on the 
“user’s choice”. The described procedure is “terminal initiated” but requires reconfiguration 
support services from the network. In the case of B) specific data may be provided to the CM 
where the CM will be able to make the decision on the basis of the network initiated 
reconfiguration.
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4.3.7 Authentication/Authorisation, Virtual Configuration and
Accounting/Billing Server (AcA)
A single AcA will represent network control part (NCP) from the point of view of the terminal -  
connection to network, authentication, download, secure protocol, exchange public key 
certificates, virtual configuration procedure. The existing mobile network infrastructure 
functionality will be used for the subscriber identification and authorisation and for equipment 
registration to the AcA in the first instance. The ultimate goal will be a user with a unique ID for 
location and identification purposes which will allow the AcA to distinguish each terminal and a 
user.
The AcA server contains the following entities:
• Control Manager is the core of the AcA server. In a similar manner as the CM within the 
terminal; it is responsible for the coordination of the control and data messages within the 
server and with the terminal requiring connection and information from the network. It 
also is responsible for the connections to other AcA and GAcA, for processing the user 
personal data and terminal infonnation and saving the user profile with the necessary 
billing information occurred based on performed reconfiguration download and 
reconfiguration of the tenninal.
• In addition to Control Manager, there is a VC manager responsible for perfoiming Virtual 
Configuration Procedure as explained in subchapter 5.7. It contains a temporally available 
buffer for temporally store of software and tag-files, and SW virtual validation tool used 
for performing the testing of configurations on the bases of their tag-files. It also performs 
initial testing of received software and rules before they are sent to the terminal for 
compilation of the tag-file.
• The AcA contains also a Rules and Policies tool, which specifies platform dependent 
parameters and network dependent reconfiguration policies. Reconfiguration Software 
store is used as a database hosting approved configuration software and teiminal 
configuration register.
The AcA seiver perfoims following functions, it:
• Monitors nodes;
• Manages registration of configurations;
• Handles software downloads;
• Validates attended configurations ensuring standard compliance;
• Handles secure connection protocol for Authentication and Authorisation 
(AA);
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• Ensures Privacy of User information
All activities of the AcA are based on a number of tasks. If the AcA receives a request from a 
terminal for creating a link between the two. First, it will try to establish a secure connection. 
After the terminal has been authenticated with the AcA, using the protocol developed for secure 
communication between terminal and the AcA, the AcA gets the required information from 
existing data bases AUC, EIR, VLR, HER for the user profile in respect of billing^ and other 
issues. Once having the user’s profile, the AcA uses it to connect to the previous AcA to obtain 
the terminal equipment capability data (ECD), which includes manufacture’s specification for this 
terminal, tag-file, policy etc., by using a protocol between the AcA servers, see Figure 4-10. The 
ECD is normally stored in Equipment Capability Register (ECR) in the AcA and is obtained when 
the terminal becomes registered to a network provider in the first instance.
Security
Manager AcA2AcA1
ACA_SW_DOWNLOAD_LSWR
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACAACA_RULES_DOWNLOAD_CRH
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA
ACA_SW_DOWNLOAD_ACA
ACA_RULES_DOWNLOAD_ACA
ACA_SW_DOWNLOAD_ACA
ACA_RULES_DOWNLOAD_ACA
ACA_TERMINATE_CONNECTION_ACA
ACA_TERMINATE_C0NNECT10N_ACA
Figure 4-10: Reconfiguration Sequences for exchange of SW and Rules between AcAs
If the terminal performs a reconfiguration, the involved AcA requests the software data from its 
own data Store. If the data is not in its SW and Rules store, the AcA requests the data from know 
AcAs (already registered with a RAC A). From point of view of the Network Topology 
architectural solution of the software (and rules) location and download equipment (user) profile.
S Billing here relates to reconfiguration services. This could be integrated to existing billing schemes.
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a single AcA will be able to connect to other AcAs either from the same or different providers. 
The AcAs will need to create a secure connection and exchange the software and rules required. 
See Figure 4-10 for the complete sequence of the exchanged messages. For the download of the 
requested software not available in know AcA stores, there is a Gateway AcA (GAcA), which 
will be used to find it. If the data has to be found from GACA, it searches the entries in the Public 
Software Registry (PSR) where software providers, manufactures or third party software 
providers, see Figure 4-11, will register its software as a special entry showing the location of the 
SW, certificate for the provider and usability. This entry will be available for download from the 
software provider site (location).
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Figure 4-11: RMA network control part
When a software module is enquired by an AcA to a GACA, messages will be exchanged 
between the GAcA and the AcA for the needed software and it may involve additional 
information exchanges like the price and the payment. Also, it may require feedback from the 
GAcA to the AcA and the user to confirm this negotiations etc. After ‘agreement’ is reached, the 
downloaded SW is stored in the place called Temporally Buffer in the AcA where Software 
Validation Tool (SVT) performs a validation procedure of the downloaded SW. This procedure 
involves: testing for correctness of the parameters sent in the header (Rules); the SW is verified 
that the real output parameters corresponding to the test parameters in the Rules as well as that 
there was no corruption of data or mistakes during the download. The necessity of the operation is 
that it will save the terminal additional download and the tag-file creation if the SW is not in the 
required boundaries (set by SW provider together with the SW).
If errors are discovered, there are three possibilities:
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1. The user is informed that a specific reconfiguration is not possible because of faulty 
downloaded SW module. Therefore, the user is expected to request a new module or to 
cancel the request for download and reconfiguration. The message is sent first to the CM 
requesting decision if it is authorised for a transaction like this, and then the CM 
responds. If the CM is required to notify the user, the user replies to the CM. If the user 
requires new search, it will send a second request to the network with new parameters and 
the procedure repeats again.
2. If the SW file is faulty the AcA requests a second time for the download of it. If the result 
is the same then the AcA may require a search in the PSR by the GAcA for any 
replacement of the file. If the result is negative, a request for the SW based on initial 
parameters by the GAcA will be sent to other known GAcAs for the available SW - same 
or replacement. Based on the response, the AcA will either terminate the procedure or 
will continue with the previous option one but in any of the cases will inform the 
tenninal. If the request is terminated, the AcA keeps the possibility to make the same 
search at a later stage.
3. If the SW received is fault free, the Rules are sent to the terminal and the tag-file is 
received in the ACA, after its generation by the tenninal TFH. The AcA has already all 
the necessary initial data -  terminal specification, SW, Rules, tag-file and it can proceed 
to perform the VC procedure.
4.3.8 GAcA (Gateway AcA)
Gateway AcA is an network entity responsible to make the comiection between the AcA and 
software providers, which register their SW to the public software repositoiy (PSR) -  part of the 
GAcA. The GAcA is an extension to the AcA capability of delivering necessary software and 
rules from a 3"^  ^party providers. In the same way, it is a mechanism to protect the interests of the 
corporate reconfiguration support network from point of view of trustworthiness, extensibility and 
availability. Also, it makes possible the involvement of other players to take part of the process of 
reconfiguration without being able to damage or corrupt the teiminal configuration. It introduces a 
new approach of dealing with 3"^  ^party service providers where they are allowed to register their 
software to a GAcA. Tliis is under the condition that the organisation or person had been given a 
status of being trusted and able to supply configuration software (updates) to the specific AcA(s) 
known to the GAcA.
If an AcA cannot find the software in its own softwai'e store, it will try to make enquiry to the 
known AcAs, see Figure 4-10. If the request is unsuccessftrl it will try to connect to the GAcA, 
This is similar to the procedure described in 4.3.7, with a secui'e comiection and exchanges of
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public keys, see Figure 4-12. After that the necessary software and rules will be requested for 
download. After successful download by the AcA, the connection with the GAcA will be 
terminated. The GAcA communicates with the AcAs. In addition, it connects to external 
registered software providers. GACA functionality includes possibility to route software and rules 
from external providers to AcAs as well as to conduct additional requests between the two parties 
(i.e. billing information, specific security requirement during download etc.).
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Figure 4-12: Reconfiguration Sequences for exchange of SW and Rules between AcA and GAcA
4.3.9 RAcA (Registry AcA)
Registry AcA is a network entity that resides in the network and supports “Switching entities” 
(such as SGSN, MSC, RNC, Network Routers and Servers) as well as AcAs registered with a 
RAcA. The RAcA is an entity (server) that will communicate with its counterpart, using CORE A, 
RMI, DCOM or a similar technology. The reason for this requirement is to provide match 
between the interfaces of the Reconfiguration Plane and corresponding network infrastructure.
Its main purpose is to provide a connectivity to the AcAs and information to the terminals for the 
location of AcAs. It contains a management and control part for communication with the other 
network entities and supports the RAcA database. The database is created dynamically and is used 
for the registration, update and deregistration of the AcAs. The RAcA is a publicly available 
entity for a particular network system or provider. Where from one side its location is known to a 
particular access scheme and from the other, it allows the corresponding AcAs to register to it 
dynamically (not been statically fix to specific locations).
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Figure 4-13: Discovery of RAcA
This approach allows different AcAs to be included in the service for reconfiguration of terminals 
at different times as well as it provides the security to the different parties and AcAs as to protect 
their identity and location from corruption and misuse. On the side of the business model, it 
provides opportunities for the involvement of different parties or providers to play a role when 
supplying services for the AcAs’ discovery.
As indicated in the Figure 4-7 before the secure connection is established between the terminal 
and AcA using the secure protocol, it is required to make the discovery of the RAcA and 
consequently the AcAs. The functional diagram is shown in Figure 4-13 for the discovery of the 
RAcA.
The first initial request for the discovery of the RAcA is sent by the terminal using the present 
access network to its switching entity (as shown in red). After that, the response is returned to the 
terminal together with the RAcA location information. The terminal uses this data to contact the 
RAcA and enquire about the location of AcA(s). Then, the terminal communicates with the first 
available AcA. Prior to the discovery request, the AcA(s) are registered with the RAcA. The 
messages sequence is shown on Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-14: Reconfiguration Sequences for discovering the RAcA and AcA
The different interfaces included between the RACA and switching entities will need to be 
standardised and included for these entity to communicate between each other at any location of 
the network and any place in the world. The reason is to increase the portability and 
interoperability between terminals and networks. Also when the question comes to its real 
implementation, it will not be a problem to be included due to the fact that it is a just an addition 
to the existing legacy networks.
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Chapter 5
5 Reconfiguration Algorithms and Protocols
Based on the type of support from the network, one can distinguish two major cases for 
reconfiguration requests:
1. If the user requires reconfiguration, network will support it terminal controlled, 
network supported reconfiguration;
2. If the network requires reconfiguration, user will support it network controlled, 
terminal supported reconfiguration.
5.1 Terminal Controlled, Network Supported Reconfiguration
The initial request is issued by the teiTninal and requires network support (i.e. perfoiming the 
virtual configuration procedure, tag file registration, software and rules download). The basic idea 
is to provide the temiinal with reconfiguration support mechanisms to perform reconfigurations at 
different locations, which will not be connected between each other. This provides a global 
circulation of the terminal and its availability to communicate with responsible network 
countei'part when reconfiguration support is needed at different access networks.
5.1.1 Complete Reconfiguration Required
The network node (terminal/base station) is initially not configured or configured to a system; a 
complete configuration has to be performed, i.e. a terminal is configured to UMTS RAT and 
needs to be reconfigured to WLAN RAT.
5.1.1.1 Rules and Software available in Terminal
The Configuration Manager will, by using two messages, discover whether the software and rules 
required for an intended reconfiguration are available in the LSWR and CRH, respectively. If 
rules and software are available, a further request will be dispatched to the TFH to initiate the 
generation of a new tag file (see Figure 5-1). In response, the TFH will request the tag-mles and 
necessary software-rules from the CRH. Upon receipt of these rules, the TFH generates the tag- 
file (note this procedure is described in subchapter 4.3.4).
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Figure 5-1: Terminal reconfiguration sequence - rules and software available
The next step for the TFH is to announce the generation of a tag-file to the Configuration 
Manager and to upload it to the AcA server to undergo a virtual configuration procedure. The tag- 
file is sent to AcA server via the secure connection (see subchapter 4.3.5). After receiving the 
confirmation from the AcA server about completion of a successful VC, the TFH forwards a 
notification to the CM that the reconfiguration procedure may continue. The message issued by 
the TFH contains information about the required changes in the configuration. Using the 
information about required changes, the Configuration Manager generates the new RMC(s) and 
consequently, the specified radio modules (i.e. installed and controlled by the RMC(s), see 
subchapter 4.3.6). Upon completion of the Radio Module(s) installation, the Configuration 
Manager requests an update of the registration of the new tag-file. Therefore, the TFH dispatches 
a registration request to the AcA. After completion of the (terminal-configuration) registration, 
the AcA notifies the TFH, which then forwards the response to the CM. At the end of any 
reconfiguration procedure, the CM requests the SECMAN to terminate the secure connection 
between the node and the network.
5.1.1,2 Rules and Software not available in Terminal
Similar to the subchapter 5.1.1.1, a request for reconfiguration is submitted by the RMC (see 
Figure 5-2), and the software module to be installed is known (i.e. there is already information 
about the SW modules available. The Configuration Manager will issue a request as to whether
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the source code is available within the LSWR. The two possible responses from the LSWR are 
that either the software is available or it is not available. The previous sequence presented the case 
when the software is available, but in case the required software module is not available within 
the LSWH storage, a download from the network resident software server will be required. 
Therefore, the Configuration Manager issues a request to the LSWR to perform a software 
download. First, the Configuration Manager requests the SECMAN to establish a secure 
connection to the next available AcA server. After the connection is established and a 
confirmation is received by the Configuration Manager, the CM passes the handle of the 
connection to LSWR. The LSWR then dispatches a software download request via secure 
connection to the AcA server.
RMC
M odul.
Conflguratior 
Manager SECMAN
AcA
-C M _REC O N FIO U RE_R M C--^
-  CRH_RULES_AVAILABLE_CM - 
-C M  RULES_AVAILAaUE_CRH -
-SM _SECU RE_CO N N ECTIO N  CM
• CM _SECURE_CONNECTION SM -
-C R H  RU LES.OOW NkOAD CM
CM,RULES^DOW NLOAD_CRH • 
— LSWR_SW_AVAILABLE_CM -  
-CM_SW_AVAILABLE_LSWR —  
-lSW R _SW _D O W N L O A D _C M -----
• CM_SW_DOW NLOAD_LSWR -  
--------------------------------------------- TFH_TAG_FILE_QENERATE_CM •
-ACA_RULES_DOW NL
-CRH.RULES_CX)V
ACA_SW_DOWNLOAO_LSWR 
LSW R_SW  DOWNLOAD ACA
Secure  
Connection
F igu re 5-2: T erm in a l recon figu ra tion  seq u en ce - ru les and so ftw are  not availab le
The request carries a number of parameters specifying the software type and location (i.e. URL, 
IP address, FTP site, etc.). After completion of the download negotiation, the actual download 
path leads from the software store to the LSWR (via the SECMAN). Once the last packet is 
received from the network, the LSWR notifies the Configuration Manager about accomplishment 
of the software download [SDRF 02]. A similar sequence is followed for the download of the 
rules, in which case, however, the download will be initiated by the CRH. After completing the 
download of the rules, the CRH will also inform the Configuration Manager that all rules are
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available and the reconfiguration procedure may proceed. Once all rules and software modules 
required are available, the procedure follows the same sequence as the one described in the 
previous subchapter.
5,1.1.3 Rules and Software available^ Tag file needs to be created
This third case describes one of the core parts of a reconfiguration procedui'e, with a particular 
focus on the mechanisms of the tag-file handler and the reconfiguration module controllers. 
Figui'e 5-3 shows the sequence of events necessary to perform a configuration process including 
the generation and approval of a new tag-file. The sequence depicted assumes that the preliminary 
signalling has been completed and the configuration manager now requires the actual generation 
of a new tag-file and the implementation of the subsequent steps of the reconfiguration procedure. 
The configuration and software ml es are then requested from the CRH and interpreted by the tag- 
file handler, which in turn generates and compiles the source code for the new tag-file. If the 
compilation fails, tliis process needs to be repeated, and only after a repeated failure, the 
reconfiguration procedui'e is abandoned. If the process is successfully completed, the tag-file then 
becomes uploaded to the AcA server where its validity and correctness will be evaluated during a 
VC procedure. Assuming this evaluation proves the validity of the file, the AcA seiwer issues the 
peiinission (to the terminal) to implement the new configuration. If the validation fails, the tag- 
file generation process must be repeated, and after a successive failure the reconfiguration 
sequence abandoned.
During the validation process, the tag-file handler still retains the old tag-file and awaits the 
acknowledgement of the validation from the AcA seiwer. When the acknowledgement is received, 
the TFH’s comparisons block extracts the differences between the old and the new tag-file and 
forwards it to the Configuration Manager together with a confiiination about the successfully 
performed (or, if necessary, failed) VC. The next step in the reconfiguration procedure is then the 
implementation of the required RMCs (i.e. they are instantiated by the configuration manager 
witliin the CMP).
During the instantiation, the RMCs obtain references to the ‘idle tag-file’. These references are 
required to retrieve the configuration software modules from the local software repository. The 
first RMC then installs the software (witliin the tag-file) to implement its specified functional 
radio module and performs a basic function test. The Configuration Manager repeats this 
implementation sequence until all defined RMCs and their radio module implementations are 
installed on the RMP platform.
Upon completion, each RMC notifies the configuration manager about conclusion of the radio 
module software installation procedui'e. The configuration manager then connects the modules
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and verifies the new configuration, followed by a request to register the new terminal 
configuration with the network (i.e. the AcA).
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Figure 5-3: Reconfiguration flow sequence
5.1.1.4 Boot configuration
The scenario in Figure 5-4, when a configuration of the software radio platfomi takes place during 
system initialization (i.e. boot-time), offers a slightly different case for the definition of the 
terminal. A boot sequence provides distinctive differences to the afore-described reconfiguration 
procedures. In the beginning, after switching on the temiinal, the initialisation of the different 
modules (i.e. their processes) takes place. Each of these processes initialises its main thread and
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passes a handle to the Configuration Manager. When this initialisation procedure is completed, 
the Configuration Manager triggers a configuration sequence by dispatching requests to the 
LSWR and the CRH to check the availability of software and rules, respectively.
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M anager
LSW R INIT
CRH INIT
initialisations Finished
CM BOOT
CRH_RULES_AVAILABLE_CM 
CM RU LES AVAILABLE CRH
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M SW  AVAILABLE LSW R»
TFH BOOT TAG FILE CM
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Initialise RMC_n 
RMC_1 R eady  
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RMC_n R eady
Working C ycles
CM TERMINATE
LSW R_ TERMINATE- D
C R H ^ T E R M IN A T t™ —'-J,
Termination Finished
TFH TERMINATE— 'C
Figure 5-4; Boot sequence diagram
The procedure is required to ensure that the rules and the software are in the storage places 
(although in this case, this is rather a formality, since when the terminal is in the process of 
turning off, it stores its last state, including the Rules and Software in CRH and LSWR, 
respectively). This, however, is not the case when the terminal is in a restricted (manufacturer) 
state (see subchapter 5.1.1.5). The configuration procedure continues with the activation of the 
tag-file, which, in this particular case, does not require a VC. The rational for omitting the VC is 
that the intended configuration has already been approved by the network in the course of the 
previous reconfiguration procedure. The Configuration Manager then creates the required number 
of RMCs and starts their initialisation. Once a required RMC is ready and functional, it confirms 
its availability to the Configuration Manager, which then announces that the terminal is 
configured.
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In this particular scenario, when the terminal simply boots up to a previously known 
configuration, there are some parts of the reconfiguration sequence which can be omitted (i.e. due 
to the availability of rules and software, and the already validated tag-file).
5,1.1.5 Terminal does not have rules and software^ and the initial radio part is not 
installed
SDR Terminal
Smart
Card
l ±
Download Complete 
" (^terminate connectiony *
"^"Aümênficâfiq^  
Procedure » 'Request  ^
Special Install
1. Authentication
2. Request and Reply for 
special installation of files 
(data)
3. and 4. Installation Rules 
and Software
5. Terminate connection
C onfigura tion Management Part
Configuration
Rule Handler
Tag-file
HandlerI
Local SW repository
Install
Configuration manager
Radio M odule
Figure 5-5: Example ‘empty term inal’ no configuration uploaded
The reconfiguration procedure in Figure 5-5, compared with the previously described scenarios, 
relies on the condition that the terminal has its main modules already installed but there is no trace 
of any previous configuration (i.e. no validated tag-file). It may be assumed that this case will 
only occur in the manufacturer stage, when the required minimum radio modules are to be 
installed. For this reason, the first active reconfiguration procedure of the terminal has a minimum 
or no radio stack available. A possible way to install modules would be through wired 
connections and direct installation of the software modules and rules (in particular the tag and 
software rules) in LSWR and CRH, respectively. After this, the terminal needs to be reset and 
rebooted. Using the previously installed software and rules, the Configuration Manager will 
install the minimum possible terminal configuration, which suffices to provide a basic 
configuration of the radio part and enables future reconfigurations. The scenario depicted in 
Figure 5-5 shows that the reconfiguration process starts with a mutual authentication procedure 
between the terminal SECMAN and the vendor’s software server (represented as PC). The 
authentication procedure is performed in a similar manner as the sequence described in Appendix
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2. After completion of the authentication, the Configuration Manager receives a request (ftom the 
PC) to install an initial set of configuration software. The Configuration Manager responds once 
the system is ready to pursue the procedure and to install the required software. The CM also 
dispatches a notification to both LSWR and CRH to inform them about the procedure. In addition 
to the notification, similar to the previously described download cases, the CM starts to request 
the availability or download of software and rules from the LSWR and CRH, respectively. These 
two procedures can be perfoimed concun*ently and may last until tlie required data is completely 
received and stored. Like in the previous cases, the sequences may be repeated, until both entities 
have to respond to the Configuration Manager that software (rules) download is completed. The 
difference in the sequence is that the course of actions ends as soon as the downloads are 
completed, i.e. no reconfiguration procedure is required or followed. Then the reconfiguration can 
be perfoimed following the boot sequence.
Reconfigurable terminals requhe this initial installation of a radio configuration. Otherwise, the 
teiminal would not be able to connect to an air interface.
5.1,2 Module Reconfiguration
If a reconfiguration of an existing protocol standard is required, i.e. UMTS RAT is installed but 
will require to change its speech codec with a newer one, the RMC and the Configuration 
Manager will exchange the initiation trigger messages. Communication between RMCs and 
Configuration Manager will require information about the interfaces involved during the 
installation of a set of radio modules. These interfaces are obtained from the Configuration 
Manager’s RDispatch connection point for dnect connection between the RMCs. This sequence 
shows the messages required to install RMCs and their interaction with the Configuration 
Manager.
5.1.2.1 RA T  Reconfiguration
Assuming a scenario in which a reconfiguration procedure requiring the complete terminal 
reconfiguration from an access standard x to a standard y is triggered, and the required downloads 
of rules and softwaie and the activation of the tag-file (including the VC) have- been 
accomplished, the AcA dispatches a message about the successful completion of the validation 
procedure. The TFH receives this notification and informs the Configuration Manager about the 
peimitted reconfiguration as well as fbiivards infoimation about the changes to be implemented in 
the RMP. The Configuration Manager uses the information about the changes necessaiy to 
generate a set of new RMCs, which, in turn, install the radio modules. Every RMC then perfoims 
an initialisation of both state machines (Internal and External) and its parameters. It then allocates 
memoiy and the VO parameter types of the radio module. After this initialisation, the RMC issues
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a request to the LSWR to provide handles to the required software modules. The LSWR responds 
to the requesting RMC by forwarding the required handles. Following this exchange, the RMC 
implements the radio modules and sends a notification to the Configuration Manager. Once the 
installation is complete, the result is passed to the Configuration Manager.
This sequence (see Figure 5-6) has to be repeated for every RMC, the responses and outcomes are 
received by the Configuration Manager. If the installations of the radio modules are completed, 
the Configuration Manager sends requests to the modules (i.e. to their RMC) to create the 
connection points between the modules. Confirmations about the establishment of the ports 
between the modules are to be forwarded from the RMC before the Configuration Manager can 
send a test signal to the RMCs. The test signal (or sequence of test signals) ensures that every 
module individual as well as the complete module structure can be tested.
Configuration! 
Manager
-RMC INIT
-RMC ALLOCATE PARAMETERS CM
------------------   RMC(s) I
f _ -----------------------------------
Memory, 
I/O channels
-LSWR_SW_DOWNLOAD_RMC------------
.RMC_SW_DOWNLOAD_LSWR —  »
-CM ALLOCATE PARAMETERS RMC--------------------------------------
Installing 
Module
-CM MODULE INSTALL RMC.
-RMC_CREATE CONNECTION PORTS CM
-CM CREATE CONNECTION PORTS RMC'
-RMC TEST CONNECTION CM
-CM_TEST^CONNECTION_RMC • 
-RMC CONNECT MODULE CM-
-CM_CONNECT_MODULE_RMC ■ 
-RMC DESTROY MODULE CM-
-CM DESTROY MODULE RMC-
-RMC_TERMINATE •
Figure 5-6: RMC initialisation sequence
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After receiving a positive response from eveiy RMC confirms the functionality of every 
connection point and the new radio configuration as a whole, the Configuration Manager issues a 
connect message to all RMCs. The ‘old’ radio modules continue to function until the ‘new’ radio 
implementation is operable. During the transition period, the first (if there are more then one) 
module in the chain of the ‘old’ radio implementation starts to buffer incoming information (i.e. to 
prevent possible loss of data). Simultaneously, the signal is passed tlnough the ‘new’ radio 
module chain. The transition period constitutes a second function test for the new radio 
implementation. After a series of tests (as described in 4.3.6) are applied to the new radio 
implementation, the Configuration Manager issues a request to all RMCs to finally hand over 
fiom standard x to the new standard y. The handover is implemented in a sequential way, 
whereby the buffered data in the first (old) module is sent to the first RMC of the ‘new’ module 
chain and at the same time the old RMC continues buffering the incoming signal. This RMC then 
processes the buffered data fi*om the first old module thiough the new radio modules and then 
fomards the buffered data. This is repeated until the last ‘new’ module is connected within the 
module chain. Once the new configuration is in place and every message delivered from the radio 
modules to RMCs is within the set parameter limits, notification messages from the RMCs are 
sent to the Configuration Manager to finally confinn the end of the reconfiguration. As a further 
step, the Configuration Manager requests the old RMCs to destroy their radio modules. If the 
destruction of all radio modules is confirmed, the Configuration Manager destroys the old RMCs. 
Finally, the Configuration Manager requests, from the TFH, the update of the status of the new 
tag-file (i.e. from ‘idle’ to ‘active’) and the registration of the new terminal configuration to the 
network. The registration of the new configuration and the acknowledgement sent by the AcA 
concludes this complete terminal reconfiguration sequence.
5,1,2.2 Module Reconfiguration — Replacement of a Module within a Configuration
The difference between this scenario and the previous one is mainly that the additional buffering 
of the incoming data will be done only for the module that has to be replaced. The handover 
affects only the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ modules. The rational behind this is that the module, which is 
in the chain before the ‘to-be-replaced’ module, has to create additional connecting point(s) 
(ports) for the new module to be connected. This means that the neighbouring module will seive, 
for a short period, both the old and the new radio modules. During the switching period from the 
old to the new modules, the old module continues to implement its tasks, whilst a series of test 
signals are passed thiough the new module. This new module then becomes connected to the 
newly created ports of the neighbouring modules. A similar procedure takes place to establish the 
connection to the second neighbouring module. Again, if the ‘test’ iim confimis the conformance 
of the module, the old RMC can start to pass buffered data to the new RMC (depending on receipt 
of an appropriate command from the Configuration Manager). The new RMC then sends the data
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(received from the old RMC) tlnough its implementation of the radio module (which is now 
comiected to the second neighbouiing module). Necessary internal checks are perfonned to 
ensure the correct functioning of the new radio module, and upon the completion of tliis 
evaluation, the remaining procedure continues as described in the previous reconfiguration 
scenarios.
5.1.2.3 Sub-Module Exchange - Exchange of a Sub module within a Module
Another scenario may require the replacement of a sub-module in a RAT. hi this case, the 
procedure needs to include discovery of a ‘faulty’ module and the code source (i.e. whether the 
required software sub-module is stored locally or remotely). Searching for the software sub- 
module provides an additional challenge. This is due to the fact that information about modules is 
rather monolithic and usually describes the complete module only rather than all sub-modules. In 
the case of the object code within a software module, whereby sub-modules are not explicitly 
distinguished and a required sub-module cannot be located, the complete module will have to be 
replaced (see 5.1.2.2). If the required sub-module can be traced, i.e. if the sources for the sub 
modules are separated, the Configuration Manager will initialise each of the sub-modules by 
using a separate RMC and, again, the procedure for replacement of a complete module will apply.
5.2 Network Controlled, Terminal Supported Reconfiguration
In this instance, the initial request is issued by the network (complementing the previously 
described terminal originated reconfiguration procedures in 5.1), It requests a terminal to 
reconfigure to another configuration (i.e. including all three possible reconfiguration types 
ranging from sub-module, module to complete reconfigurations). The procedure requires support 
from the terminal to install the radio modules, and to possibly generate a tag-file (the terminal 
may also be given a tag file aheady prepared), software and rules storage. This type of request is 
issued in case the network provider makes alterations or requires module updates, mass updates 
(e.g. new software releases) or bug-fixes. For example, the terminal has installed UMTS RAT and 
a new release of UMTS is available, so the network will require the terminal to reconfigure to 
support a higher data rate. The major differences between this and a terminal initiated-network 
supported sequence are presented in the remainder of this subchapter.
5.2,1 Complete Reconfiguration
The most common scenario is when the network requires a reconfiguration of the complete 
terminal. As the Figure 5-7 depicts to start the sequence, the AcA server issues a request for 
secure connection to the security manager witliin the terminal. The SECMAN then establishes a
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secure connection with the requesting AcA (following the same procedure as when the initial 
request was initiated from within the terminal). After establishment of the secure connection, the 
AcA server requests the actual reconfiguration procedure, specifying the type of the 
reconfiguration and passing additional details (e.g., software and rules to be downloaded, 
directions about the tag-file creation (tag-file may be readily supplied by the network)). The 
SECMAN receives the message and forwards it to Configuration Manager.
Configuration 
Manager
AcA
Figure 5-7: Network issues reconfiguration
There are two main approaches that can be followed from this point. The choice depends on the 
main policies and the security policy files used. These policy files are derived from the general 
rules stored in the terminal and changes to these files will require a confirmation from the user. 
However, in case where the user has set an ‘open policy’, the Configuration Manager will be 
automatically authorised (without user intervention) to proceed with the reconfiguration 
procedure. If user affirmation is required, the Configuration Manager will request this using a 
message which contains the relevant additional information, via the GUI (i.e. the information is 
sent together with the reconfiguration request by AcA to the application layer, which, in turn, will 
pass it to OS and the user can then authorise the reconfiguration; see figure 5-9), The user 
responds to the Configuration Manager with either a positive or a negative message. If the 
reconfiguration is automatically authorised, the Configuration Manager will compare the physical 
feasibility only, and will send the response back to the network. Independent of which approach is 
followed, if a reconfiguration is authorised, the Configuration Manager sends a notification 
message to the AcA to confirm the request and then starts the actual reconfiguration sequence. In 
this particular scenario, the sequences verifying rules and software availability are not required 
(i.e. rules and software are provided by the network). The Configuration Manager provides a 
handle to the secure connection to the LSWR and the CRH, together with the dispatch of the 
necessary download requests. After completion of the download and its confirmation to the 
Configuration Manager, the CM sends a download request to the TFH to get the tag-file (This is 
the case only if the AcA server provided it in its initial reconfiguration request; otherwise, the
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TFH generates the tag-file itself). The tag-file is downloaded and stored in the ‘idle’ paitition of 
the TFH repository. If the reconfiguration request does not include notification of the generated 
file in advance, Configuration Manager requires the TFH to create a tag-file. The procedure 
continues from this point in the same way as described in subchapter 5.1.1.3.
5.2.2 Module Reconfiguration
This case is similar to the one described in sub-chapter 5.1.2.2 until the authorisation of the 
reconfiguration. The CM determines the module to be replaced. If the CM is unable to determine 
the module in question, it has to prematurely terminate the reconfiguration process. The sequence 
however continues if the CM detennines the module and requests the download of software and 
mles. After completion of the download, the terminal generates the new tag-file. The remainder of 
the sequences is similar to the procedure described in the previous subchapter 5.2.1.
5.2.3 Partial Module Reconfiguration
The only difference to module reconfiguration is that the Configuration Manager must be able to 
distinguish the sub-module. This procedui'e repeats the sequence described in the subchapter 
5.1.2.3.
5,3 Secure Download and Signalling for Reconfiguration
Roaming across different air interface standards using reconfigurable radio and having the need to 
reconfigure, the teiminal will invariably require the download of radio implementation software. 
To implement a configuration scenario, in which the user may roam in vertical (within cellular 
systems) and horizontal (between different wireless technologies e.g. satellite/cellular) directions, 
a number of requirements have to be met:
a) suitable reconfigui ation control mechanisms need to be developed/employed,
b) the infiastructure to ensure security and adherence to radio regulation needs to be 
specified and developed, and
c) the means to facilitate user and terminal mobility between different systems will have to 
be provided (i.e. to support vertical roaming).
Several proposals have already been brought forward defining a ‘Global Connectivity Channel’ to 
support basic connectivity for SDR tei-minals as well as to provide an infrastmcture for OTA 
software download. Apart from ubiquitous comiectivity for SDR terminals, such a channel may 
also be used to inter-connect the various legacy PLMNs and thus, to facilitate cross-system 
(vertical) mobility. Beside connectivity and mobility support, such a channel may be used as
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transport infrastructure for the signalling between the different parts of a reconfiguration 
management architecture. That is to connect temiinal and network resident control authority 
facilitating secure software download and controlled reconfiguration of SDR terminals (see Figure
4-1). A reconfiguration process, in general, (That is,, reconfiguration of the RMP, controlled by 
the CMP) consists of three major steps that need to be completed before a terminal is able to 
apply its new configuration. These stages are:
• Download of rules and software -  CRH and LSWR respectively;
• The creation of a tag-file (a tag-file contains the ‘blueprint’ of the terminal created by the 
Tag-File Handler (TFH) module);
• The validation of the intended terminal configuration by the CCP (i.e. the verification, 
within the network/AcA seiwer, of the configuration described in the tag-file);
Signalling mechanisms for software download, for the establisliment of secure connections 
between network and reconfigurable terminals, and for the support of reconfiguration control 
mechanisms are required. Different aspects of the Radio Access Networks (RAN) have to be 
considered and signalling connections between the nodes have to be defined to incoiporate the 
reconfiguration features. The following part of this thesis deals with the question of how un­
authorised, fiaudulent, non-standard conformant and unwanted configuration and reconfiguration 
of a terminal can be prevented. It presents a set of signalling sequences and algorithms used in the 
RMA as depicted in Figure 4-1. RMA signalling mechanisms and messages for establishment of a 
seciu'e download and signalling connection between the different parts of the RMA are thus 
described, with a particular focus on the local and remote triggers for reconfiguration procedures, 
Tliis includes the description of security functions necessaiy to authenticate the entity 
(user/application, network operator, etc.), which/who requests reconfiguration, and to authorise or 
reject the reconfiguration request.
Installing a new configuration in a SDR teiminal necessitates the availability of the required 
software. This software may be negotiated and downloaded via different channels (including 
dedicated traffic channels of the currently active RAT or a possible global control channel). 
Independent of the download channel used, there are signalling requirements to be met during a 
download sequence (see Figure 5-8):
Authorisation and authentication (i.e. in a mutual manner) and establishment of a secure 
comiection between terminal and network (see Figure 5-8; steps 14-4);
Checking the availability of the required software witliin the network and procurement 
from other sources (see Figure 5-8; step 5), if the SW is not locally available (in the local SW 
store of AcA);
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Acknowledgement and control of the download of software between network and 
network node -  (see Figure 5-8; step 6) and.
Download confirmation (see Figure 5-8; steps 7 & 8) and termination of the secure 
connection (see Figure 5-8; step 9).
RMA
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Configuration  
Rule Handler
Local SoftWa 
«itsw . j R epository Security
Manager
internet
Configuration
Manager
Figure 5-8: Reconfiguration Download Signalling
A) Establishing a Secure Connection
After receiving a trigger, the first step of any reconfiguration sequence is to establish a secure 
connection between terminal and network. Thereby, the network entity and terminal involved 
ensure that only authorised access to the reconfiguration management system takes place and that 
code downloaded and signalling messages exchanged will not have been corrupted during the 
download. After establishing the secure connection, the reconfiguration entities exchange details, 
thereby specifying the type of the reconfiguration and providing additional details (e.g., software 
to be downloaded, specific directions about the flow of the reconfiguration procedure (i.e., ready 
modules’ instructions will be supplied by the network for the installations radio part)). Due to the 
distributed nature and the multiple parties involved in reconfigurations, there are a number of 
security threats to be dealt with. The mechanisms provided in the RMA are capable to cope with 
unauthorised interception of data, malicious modification to data, and impersonation of terminal 
or network. To meet and tackle these security threats, a number of security services are required. 
These are confidentiality, integrity, and origin authentication. The appropriate encryption and 
decryption mechanisms have to be defined and a secure authentication procedure has to be 
performed using a scheme like PKI (Public Key Infrastructure). The PKI scheme has the 
advantage in that it ensures secure exchange of data even if there is no prior ‘security context’ (i.e. 
assuming that all terminals and servers are equipped with an asymmetric key pair and a certificate
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for their public key). An additional advantage of a PKI is that there is no immediate need for on­
line communications with third parties (see Appendix 2).
B) Software Availability
An initial assumption for a reconfiguration process would be to have the required software 
module available within a software repository attached to the AcA. However, if the software is 
not available in the repository, an extended search needs to be performed querying other AcAs 
and their repositories and downloading the SW module from the remote location. If a specific 
software module is required but not available, the reconfiguration process will have to be 
tenninated.
C) Trigger and Support for a Reconfiguration Procedure, SW Download 
and Termination of the Secure Connection
By requesting a terminal to reconfigure to another RAT, the network (i.e. the operator) may issue 
an initial trigger for reconfiguration (including all three possible reconfiguration types ranging 
from sub-module, module to complete reconfiguration). The procedui’e requires support from the 
teiminal, which has to install the radio modules, generates the ‘blueprint’ (i.e. a tag-file) of the 
new teiminal configuration (the network may also provide a tag-file for the intended 
configuration) as well as software and configuration standard compliance confirmation. This type 
of request is issued in case that the network provider made alterations or requires module updates 
(e.g., new software releases) or bug fixes. If the teiminal requests/triggers a reconfigui ation, there 
are two possible procedures, which depend on the policies and secuiity policy files used. These 
policy files are derived from the initial teiminal (hardware) and personal/user information (i.e. the 
user profile). Changes to policy files require the confirmation from the user. Where,, the user has 
agreed to an ‘open policy’, the management entity responsible for the reconfiguration procedure 
becomes automatically authorised to proceed with the reconfiguration procedure without user 
intervention (see Figure 5-9).
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Security
Manager
•Secure Connection " ► 
— S ecure C o n n ec tio rw .^
ll
•S ecure  Connection—
— S ecure Connection— ^  
^ S e c u r e  Connection—^
— Secure Connection—^  
_  Terminate _  
Secure Connection 
Secure Connection 
“  Terminated
I I
I  "
R equest for Reconfiguratiotv........
: y — Check Use: p
PoHcv Configuration  
Manager
— R equest for Reconfiguration- .
er Afrthofisaîic
Modules ;d dovi-nio
R equest for m odules to download
(if the request is initiated by terminal) 
Start Download of m odules
Downloading m odules (with acknowledgment)
End of Download
Download completed'R equest îe=mi
“Secure Connection Termlrtated-
Figure 5-9: Reconfiguration signalling messages for software download in RMA
If a user affirmation is required, the management entity will dispatch a message to the user for 
authorisation of the intended reconfiguration.
Once a reconfiguration is mutually authorised, the management entity (within the terminal) sends 
a notification message to the network and starts the actual reconfiguration sequence.
If a reconfiguration has been triggered and authorised, and the terminal has ascertained that a SW 
download is required, it will use a secure connection (SC) to pursue the download.
Assuming of the required software (local or obtained ft-om other repositories) is available, the next 
step is to forward the module to the terminal. During the complete download, the SW module 
becomes wrapped with security information (this takes place within the AcA) and then forwarded 
to the terminal, where the security context is stripped off (in the Security Manager Module). Once 
the first packet(s) has been received, the remaining packets (i.e. containing the requested software 
entity itself) are transmitted by the Ac A. A download procedure continues until the final packets 
have arrived and the data is completely processed (un-wrapped and stored in the LSWR). In case 
of any loss of data, the LSWR can request the re-transmission of the missing packet(s). Once the 
download has been completed, a confirmation to the management entity (the Configuration 
Manager Module) is sent and the secure connection becomes terminated.
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5.4 Triggers for Reconfiguration
5.4.1 Common Reconfiguration Trigger
One of the most common scenarios for initiating a reconfiguration request will be issued by a 
RMC when a problem in the execution of a radio module is discovered (e.g. if a particular 
parameter exceeds the specified limits). That is, the installed software module has a procedure 
with parameters specified by the SW provider that will notify the RMC about change in the signal 
processing, etc. The intention of any algorithm for such a procedure must be the automatic 
detection of problems and the automatic adjustment to the optimum configuration.
As a first step of the sequence, the Configuration Manager evaluates a possible reconfiguration 
and checks the software resources retained in the LSWR. If an appropriate software module, 
capable to provide the required features, is stored within the local software repository, the 
Configuration Manager will use it for an immediate reconfiguration. If the LSWR does not hold 
an appropriate module, the CM will require the LSWR to obtain the software module fi'om a 
network source and will initiate a download®. Once the download is complete, the CM may 
proceed with the actual reconfiguration. If the required software module camiot be located within 
the network, the Configuiation Manager will report the problem to the user, and the tenninal will 
continue operation in the current mode unless the user forces a reconfiguration (using existing 
software modules only). The user could also search vendors’ software-bases and request 
download of any new software module ft om there. The reconfiguration procedure then continues 
as described in subchapter 5.1.1.3.
5.4.2 Other Reconfiguration Triggers
Additional situations triggering reconfiguration procedures must be considered. For example, one 
such situation is when the parameters of the received signal are witliin the range specified but the 
user is not satisfied with the service provided (or vice versa, the user may downgrade to a less 
costly service). In this situation, four possibilities can be distinguished:
a) The user sends a request containing a specified software identifier to the 
Configuration Manager and the system automatically performs the discovery of 
the module that needs to be exchanged.
b) The user requires reconfiguration without specifying the software module to be 
replaced.
6 This needs to conform with tlie general policy o f  the terminal and, if  necessary, needs to be confirmed by the user.
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c) The other possible trigger is when the CM is given challenge from the user or 
network regarding not properly functioning chain or a module in the chain. If the 
reconfiguration is forced, the sequence will continue as described in Figure 5-9.
d) Mass upgrade or update can be most common from network point of view. In the 
architecture, the sequence is performed in the same manner as in Figure 5-9.
5.5 Change o f R econfiguration Policy
Some additional and more general issues are to be taken into account for reconfiguration 
processes.
If a higher layer reconfiguration is considered, the user requests reconfiguration to exchange one 
codec with another and the softwaie is not available in the AcA-Software Base. It needs to be 
obtained from the seiwice provider or manufactuier. The cost to obtain the software may exceed 
the ‘maximum reconfiguration costs’ set in the user/terminal policy file. Therefore, the user will 
be asked whether the policy should be changed (i.e. the cost-limit extended) or the intended 
reconfiguration should be abandoned.
In situations where an update of the user-provider agreement (i.e. an update of the policy file) is 
required, there are two possible effects:
the change of policy will trigger an immediate terminal reconfiguration to match the 
actual policies, or
the terminal will remain in the current configuration until the next ‘normal’ 
reconfiguration process takes place.
5.6 E xternal R econfiguration Protocols
The following subchapters describe a set of protocols that can provide the needed signalling and 
data transfer between different network entities. These derivatives are defined to fit into the 
reconfiguration middleware plane over and above the existing underlying protocols and 
signalling. This is due to the fact that the reconfiguration exchange and communication can occur 
at any time and any place. Thus, the requirement will be for a common specification of the 
different interactions that will provide reconfiguration seivices.
5.6.1 External Protocol NX Terminal-Ac A
The provision of radio implementation software across different air interfaces will require the 
service provision from the underlying network. However, such download to reconfigurable SDR
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terminals and the management of reconfiguration sequences within such terminals requires 
additional protocols. Therefore, the necessity of description of a protocol between the terminal 
and the AcA for ensuring the sequence of events and satisfying those requirements is adequate.
For these purposes a protocol called External Access Protocol (EAP) has been developed (see 
Figures 5-10 to 5-17).
5.6.1.1 Description
EAP uses a standard approach for the design of a communication protocol but on its own format 
is an object based protocol which has a well known standard size and format of objects for use in 
middleware system. This approach which uses ‘objects’ instead of the classical packets, gives 
more flexibility and possibility for including additional security information over and above the 
underlying transport. It is very flexible and extensible, and variable length of payload and header 
can be adjustable dynamically. The advantages are that it uses an object-based approach, allowing 
distributed and dynamic/adaptable payloads and shapes of a ‘protocol packets’. The use of arrays 
of objects makes it simple and efficient. From point of data (packet) recovery, it relies on the 
mechanisms of the management entities of the RMA and proposed security protocol as described 
in subchapter 4.3.5. As an underlying transport mechanism, it may be used in any of the standard 
or future middleware like CORE A, JAVA -  RMI, DCOM or others.
5.6.1.2 Message Headers and Payloads
(bits) 0 
50 
306
562
576
SD SC
LTSl LTS2
Ll MDC
LTS3
LTSl
HCS
VHD -  variable header data -  IP, URL, FTP strings;- 
adjustable and expandable
Payload
PCS TCS
SD  -  security  direction; SC -  security  counter;
ET - entity  type; LI - location identifier;
M D C  -  m ultip le data com biner;
LTS 2, L T S l & LTS3 -  location trailer strings; HCS -  header check sum; 
PCS -  payload check sum ; T C S -  total check sum 
T otal 72 bytes
Figure 5-10: General message format
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Security Header 'P ro c e ss  ID
SD SC ET
S D - 
❖ 0 
❖ 1 
sc-
E T - 
: I 
: 2
❖ 4 
:  6 ,
❖ 0
- secure direction - 1 bit; 
AcA-M T
M T-AcA
■ security counter - 8 bits; 
entity type -  3 bits; 
-L S W R
-  CRH, 3 -  VC TFH
-  Reg_Req, 5 -  ACA  
, 7 -  not in use
-  error, discard the packet
Figure 5-11: Fixed message header
LI M DC LTS 1-3
LI -  Location Identifier - 4 bits;
: 1 -U R L ; 2 - I P ;  3 -F T P ;
: 4 -  General Rules; 5 -  Tag Rules; 6 -  Software Rules;
❖ 7 -  Combination ftom previous; 8 -  TF Identifier;
: 9-15 not in use; 0 -  error, discard the packet 
MDC -  m ultiple data com biner -  4 bits,
(only in use if 1.1 is set to 7|
0 -  Ll-4 +L1-5; I -  Ll-4 +L1-6; 2 -  Ll-5 +L1-6; 3 -  Ll-4 +L1-5+L1-6; 
4 - L l - l  + L l- 2 ;5 - L l- l  +LI-3; 6 -  LI-2 + L l- 3 ;7 - L I - l  +L1-2+L1-3; 
8 -  Ll-1 +L1-6; 9 -  LI-2 +LI-6; 10 -  Ll-6 +L1-3; 11 -  Ll-6 +4;
12 -  Ll-6 +5; 13 -  Ll-6 +6; 14 -  Ll-6 +7; 15 not in use;
LTS -  location trailer string -  8 bit for each LTS;
Figure 5-12: V ariab le message header 1
HCS VHD Payload PCS TCS
HCS -  header check sum - 6 bits;
VHD -  variable header data -  0 to 255 bits; 
Payload -  up to 255 (variable);
PCS -  payload check sum 10 bits;
TCS -  total check sum 4 bits -  
n i l -  righ t packet check sum;
0000 -  wrong packet check sum;
F igure 5-13: V ariab le message header 2
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SD SC LI
HCS VHD Payload PCS TCS
SD = 01;SC = 01;ET= l(LSWR); Ll= I (URL); 
HCS = 16; VHD = “http://www.something.com”; 
Payload = data to be downloaded 
PCS = the size of the payload 
TCS is set to ‘1111’
Figure 5-14: ET -  1st example LSWR - download
SD SC LI
HCS VHD Payload PCS TCS
SD = 01 ;SC = 01 ; ET = 2(CRH); LI = 6 (SR); 
HCS = 16; VHD = “HSRFl0-13433556”; 
Payload = rules to be downloaded 
PCS = the size of the payload 
TCS is set to ‘1111’
Figure 5-15: ET -  2nd example CRH - download
SD SC LI
HCS VHD Payload PCS TCS
SD = 01;SC = 15; ET = 3(VC TFH); Ll = 8 (TF identifier); 
HCS = 16; VHD = “45767DFRE-$!2345KIJ-12”;
Payload = tag-file to be downloaded (revised)
PCS = the size of the payload 
TCS is set to ‘1111’
Figure 5-16: ET -  3rd example VC TFH - download
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SD SC LI
HCS VHD Payload PCS TCS
• SD = 01;SC = 01;ET = 4(Reg_Req);LI =
• HCS = 16; VHD = “100.100.100.5”;
• Payload = data to be downloaded
• PCS = the size of the payload
• TCS is set to ‘1111’
2 (IP);
Figure 5-17: ET -  4th example Registration Request
5.6.2 External Protocol N2 AcA-AcA
In addition to the functionality of the EAP used for the communication between a terminal and an 
AcA, there is a need for intercommunication between AcAs when exchange of software, policy 
information, tag-file description and software rules are required. For this purposes, a protocol 
called External AcAs Exchange Protocol (EASE?) has been developed (see Figures 5-18 to 5-20).
5.6.2.1 Description
The EASE? is a protocol that follows the same framework as the EAP and allows the distributed 
and dynamic/adaptable payloads. To secure the data, it uses the security protocol as described in 
Appendix 2. As an underlying transport mechanism, it can use any of the CORBA, JAVA -  RMI, 
DCOM, etc. The use of arrays of objects makes it simple and efficient.
5.6.2.2 Message Headers and Payloads
(bits) 0 
10
266
522
536
SD SC ET
DI -  Data Identifier - 
’’http://www.something.com”. Modi 357Hz 
- adjustable and expandable
Payload
PCS TCS
SD -  security direction; SC -  security counter;
ET - entity type; DI - data identifier;
PCS -  payload check sum; TCS -  total check sum 
Total 72 bytes
Figure 5-18: General message packet
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Security Header
SD SC ET
SD -  secure direction - 1 bit;
❖  O A cA q - A c A i
❖ 1 Ac A, - AcAq
SC -  security counter - 8 bits; 
ET -  entity type -  I bit;
; 1 - ACA
❖ 0 -  error, discard the packet
Figure 5-19: Fixed message header
DI Payload PCS TCS
• DI -  Data Identifier -  0 to 255 bits(variable);
• Payload -  up to 255 bits(variable);
• PCS -  payload check sum 10 bits;
• TCS -  total check sum 4 bits -
1 111 -  right packet check sum;
0000 -  wrong packet check sum;
Figure 5-20: Variable Message Header
5.6.3 External Protocol N3 AcA-GAcA
An AcA outside the administrative domain needs to be contacted if the requested software is not 
available in any of the known AcAs. This will need to be done via the GAcA. For this purposes, a 
protocol called External GAcA Exchange Protocol (EGEP) has been developed (see Figures 5-21 
to 5-23).
5.6.3.1 Description
The EGEP is a protocol that follows the same framework as the EAP and EASEP. It allows the 
distributed and dynamic/adaptable payloads. To secure the data, it uses the security protocol as 
described in the Appendix 2. As an underlying transport mechanism it can use any of CORBA, 
JAVA -  RMI, DCOM, etc. The use of arrays of objects makes it simple and efficient.
5.6.3.2 Message headers and payloads
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(bits) 0 
11
266
522
536
SD SC ET
DI -  Data Identifier - 
’http://www.something.com”, Modl357Hz 
- adjustable and expandable
Payload
PCS TCS
SD -  security direction; SC -  security counter;
ET - entity type; DI - data identifier;
PCS -  payload check sum; TCS -  total check sum 
Total 72 bytes
Figure 5-21; Complete M essage Packet
Security Header ;  Process ID '
SD SC ET
SD -  secure direction - 1 bit;
❖ 0 AcA - GAcA
❖ 1 GAcA - AcA
SC -  security counter - 8 bits; 
ET -  entity type -  2 bits;
❖ 1 -A C A
❖ 2 -G A C A
❖ 3 -  not in use
•> 0 -  error, discard the packet
Figure 5-22: Fixed Message Header
DI Payload PCS TCS
DI -  Data Identifier -  0 to 254 bits(variable);
Payload -  up to 255 bits(variable);
PCS -  payload check sum 10 bits;
TCS -  total check sum 4 bits -  
1111- right packet check sum;
0000 -  wrong packet check sum;
Figure 5-23: Variable Message Header
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5.6.4 External Protocol N4 GAcA-External Software Registration
In addition to the EGEP access protocol used for communication between an AcA and a GAcA, 
there is a need for intercommunication between GAcA and 3"^  party for exchange of software and 
software rules. For these purposes, a protocol called External GAcA Register Protocol (EGRP) 
has been developed (see Figures 5-24 to 5-26).
5.6.4.1 Description
The EGRP is a protocol that follows the same framework as the previous protocols and allows the 
distributed and dynamic/adaptable payloads. As an underlying transport mechanism it can use any 
of CORBA, JAVA -  RMI, DCOM, etc. The use of arrays of objects makes it simple and efficient.
5.6.4.2 Message Headers and Payloads
Data Counter
PC ET
PC -  packet counter - 8 bits; 
ET -  entity type -  2 bits;
1 -  GACA 
2 -N E T  
3 -  not in use
0 -  error, discard the packet
Figure 5-24: Fixed M essage Header
(bits) 0 
10
266
522
536
PC ET
DI -  Data Identifier - 
’http://www.something.com”, Mod 1357Hz 
- adjustable and expandable
Payload
PCS TCS
• PC -  packet counter;
• ET - entity type; DI - data identifier;
• PCS -  payload check sum; TCS -  total check sum
• Total 72 bytes
Figure 5-25: Complete M essage Packet
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DI Payload PCS TCS
• DI -  Data Identifier -  0 to 255 bits(variable);
• Payload -  up to 25 5 bits(variable) ;
• PCS -  payload check sum 10 bits;
• TCS -  total check sum 4 bits -
1111 -  right packet check sum;
0000 -  wrong packet check sum;
Figure 5-26: Variable Message Header
5.7 V irtual C onfiguration M echanism
The puipose of the virtual configuration (VC) procedure is to certify the intended reconfiguration 
of the terminal based on the represented tag-file. As described in subchapter 5.1.1.3, the tag-file is 
sent to the network where this routine procedui*e will be perfonned.
The tag-file will have to satisfy certain requirements of the network VC procedure in order to be 
approved.
1. Physical feasibility:
a. Power consumption
b. Memory demand
c. Processing power
d. User interface capability
e. Scalability
2. Software module(s)’s test procedure -  the specified boundaries of operation.
3. System response of the VO parameters, ports and connections.
a. Timing
b. Delays
c. Latency
Once the tag file is received by the AcA’s VC manager and stored in the temp buffer, the 
verification tool is used to perfonn the necessary virtual configuration procedure over the
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description delivered by the terminal tag-file.At this stage, there are two possibilities of the VC 
procedure:
a) If there are limited vendors of SW and temiinals, the possible combinations will 
be a finite number. Thus, configurations of tag-files can be already registered to 
the AcAs, and it will be a matter of comparison of the existing combinations and 
the newly created ones as well as relating them to the specific terminal. The 
mechanism is known as ‘class-marking’ [BERZ 05]. The discovered 
configuration, which had been already implemented into hardware, will then be 
tested by a sample signal. Following the test, the reconfiguration will be 
permitted (see Figure 5-27). The presumptions for a practical approach earned 
out are: (a) finite number of actual SDR HW platforms; (b) many ‘off the shelf 
requests for reconfiguration; (c) SW only downloadable via the AcA. This 
approach is based on the following limitations: (1) It is difficult to perform the 
real hardware implementation; (2) concentration only on the VC manager’s 
procedures; (3) developing the mechanism of interaction between the tag-file and 
VC manager [DOLW 05];
b) If there are unlimited numbers of SW vendors and systems, the possible 
combinations will be an infinite number. Thus, the number of tag-file 
combinations will also be an infinite number and the class-marking mechanism 
will not work. The verification procedure includes linking different software 
modules in the SW simulation tool and innning a sequence with messages 
(signals) to simulate the enviromnent. Every SW is installed in the same manner 
as in the radio path and perfoims the testing of parameters, simulating the virtual 
enviromnent of the terminal requesting reconfiguration. It follows the principle of 
the ‘SendBox’ [KRIS 04].
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►I Test-HW n
ManagerTag - File Test-HW 2
Test-HW 1
;W + Rul( 
^Storage;
Figure 5-27: Finite number of possible configurations 
5.8 Interfaces definition in the RM A
Communication and signalling between the various parts of the RMA require the definition of 
interfaces between the various functional blocks involved in reconfiguration management. The 
reason for this is to provide an independent notation of the RMA plane and a possibility to be 
used as a direct implementation platform. The advantage is that if a system is described in this 
way giving an independent notation, it can be available for different platforms and languages. The 
implementation of interfaces between the various functional modules of the RMA (using IDL) can 
be seen as ‘hiding the implementation details of each functional block’. This structure forms a 
type of middleware framework enabling communication between the distributed objects within 
the reconfiguration management plane and the reconfigurable system. In addition, the use of the 
independent notation of IDL makes the distributed application fully portable and provides chance 
for fast implementation or standardisation procedures. The architecture allows the integration of 
the various parts of the RMA, and can act as glue between the different modules distributed 
within the parts of the RMA being specified in IDL.
5.8.1 Description
The RMA follows, in principle, the client-server communication model and its descriptions are 
explained in Chapter four. For the definition of the interfaces, the IDL can be mapped to any 
language able to compile this notation like Java, C++, etc. In this way, it is defined as a truly open 
framework of interfaces for the RMA. Within this framework, interfaces, types and parameters of 
the different entities (objects) are fully described in the IDL.
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The following part contains the DDL definitions of the interfaces between the single modules 
witliin the RMA. The interfaces listed currently include ten modules:
CM -  Configuration Manager,
LSWR -  Local Software Repository,
CRH -  Configuration Rule Handler,
SM -  Security Manager,
TFH -  Tag-File Handler,
RMC -  Radio Module Controller,
AcA -  Authentication, virtual configuration and Accounting server.
GAcA -  Gateway AcA,
RAcA -  Registry AcA,
Communication -  represents the external protocol for communication.
Each of the modules represents an individual entity within the RMA and contains Internal and 
External interfaces’. The only exceptions are RMCs (Radio Module Controllers) which contain 
an additional interface named ‘Router’ (described in subchapter 4.3.6 as message dispatcher). The 
External interface of each module is used to receive and dispatch messages and data from and to 
the other modules. The Internal interfaces aie used to describe functionality and internal structure 
of eveiy module. This dual construction closely follows the functionality and principles defined in 
the model. Also, the RMA-IDL enables inter-module Communication, which contains the 
interface ^DataProtocol' that is used as the mediator to transfer data (mles, tag-file, software) 
within the architecture. Furthennore, it includes definitions of all control messages in the structure 
'’MessageJType ’. The name of every message is based on a combination between the entity which 
receives the message, the message content and the sender of the message (e.g., 
CM_SW_AVAILABLE_LSWR -  LSWR sends a message software available to the Configuration 
Manager). The specific format, which is used to send a message, is defined in the stiiicture 
‘MSG'. MSG contains the array 'Other_Messages’ that can be used to host vendor 
specific/proprietary messages which may be required, and includes the message type ^command' 
which represents the actual control message.
7 Please make a distinclion between ‘interface’ as a method to connect two entities and the woiti ‘interface’ as part o f  the IDL language which binds to an 
object representation.
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In addition, the RMA-IDL implementation strictly follows the initial description of modules, 
messages and interconnections. Each of the entries in the RMA-IDL is commented. It uses 
different types and identifiers to support the architectural representation:
•The word module represents the global scope of a group of interfaces, wliich is mapped 
as Namespace in C++ and as Package in Java;
•The word interface is mapped to a class with distinction of a signature interface and an 
operations interface.
•The type sequence is a one-dimensional array with two characteristics: a maximum size 
(which is fixed at compile time) and a length (which is determined at run time);
•The type struct is mapped to a final object class;
•The in parameter implements call-by-value semantics;
•An enum type is mapped to a class which implements the enum type;
•An attribute definition is logically equivalent to declaiing a pair of access functions; one 
to retrieve the value of the attribute and one to set the value of the attribute.
5.8.2 RMA Interfaces Implementation in IDL
The specification/definition of the RMA interfaces in IDL is included as Appendix 1. This IDL 
code can be compiled with any available IDL compiler. It can be mapped to any language in 
which the RMA should be implemented. After compilation, the received code can be used as part 
of the libraiy, where the RMA code then binds the obtained interfaces (i.e. stubs and skeletons) 
together with the functional implementation of the RMA.
5.8.3 Specification -  RMA as Middleware Service 
5.8.3.1 Purpose o f  the Specification
The reconfigurable software tenninal based on Software Defined Radio (SDR) teclinologies has 
been ranging through different designs (SCA, etc), but none of them anticipates the introduction 
or definition of reconfiguration management interfaces. To achieve ‘anywhere, anytime and any 
seivices’ communications, software reconfigurable radios must have different degiee of freedom. 
This kind of freedom introduces some challenges to the communication platforms. Firstly, the 
ability of reconfiguration causes the problem that nodes within a network may assume different 
configurations. Additionally, the process of the reconfiguration of a terminal needs to be 
monitored and, if necessary, be verified and any illicit reconfiguration attempt needs to be 
prevented.
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The RMA has been introduced which complements the above principles and provides the means 
for basic connectivity for reconfigurable terminals. Furtheimore, a stmcture designed to handle all 
signalling and support for terminal reconfiguration has also been included.
The RMA has been brought forward to the SDR Foium as an input to the discussion on security 
mechanisms and structuies for Software Defined Radio. It provides the mechanisms for 
responsible authorities to monitor and control reconfigurations and reconfiguration processes of 
Software Defined Radios. The RMA enhances the reconfigurable platforms of SDRs and 
introduces a reconfiguration management and security architecture.
The objective of the specification is to introduce a distributed reconfiguration management 
scheme for mobile soft terminals from the middleware perspective, which implements the RMA 
within reconfigurable communication networks.
Proposing the RMA specification as a middleware sei*vice provides a standard platfoim- 
independent arcliitecture for the reconfiguration of software terminals and promotes the 
development of standard radio-based services for use by applications. To this end, the 
specification was prepared in a suitable foim and has been submitted to SDR task force of the 
Object Management Group OMG - OMG's SBC-DTF (see [OMGS 02]).
5.8.3,2 OMG Background
Founded in April 1989, the OMG is an international not-for-profit software consortium which is 
making standards in the distributed object computing. There are over 800 OMG member 
companies that are working towards producing, refining and maintaining these standards.
The mission of the OMG is to create a component-based software marketplace by hastening the 
introduction of standardised objects software. The organization also works on the establisliment of 
industiy guidelines and detailed object management specifications to provide an open framework 
for application development. Adoption to these specifications will make it possible and effective 
to develop a heterogeneous computing enviromnent across different hardware platfoims and 
operation systems. Today implementations of OMG specifications can be found world widely on 
many systems.
The OMG defines objects as program components wliich encapsulate their attributes, 
relationships and methods, and describes the objects' management as the software development 
that models the real world through representation objects. A key advantage of an object-oriented 
system is its ability to expand in functionality by extending existing components and adding new 
objects to the system. Object management provides a faster application development, easier 
maintenance, enormous scalability and reusable software.
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OMG is focusing on establishing a set of middlewai’e standard specifications, such as CORBA, 
Object Services, Internet Facilities and Domain Interface Specification, UML as well as other 
specifications supporting Object-Oriented Analysis and Design.
5.8,3.3 Overview of the Specification
The specification submitted to OMG as a proposal provides a complete architecture as a future 
standard interfaces for the software reconfigurable radio equipment and a standardised 
middleware semce.
Defined as a functional layer between applications and operating systems, the middleware 
provides standard programming interfaces and protocols to leverage the distributed computing, 
thereby offering abstraction from the heterogeneity and distribution of underlying systems. From 
this point of view, the software implementations of reconfigurable radios are part of the 
middleware layer and middleware services offered. The RMA should be regarded as middleware 
service, which is hidden from users but essential to the reconfiguration system, which introduces 
the additional signalling and brokering services for rapid and reliable changes to the radio access 
systems within network nodes.
The RMA assumes that SDR equipment will be openly standardised and that multiple software 
vendors may provide different versions of configuration software for one tenninal type. Based on 
these requirements, the functional entities of the RMA are distributed between network and 
tenninal. Distributed processing is a fundamental aspect of the RMA system architecture. The 
provisional RMA architecture is a modular system.
All interfaces are defined in IDL. The RMA DDL defines operations and attributes that sei*ve as a 
contract between components, as described in subchapter 5.8.1.
Moreover, the reconfiguration algorithms are specified for the reconfiguration management. 
Different reconfiguration scenarios are presented to show how the RMA works under different 
circumstances. Scenarios aie graphically represented in UML sequence diagrams and described 
explicitly in subchapter 5.1.
5.9 RM A  Integration into E xisting System s - Exam ples
This work provides some of the possible solutions where the RMA connectivity is required not 
just for AcA discoveiy but as a solution of interconnecting and interworking with the legacy 
systems like GSM, GPRS, UMTS, etc.
The proposed architecture for the AcA discovery is based on few assumptions:
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•The terminal knows a common interface for the discoveiy of an AcA server on the basis 
of the IDL representation and CORBA/DCOM/etc implementations;
•The terminal has a common (global) channel to make a request for the location of the 
AcA server;
or
•The terminal will enquire for an AcA seiwer thiough the existing connection and,
•The other side, which is enquired by the terminal, should be able to respond to the request 
of the terminal.
In the first scenario, the terminal is configured to a radio architectui'e (GSM) and will require a 
connection to RAcA,
The terminal will send a data tlirough Transaction Capability Application Part (TCAP) to the 
MSG where the location of the RAcA is stored and the infomiation is sent back to the terminal. 
The IP packet is sent from the terminal into the wireless device, and packets are individually 
addressed with their destination address. There are two approaches from this point that can be 
taken:
I. There may be a direct connection from the PCU to the RAcA (registiy) as well as to the 
Internet at the BSC using specially designed Gateway IP (GIP). In fact, this can be an 
additional connection to the Internet especially for reconfiguration purposes (see Figure
5-28).
II. Second option is that the packet can be processed by the base station’s PCU and by using 
frame relay (Base station subsystem GPRS protocol -  BSSGP allows the efficient transfer 
of data and paging messages between the base station and SGSN and is on the top of 
frame relay connection). The packet will be send to the SGSN. When the packet is 
received at the SGSN, it will be foi*warded to the destination GGSN on a virtual path 
(tunnel using GTP). The fbiivarding process is done with encapsulation of the original IP 
data packet into a packet that is routed to the GGSN. Following that, due to the fact that 
GGSN is a gateway to the Internet, the packet will be routed to the destination host called 
the RAcA(registry). The information will be then passed back to the terminal following 
the route in the reverse order as shown in the Figure 5-29.
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In the second scenario, the terminal is configured to a radio architecture (UMTS, GPRS) and will 
require connection to RAcA.
In this scenario, the terminal will make a request to the RNC where the location of the RAcA is 
known and the information will propagate back to the terminal. Once this is done, the terminal 
will make a request to the RAcA for the connection to the AcA as described in scenario II above, 
and shown in Figure 5-30.
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In the third scenario, the tenninal is configured to a radio architecture (WLAN) and will require 
connection to RAcA.
In a similar manner, the location of the RAcA in the pure IP environment will be pursued as the 
request is sent to the Network Server (NS). The location address of RAcA is returned to the 
terminal. Following that, the terminal connects via an IP connection to the RAcA and discovers 
the location of the AcA server (see Figure 5-31).
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The uniqueness and practicality of these approaches are that the existing architectures are 
enhanced with the entities of the RMA extended architecture. This provides a possibility to
1 2 1
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incoiporate the architecture which will complete its tasks without changing the existing standards 
and their network topologies.
Software radio using the RMA can become a replacement and easy to implement solution for the 
interoperability of different architectures and a solution for future systems and amendments to the 
existing systems.
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Chapter 6
6 Formal Verification of Reconfiguration 
Plane
SDR technologies will be an alternative to future adaptive communication platforms. However, 
the standard compliance and system’s conect functioning are generally their most critical 
problems and they need to be ensured. Addressing compliance and correct functionality, software 
and configuration verification and validation teclmiques are essential. These techniques will need 
to be agreed and standardised to facilitate interoperability between different types of 
reconfigurable platforms and systems.
This chapter provides an overview of the influencing factors and shows some direction and 
examples of how such interoperability can be achieved. The different verification methods have 
been liighlighted to underline the importance of FDTs in validation of reconfiguration systems 
and their reconfiguration management and control parts. Finally, an example of the 
implementation and verification of reconfigurable radios and that complement the reconfiguration 
plane concept that was introduced within the RMA (Reconfiguration Management Aichitecture) 
framework has been provided.
6.1 Introduction
Commercial implementations of SDR based radios are emerging see sub-chapter 2.5, and 
companies aim to reconfigure the targeted radio configurations and ensui'e the coiTectness of their 
installation (i.e. a configuration being the HW-SW bundle implementing a radio). Any such 
software installation will be prone to the usual issues like glitches, vimses, security tlireats etc. In 
addition, the verification of these configurations and their (potentially destmctive) effects on the 
radio emissions is important issue. The question of the responsibility of software configurations’ 
implementations is widely discussed. Also, the network operators will be concerned about how to 
ensure that a SDR node is properly installed and won’t negatively affect or bring down their 
infrastructure, or create interference to neighbouring or co-located systems.
There are different possibilities to approach this verification of configurations; in the short term, 
the different manufactur es may continue to follow the R&TTE Directive and will verify and self-
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certify the different configurations their HW platform can implement. However, in the long temi, 
it is conceivable that third party SW providers and uncountable combinations of software modules 
will exist and configurations will take place outside the control of the original manufacturer. 
Therefore, the specification tests have to be ensured so that the implemented system of the target 
RAT and standard compliance are met.
In this thesis, the requirements identified above were captured and acliieved in an unified system 
design approach which considers, duiing the design phase, the issue of verification and validation 
of the single software modules, but also of the complete configurations. The approach uses a 
design suite that employs the UML for the overall system and functionality definition, and the 
SDL for the design of the information flow and verification mechanisms of the system. The next 
subchapters present a description of this approach as a second main contribution of tliis work. It 
also provides the means and mechanisms defined for the verification of radio configurations. 
They highlight and discuss the aspects of design, implementation and verification of 
reconfigurable radios and will complement the reconfiguration plane concept.
6.2 Factors for R econfiguration Verification
Manufacturers will ensure the correctness of the initial SDR architectures and reconfigurable 
systems at the time of deliveiy. In the long run, due to the expected fragmentation of the market 
(new manufacturers, new software vendors) and the increase in availability of reconfigurable 
systems, there will be a need to deploy new procedures for verification of mixed configurations. 
This complexity of configurations cannot be just classified in a specification as the research in the 
E2R illustrates i.e. class-mark mechanism [BERZ 05], It will require much more to reflect the 
whole reconfiguration validation process wliich may be based on the class-mark mechanism but 
even configurations outside such framework may be implemented in reconfigurable nodes. Then 
testing the configurations, their implementations in the network, with the necessaiy platform 
interaction for control and management will be part of this verification process. Variety of factors 
will influence tills validation process but the most important will be portability, interoperability, 
spectrum efficiency and compatibility between platfomis and reconfigurable systems. The result 
of these complex interactions between different entities on the network will only be achieved by a 
standard compliance of a common reconfigurable framework. Addressing this process for 
standard compliance, there are needs for:
• Common interfaces’ definition for a reconfiguration framework as in sub-chapter 5.8;
• Standard compliance to the functionality of a reconfiguration plane as in sub-chapter 3.3;
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• New tools for the development of software modules that will comply not just to a 
particular platform (manufacture) but between platforms as suggested in sub-chapter 
2.8.4;
• Common reconfiguration procedures of process handling download, control and manage 
reconfigurability;
• Deriving standard comprehensive verification mechanisms for supporting reconfiguration 
nodes i.e. generic support mechanisms for the reconfiguration sei*vice provisioning, so 
that the operators have the ability to control the verification procedures. This will involve:
o A standards (RAT) validation procedure in the network side of the
reconfiguration node’s modem and system components as in sub-chapter 4.3.7. 
Again, the requirements are the procedure and the interfaces to be common for 
eveiyone (standardised) but the implementations can be specific to the 
manufactures of the equipment, giving them the freedom to compete; 
o A reconfiguration service provisioning to be complied with specific (generic)
network topology architecture as in sub-chapter 3.2 that will enable the open 
provisioning of seiwices even from 3rd party providers. Standardisation of it will 
be the optimum achievement; 
o Ensuring the reconfiguration node security and secuiity provisioning support as 
in sub-chapter 4.3.5. This will enable the possibility of reconfiguration of security 
features like random generators, hash functions, cipher etc. without changing the 
execution algorithm of the security framework [ENDT 07]. This reconfiguration 
procedure requires some further investigation and also possibility of 
standardisation -  interfaces, processes and means of communication exchange 
protocols. Such an important reconfiguration procedure will require verification 
and validation process techniques to ensure the intact of the reconfiguration 
security system of the reconfigurable nodes.
All these factors lead to a need for specification of the verification and the validation procedures 
in all the above cases.
The achievement of the identified above goals where software reconfigurable nodes fully comply 
to specification when reconfigured will need a systematic approach for every area mentioned 
above with consensus between reconfiguration service and equipment providers on a generic 
overall reconfigurable architecture. In this thesis, an approach following the specified factors has 
been defined in the next subchapter.
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6.3 A pplication o f the V erification M odel o f the R econfiguration Plane
The benefit of a development project is that the analysts and developers can all use the notations 
best suited for each phase of a development project.
• Use cases analysis. The purpose of the requirement analysis is to analyse the problem 
domain and the requirements on the system to be built, essentially by analysing the 
system as a black box in its intended environment;
• System model design. The purpose of the system design phase is to precisely define the 
architecture of the system including the detailed interfaces between different parts. In the 
system design the architecture of the system is also analysed in terms of implementation 
strategies and decomposition into work packages for different development teams;
• Specification and Implementation. The puipose of tliis phase is to create the executing 
application that implements the requirements of the use cases.
The object oriented analysis strength when analysing requirements and creating conceptual 
analysis models was combined with the strong back-end given by SDL tools for design, 
verification and code generation, as it is described in subchapter 2.8.4. Once the scenarios were 
properly modelled by SDL, they were then simulated and validated for the object communication 
protocol of the combined implementation of different scenarios. In this thesis a high-level 
synthesis of the various functional aspects, present in the described scenarios in chapter 5, are 
designed. This synthesis demonstrates how everything combines into a complete equipment 
reconfiguration flamework covering the needs of all the included scenarios. The sequence of 
design steps using the SDL for the modelling of the reconfiguration plane are as follow:
• Object oriented analyses -  to analyse the requirements and to create the object models 
with SDL tools for the design, the verification and the code generation;
• Scenarios modelled by SDL can be then simulated and validated;
o Verification of the design specification for run-time errors against requirements-
automatic verification of the requirements expressed using the MSCs
o State space exploration and state transition diagiams are parts of the SDL
Validator and are used for the analysis of the system modules - checking states 
and signals for the desired results;
o The reachability gi aphs are a part of the SDL Validator analysis are used to check
if symbol coverage rate is equal to 100%, and if the parameters of the signals are 
correct - If errors appeared, the specification is revised and corrected according to 
the scenario design and the description of use cases;
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6.3.1 Actors
The list of involved actors representing the verification model is included in Table 6-1 and shown 
in Appendix tluee, Figure 9-1.
Table 6-1: Actors in the Verification Model
Name o f Actor Role/Action (Verbs)
User (Env) A  user is an entity, which uses reconfiguration sei'vices. The user reflects the people using the 
terminal equipment being able to influence the reconfiguration process but not able to affect (m odify 
or change) it.
AcA Authentication/Authorisation, Viitual configuration, and Accounting/Billing server. This is a unit 
which resides in the network and support the software download, viitual configuration procedure, 
network control and provision o f  reconfiguration services for reconfiguration architecture.
Conf_Manager Configuration Manager, responsible for the management, coordination and control o f  the terminal 
reconfiguration part o f  the reconfiguration plane.
Ex_Env The operating system that runs and supports functioning o f  the terminal.
CRH Configuration Rule Handler, which stores the rules and regulations for downloading and installing 
new configuration m les onto the terminal.
LSWR Local Softw are Repository, implementing an internal memory management entity based on an 
"index file"; storing and updating the tenninal configuration software and interfaces locally.
Network_l One o f  the possible wireless network environment, e.g. GSM, UM TS, etc
Network_2 Second o f  the possible wireless network environment, e.g. W LAN, Bluetooth, etc
RMC Radio M odule Controller, dynamically created by Conf_Manager, according to the different radio 
environments and protocols, which are derived in the "configuration tag-file" within TFH.
TFH Tag File Handler, which generates the "configuration tag-file". The "configuration tag-file" is the 
abstract description o f  the tenninal, especially the software stmcture o f  the radio part configuration.
SM Security Manager, providing all the security related control for the terminal.
GAcA GatewayAcA for connection to software provisioning external entities.
RAcA Registiy A cA  for registration o f  AcAs for ubiquity access to network reconfiguration part.
RMP Radio Radio Module Part -  Radio representation o f  the reconfigurable part o f  a system.
3rd_party Representation o f  the external 3rd party software provider.
6.3.2 Signals
The list of signals used in the verification model is shown in Table 6-2 and included in Appendix 
three, Figures 9,2 ^  Figures 9.5.
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Table 6-2; Signals in the Verification Model
Name o f Signals Description Actors involved
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA request/response for exchange o f  keys between 
AcAs
AcA
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_GACA request/response for exchange o f  keys to AcA from 
GAcA
GAcA, AcA
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_SM request/response for exchange o f  keys to AcA from 
SM
AcA, SM
A C A JN IT command for initialising o f  tlie AcA Ex_Env, AcA
ACA_RECONFIGURE_CM CM sends response for reconfiguration to AcA AcA, CM
ACA_REG1STER_RACA response A cA  to register to RAcA RAcA, AcA
ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_ACA request/response rules download between AcAs AcA
ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_CRH request for rules download to AcA from CRH AcA, CRH
ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_GACA response rules download GAcA from AcA GAcA, AcA
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for secure connection AcAs AcA
ACA_SECURE_C0NNECT10N_G ACA request/response for secure connection to A cA  from 
G AcA
GAcA, AcA
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_SM request/response for secure connection to AcA from 
SM
AcA, SM
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_ACA request/response software download between AcAs AcA
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_GACA response software download AcA from GAcA GAcA, AcA
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R request for software download by LSWR to AcA LSWR. AcA
ACA_TAG_FILE_REGISTRAT10N_TFH request for registration o f  tag-file to AcA from TFH A cA, TFH
ACA_TAG„FILE_VC_TFH request for VC the tag-file to A cA  from TFH AcA. TFH
ACA_TERM INATE command to AcA when is turning o ff E x E n v , AcA
ACA_TERMINATE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for secure connection termination 
A cAs
AcA
ACA_TERMINATE_CONNECTION_GACA request/response for secure connection termination 
to A cA  from GAcA
GAcA, AcA
ACA_TERMINATE_CONNECTION_SM request/response for connection termination to AcA  
from SM
AcA, SM
ACA_UNREGISTER_RACA response AcA to unregister to RAcA RAcA, AcA
ACA_UPDATE„REG1STER_RACA response AcA to update register in RAcA RAcA, AcA
CM_ALLOCATE_PARAMETERS_RM C response initialise parameters to CM from RMC RMC. Conf^Manager
CM_BOOT command to CM to start boot sequence Ex_Env, Conf_Manager
CM _B00T_TAG_F1LE_TFH notification from TFH to CM when boot TFH, Conf_Manager
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CM_CALL_OS command from OS to CM regarding reconfiguration Ex Env, C onf Manager, User
CM_CONNECT_MODULE_RMC response for connect module to CM from RMC RMC, Conf_Manager
CM _CREATE_CONNECTION_PORTS_RMC response connection ports to CM from RMC RMC, C onfM anager
CM _DESTROY_M ODULE_RM C response destroy radio module to CM from RMC RMC, Conf_Manager
C M JN IT command for initialising o f  the Configuration 
Manager (CM)
E x E n v , C onfM anager
CM _MODULE_INSTALL_RM C notification for install o f  module to CM from RMC RMC, Conf_Manager
CM_MONlTOR_RMC notification from RMC to CM - parameter matrix RMC, C onfM anager
CM _RECONFIGURE_ACA AcA  sends request for reconfigure to CM AcA, C onfM anager
CM_RECONFIGURE_RMC request for reconfiguration from RMC to CM RMC, C onfM anager
CM _RULES_AVAILABLE_CRH response for rules available to CM from CRH C onfM anager, CRH
CM _RULES_DOW NLOAD_CRH response for rules download to CM from CRH C onfM anager, CRH
CM _SECURE_CONNECTION_SM response for secure connection to CM fium SM C onfM anager, SM
CM _SW _AVAILABLE_LSW R response for software available to CM from LSW R C onfM anager, LSWR
CM _SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R response for software download to CM from LSWR C onfM anager, LSWR
CM _SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R response for software download to CM from LSWR C onfM anager, LSWR
CM _SW _DOW NLOAD_RM C notification for download o f  software to CM from 
RMC
RMC, C onfM anager
CM„TAG_F1LE_GENERATE_TFH response to generate the tag-file to CM from TFH C onfM anager, TFH
CM_TAG_FILE_REGISTRATION_TFH response for registration o f  tag-file to CM from TFH C onfM anager, TFH
CM_TAG_F1LE_UPDATE_TFH notification to CM for update new tag-file by TFH C onfM anager, TFH
CM_TAG_FILE_VC_TFH response to send the tag-file for VC to CM from 
TFH
C onfM anager, TFH
CM_TERMINATE command to CM when the terminal is turning o ff E x E n v , C onfM anager
CM _TERMINATE_CONNECTION_SM response for connection tennination to CM from SM C onfM anager, SM
CM_TEST_CONNECTION_RMC response for testing the module to CM from RMC RMC, C onfM anager
CRH_INIT command for initialising o f  the CRH Ex_Env, CRH
CRH_RULES_AVAILABLE_CM request for rules available to CRH from CM C onfM anager, CRH
CRH_RULES_DOW NLOAD_ACA response for rules download to CRH fium AcA AcA, CRH
CRH_RULES_DOW NLOAD_CM request for rules download to CRH fium CM C onfM anager, CRH
CRH_RULES„DOW NLOAD_TFH request for rules download to CRH from TFH TFH, CRH
CRH_TERMINATE command to CRH when is turning o ff Ex_Env, CRH
GACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA request/response for exchange o f  keys to GAcA  
from AcA
GAcA, AcA
GACA_INIT command for initialising o f  the GAcA Ex_Env, GAcA
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GACA_REGISTER_SW _NET request 3id paity (NETwork) to register to PSR GAcA, 3_party
G ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_ACA request m les download GAcA from A cA GAcA, AcA
GACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_NET response rales download GAcA and 3rd paity GAcA, 3_party
GACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for secure connection to GAcA  
from AcA GAcA, AcA
GACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_ACA request software download G AcA from AcA GAcA, AcA
GACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_NET response software download between G AcA and 3rd 
party GAcA, 3_paity
GACA_TERMINATE command to GAcA when is turning o ff Ex Env, GAcA
GACA_TERM INATE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for secure connection termination 
to G AcA from AcA GAcA, AcA
GACA_UNREGISTER_SW _NET request 3rd paity (NETwork) to unregister to PSR GAcA, 3_paity
GACA_UPDATE„SW _NET request 3id party to update register to PSR GAcA, 3_party
LSWR_IN1T command for initialising o f  the LSWR Ex_Env, LSWR
LSW R_SW _AVA1LABLE_CM request for software available by CM to LSWR Conf_Manager, LSWR
LSW R_SW _DOW NLOAD_ACA response for software download to LSWR from 
AcA LSWR, AcA
LSW R_SW _DOW NLOAD_CM request for software download by CM to LSWR Conf_Manager, LSWR
LSW R_SW _DOW NLOAD_RM C request for software download by RMC to LSWR RMC, LSWR
LSWR_TERMINATE command to LSWR when is turning o ff Ex Env, LSWR
NET_REGISTER_SW _GACA response 3rd paity (NETwork) to register to PSR GAcA, 3jpaity
NET_RULES_DOW NLOAD_GACA request rales download GAcA and 3rd party GAcA, 3_party
NET_SW _DOW NLOAD_GACA request software download between G AcA and 3id 
party GAcA, 3_party
NET_UNREG1STER_SW _GACA response 3rd party (NETwork) to unregister to PSR GAcA, 3_party
NET_UPDATE_SW _GACA response 3rd paity to update register to PSR G AcA, 3_party
OS_CALL_CM m essage to user regarding reconfiguration from CM C onf Manager, User, Ex_Env
RACA_ACA_LOCATE_SM request SM to RAcA to find an AcA RAcA. SM
RACA_INIT command for initialising o f  the RAcA Ex Env, RAcA
RACA_REGISTER_ACA request AcA to register to RAcA RAcA, AcA
RACA_TERMINATE command to RAcA when is turning o ff Ex Env, RAcA
RACA_UNREGISTER_ACA request AcA to unregister to RAcA RAcA, AcA
RACA_UPDATE_REGISTER_ACA request AcA to update register in RAcA RAcA, AcA
RMC_ALLOCATE_PARAMETERS_CM request initialise parametera to a RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
RM C_BUFFER_DATA_CM request for buffering the data to RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
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RM C_CONNECT_MODULE_CM request for connect module to RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
RMC_CREATE_CONNECTION_PORTS_CM request connection ports to RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
RM C_DESTROY_M ODULE_CM request destroy radio module to RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
RMC_GET_MODULE_CM request for software module name to RMC from 
CM
RMC, Conf_Manager
RMC_INIT command for initialising o f  the RMC Ex Env, RMC
RM C_SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R response software download to RMC from LSWR LSWR. RMC
RMC_TERM1NATE command to RMC when is turning o ff Ex Env, RMC
RMC_TEST_CONNECTION_CM request for testing the module to RMC from CM RMC, Conf_Manager
SM _ACA_LOCATE_RACA response RAcA to SM to find an AcA RAcA, SM
SM _EXCH ANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA request/response for exchange o f  keys to SM from 
AcA
A cA, SM
S M JN IT command for initialising o f  the Security Manage 
(SM )
Ex_Env, SM
SM _RACA_REQUEST request SM to switching entity to find RAcA SM, Network_l or 
Network_2
SM _RACA„RESPONSE response switching entity to SM (ip OR dns) SM , Network_l or 
Network_2
SM _SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for secure connection to SM from 
AcA
AcA, SM
SM _SECURE_C0NNECT10N_CM request for secure connection to SM from CM Conf_Manager, SM
SM _TERMINATE command to SM when is turning o ff Ex Env, SM
SM _TERM INATE_CONNECTION_ACA request/response for connection tennination to SM  
from AcA
AcA, SM
SM _TERMINATE_CONNECTION_CM request for connection tennination to SM from CM C onf Manager, SM
TFH_BOOT_TAG_FILE_CM request from CM for tag-file when boot TFH, Conf_Manager
TFH_IN1T command for initialising o f  the TFH Ex_Env, TFH
TFH_RULES_DOW N LO AD_CRH response for rales download to TFH from CRH TFH. CRH
TFH_TAG_FILE_GENERATE_CM request to generate the tag-file to TFH from CM Conf_Manager, TFH
TFH_TAG_FILE_REGISTRATION_ACA response for registration o f  tag-file to TFH from 
A cA A cA, TFH
TFH_TAG_FILE_REGISTRATION_CM request for registration o f  tag-file to TFH fiom  CM Conf_Manager, TFH
TFH_TAG_FILE_VC_ACA response for VC the tag-file to TFH from AcA A cA, TFH
TFH_TAG_FILE_VC_CM request to send the tag-file for VC to TFH from CM Conf_Manager, TFH
TFH_TERMINATE command to TFH when is turning o ff Ex_Env, TFH
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6,3.3 Variables
Different local variables have been used to perform the system flow (see Figures 9.6 Figures 
9.17 on the base of the below mentioned use-cases.
6.3.4 Use Cases
The list of use-cases used in the verification model are shown in Table 6-3 and included in 
Appendix thi'ce, Figure 9-18 (the use cases are demonstrated in the same order as described in the 
table).
Table 6-3: Use-cases in the Verification Model
Name o f use-case Description Actors involved
Case 1 Init state machines o f  
Actors (signals *_IN1T)
To initialise the system actors to their 
initial state
All
Case 2 Boot (signal CM BOOT) To boot the system to its working state All
Case 3 Module Reconfiguration 
(signal PROBE)
To perform a reconfiguration o f  the 
system with initial request o f  RMC 
module i.e. a system radio module in its 
monitor matrix reported a fault and CM 
provides notification to system OS and 
starts the reconfiguration process
All
C ase 4 AcA, G AcA and 3rd_party 
update
(signals ACA INIT,
GACA_IN1T, NET_COM M AND
(3))
To update the state and location o f  the 
A cA , G AcA and 3rd_party
AcA, GAcA, RAcA, 3rdjparty
Case 5 System (User) 
reconfiguration (signal 
CM _CALL_OS)
To trigger a system reconfiguration
All
Case 6 Network or AcA  
reconfiguration (signal 
CM _REC0NF1GURE_ACA)
To initialise a network reconfiguration
All
Case 7 Terminate the Actors 
(signals *_TERM1NATE)
To terminate the systems
All
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6.3,5 Reconfiguration Scenarios -  Validation Techniques and Results
In this thesis, the state space exploration and the state transition diagrams are used for validation 
of the design specification as tliis is an established technique for automatic analysis [ANDE 97]. 
The state space of the SDL system of the software terminal model were explored with powerful 
methods and tools that will find virtually any kind of possible lun-time errors that may be difficult 
to find with regular simulation and debugging techniques as described in subchapter 2.8.4. After 
the eiTors and design ambiguities were discovered, the SDL system specification is adjusted and 
corrected for clearly describe system behaviours. The process of detection and validation of 
implied scenarios was used to iteratively diive the completion of scenario-based specification for 
the terminal model development.
For the purpose of simplicity and a clear representation of the details of all the modules’ state 
transition diagiams from the SDL Validator were drown. In this thesis, the state transition 
diagrams were used for the analyses of the system modules, checking the states and the signals 
whether they show the desired results. All the modelling from chapter five which shows the states 
of the modules, what signals trigger the states to action are shown in Appendix tluee (Figure 9.19 
Figures 9.27).
The SDL Validator , as in subchapter 2.8.4, was used to validate the software terminal model’s 
tasks. The Validator operates on structures known as behaviour trees or reachability graphs. A 
behaviour tree is a tree structure that represents the behaviour of an SDL system. The validation 
intends to support engineers involved in development of specifications or designs using the SDL. 
It provides an automated fault detection mechanism that checks the robustness of the application 
and finds inconsistencies and problems in an early stage of a development. When verifying the 
system against requirements, there was an automatically perfoimed verification of the 
requirements expressed using the generation of the MSCs, which are developed during scenario- 
based requirement analysis in the design period. The set of all system states represented by the 
behaviour tree is called the state space of the system. By moving around in the behaviour tree, the 
behaviour of the SDL system was explored and the system states reached were examined. By 
investigating the eiTor report generated by the SDL Validator and the system state where it was 
generated, the causes of the errors were determined, and the SDL specification and the model 
description was corrected accordingly. But these kinds of eiTors are limited in the SDL system 
itself, not used by the original designers to revise the scenario descriptions and functional designs.
The reachability analysis was also applied to the software terminal model in the SDL 
specification. Wlien the symbol and transition coverage rate are less than 100%, and if the 
parameters of the signals are coirect, there are design errors in the SDL system. These kinds of 
eiTors needed the SDL system to be debugged to the specification and corrections were made.
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After the state space exploration of the behaviour tree of the SDL system specification, manually 
and automatically, the specification was revised and corrected according to the scenario design 
and use case descriptions.
The SDL specification for the soft tenninal model was debugged and revised according to the 
results from the simulation and the validation. The specification finally became complete and 
correct, with no deadlock and no staiwation, at least fiom the SDL specification point of view. The 
symbol and transition coverage of the specification are both 100% as shown in the Figures 9.28 
and 9.29. This means the state space of the system was reachable and explored completely as it 
can be seen in Figure 9.30.
All the analysis and description of this work are for both the complete reconfiguration and the 
partial reconfiguration. The complete and partial reconfiguration use cases are validated together 
in one system validation process. So they are not explained separately.
It has already been stated that reconfigurability will provide a variety of new features and will 
offer its advantages to all parties (network providers, seiwice providers, terminal manufactures, 
third party software vendors and the customer). However, many problems concerning 
reconfiguration and reconfigurability are yet to be solved. One of the main concerns is the 
question how, in an open software environment, radio configurations can be tested and validated 
without having to go through the tedious and time consuming type approval processes. A 
validation and test function was included in the RMP design and this entity (the virtual 
configuration (VC) process within the AcA, see sub-chapter 5.7) was defined to produce 
infoimation and knowledge about the reliability of the intended radio configurations. The VC 
detects possible violations of radio standards during reconfiguration sequences and validates 
whether the intended configuration complies with the given standards (i.e. the AcA prevents the 
termination of configuration one before establishment whether the intended configuration two 
complies with the standards).
There are different stages where the standard conformance had to be tested during 
reconfiguration. Starting from the upload of new configuration software modules to the software 
repository, through to the installation and implementation of a piece of software the validity has to 
be evaluated. This also included the download of the software modules and associated rules and 
required mechanisms to confirm/ensure the integrity of the downloaded code.
The GAcA takes care of the complete download of the software and (software) rules from the 3rd 
party provider (using a secure connection), delivers it to the AcA. These mechanisms were used 
for the download of rules and softwai e fi om another (extra-domain) AcA. The (local) AcA checks 
then the completeness of the downloaded souice (software mles and software) and makes sure
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that the software delivered to the temiinal confomis to the initial configuration specification of the 
software provider.
Before this operation is executed the AcA performs a test of the downloaded software that 
confirms compliance to the initial specifications of the test case (i.e. that may be provided with 
the software) and compares the I/O parameters of the tested module with the margins provided 
(with the software). This validity information is than stored in the AcA and the terminal can 
download/use the module for configurations. This mechanism provided the merging point for the 
reconfiguration software with the standards and provides the test results together with the 
software and rules.
The next stage is to download the software to the terminal and to ensure that the software is 
conectly stored in the LSWR or CRH of the terminal (using the protocols for communication 
between AcA and terminal and the security protocols). This download also applies when software 
or mles are required in the terminal for installing and creating the tag-file respectively. A further 
task to ensure conformance is the protection of the terminal from firaudulent configurations, this 
requires that the implementation of the tag-file and rules are done within the terminal, the creation 
of the tag-file takes place within the temiinal. This guaranties that all information required for the 
installation of the new configuration is available and complies to the rules imposed for standard 
compliance.
The third step was the testing of the tag-file, the tag file is downloaded to the VC, which in turn 
evaluates the tag-files compliance to the network requirements. This was one of the most 
important verification steps for the new terminal configuration; tliis has to be completed before a 
reconfiguration can take place within the terminal. Once the procedure was completed, the 
reconfiguration procedure takes place as the Configuration Manager of the CMP inteiprets the 
approved tag-file and creates the necessaiy RMCs for the installation of the software modules.
Finally, the installation of a module on the radio platfoim takes place and the terminal (CM & 
RMCs) performs a final test before the different radio modules are connected and the new 
configuration becomes active. Verification procedures may differ, depending on the type/class of 
reconfiguration process. Hence a number of reconfiguration scenarios were applied to 
demonstrate the ftmctionality of the validation procedure.
At the end of tliis thesis, the SDL implementation foimally specified the function design of the 
modules of the RMP, and the communication sequences between the modules. With the SDL 
specification, the RMP was formally modelled by executable specification, which can be 
simulated and validated before the arcliitecture is implemented and coded. Tlirough the SDL 
specification, the architectuie was verified and validated in an early stage, which was valuable for 
complex system design and saves on the cost of software development.
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111 practice the testing and validation are closely related, and after the SDL system was debugged, 
there was no further testing to be done. The scenarios are already tested and shown in the 
simulation MSCs of Appendix thiee, (Figure 9-18). In the similar manner networked entities of 
the reconfiguration plane were evaluated for the perfomiance of proceduies and message 
sequences compliance. Tliis activity also dealt with the correctness and validation of the design of 
the mechanisms between the AcAs, the RAcA and the GAcA, which proves the design 
specification of the network side of RMP aidiitecture.
6.4 Cost o f R econfiguration R esults
Most systems involve many states, many processes, and many different types of operations. These 
are likely to be inteirelated in the sense that the operation of one component depends upon the 
other. Therefore, a reconfiguiuble system cannot simple be considered a collection of individual 
components. Obviously real reconfigurable systems can be extremely complicated. Hence this 
work considers only as an example involving the interrelations between components, principally 
the operations within the RMP -  as a framework for reconfiguring software radio nodes. It has 
been used to apply the cost of reconfiguration, as described in sub-chapter 3.4, in some of the 
more interesting cases from Figure 9-18 in Appendix three. The evaluation of reconfiguration cost 
does not consider the particularities of the different SDR platform implementations, hence the 
cost expressed only states the general signalling and interaction cost of reconfiguration.
The result for this system is that the signals are in a sequential order, which reduces the 
complexity to a minimum. The specific results are presented in the Table 6-4, where the total cost 
is a sum of all the operations between the processes for a particular case.
Table 6-4: Cost of reconfiguration in three use cases
Cases Start Signal End Signal
Total Cost 
[relative]
Module
Reconfiguration Probe ACA_INIT 86
User or system 
reconfiguration CM_CALL_OS ACA_RECONFIGURE 61
Network or ACA 
reconfiguration ACA_RECONFIGURE CM_TERMINATE 65
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6.5 RMP Demonstrator
During the last years, the SDR Foram [SDRF 07] started defining a demonstration testbed to be 
enabled to show some of the SDR research concepts. Motivation for this physical testbed was the 
fact that many of the SDR concepts were not easily understandable. Based on such experiences, it 
was veiy important to demonstrate the functionality of the RMP by showing the managed and 
controlled reconfiguration of one of the layers in a communication system. In addition, it was 
important to consider the number different software radio architectures built, described in chapter 
two. Although, none of them demonstrates the complete end to end model of the Software Radio 
chain. It demonstrated the RMP with all its mechanisms as it showcased:
existing radio configuration or complete teiminal reconfiguration of the radio part;
Single radio module replacement;
Upgrade of a radio module’s part;
Reconfiguration of communication systems between teiminal and base station; 
Involvement of the network along the communication paths;
Network awareness of the terminal configuration and its cun ent settings at any time; 
Ensuring standard compliance of intended configurations;
It satisfies the requirement of open programmable and reconfigurable radio platfoims, 
with the provision of strong security and fault prone functionality;
It led to the idea of a RMP demonstrator to implement all the above capabilities on one real 
network system - Wireless Network Testbed (WNT).
This subchapter describes the demonstrator setup, activities and results that have been used to 
build the complete framework and the exhaustive mechanisms of the RMP as described in the 
previous subchapters 4 and 5.
6.5.1 Environment & Scenarios
Following the validation and the test performed on the specification of the theoretical model of 
the verified RMP system (as described in sub-chapter 6.3) a Java code was derived from its IDE 
specification and using progiamming tools was implemented into the demonstrator at the WNT 
taking advantage of the real time capability that the network setup offers.
The Figure 6-1 illustrates the network setup specified to demonstrate functionality and sequences 
of reconfiguration procedures controlled by the RMP. On one side is the mobile teiminal 
represented by a laptop and an attached hardware with FPGA platform (it has a limited capability
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for performing reconfiguration). On the other is the basestation as a wireless Access Point and the 
COM part represented by two AcAs, a RAcA, a GAcA, 3"* Party software provider and two 
Certification Authorities to provide the security functionality when the terminal moves between 
the two AcAs. Also to demonstrate the radio module’s part, two system codes (MPEGl and 
H261) and a hardware object code have been used on a configurable platforms. In addition, 
Streaming Server has been included and the two multimedia streams (MPEGl and H261) have 
been used at real time to demonstrate the successful reconfiguration of the modules at the 
platform over the wireless network. As a prerequisite to the setup, a Switching entity was 
modelled and discovered using broadcast message to pass the location of the RAcA in order to 
connect to an existing AcA.
6.5.1.1 Test Cases
Three different reconfigurations are shown -  full, module and partial reconfiguration.
TestCase 1: In the first instance the terminal is ‘empty’ (no configuration is installed at the radio 
part). The boot configuration will take place and the terminal will have the minimum 
configuration to communicate with the network.
Mobile
Terminal
Streaming
Server
H261~15kbps
3™ partyWaveLan 
onnection 
~11M
I
ntemet provider
RAcA
GAcA
Control
Part
M P E G 1
~ 9 0 0 k b p s T i t
Figure 6-1: RMA Demonstrator - setup
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Requirements: Reconfiguration from empty teiminal to MPEGl codec takes place due to 
the different format of the media downloaded -  full initial reconfiguration.
TestCase 2: The user receives a new message which can be downloaded from a web location 
which involves the connection, download of an object code from the network. One additional 
element is that the module is not available at the AcA, so it has to be downloaded from a 3*^  party 
provider.
Requirements: Reconfiguiation fiom MPEGl to H261 codec takes place due to the 
different format of the media downloaded -  module reconfiguration. This includes discoveiy, 
connection and download between AcAs, RAcA and GAcA.
TestCase 3: Tlie user moves location (from AcA, to ACA2) and it has to install an upgi ade part of 
its hardware system. However, the AcA seiwer cannot authenticate the terminal so requires 
certification authority (CA,) and CA2 to provide a proof of the Protocol specified in the Appendix 
two.
Requirements: Reconfiguration of the hardware board takes place as the HDL object 
code is downloaded fiom ACA2 which from it side authenticates the mobile terminal using 
certification of CA, and CA2. Again the software is not part of AcA and the capability of the 
GAcA are used -  module reconfiguration.
TestCase 4: Due to distortion of the picture, the user requires to modify the existing codec module 
with an update of the same codec.
Requirements: Reconfiguration using the new version of the codec, so it operates better. 
It involves download from the AcA2 where it is available -  partial reconfiguration
After the message is played (could be a real-time communication between the user and the other 
party) the user is asked if (s)he would like to continue with the first message.
TestCase 5: In the meanwhile, an incoming video message comes to the user from his colleague 
(or supeiwisor) and user is asked if he wants to see the message.
Requires: Reconfiguration from H261 to MPEGl codec due to the different format of the 
media sent. -  module reconfiguration
6.5.2 Implementation Platform
The demonstrator uses 9 terminals (laptops, workstations and servers) in a distributed manner 
interconnected using wired (Ethernet) and wheless (802.11b) connections, an evaluation Xilinx 
board XC4010XL and WNT infiastructui e. The programming language used was Java, chosen for 
its rapid portability, rapid deployment and availability in modem mobile tenninals. All of them
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were implemented in conjunction with the requirements and design specifications described in 
this subchapters 4 and 5.
6.5.2.1 Requirements and Design
The necessaiy requirements of the Demonstrator are closely related to the main objective of the 
RMP. It assumes that the situations or scenarios of reconfiguration may occur at any time. The 
system continuously oversees possible requests from the network or the teiminal, and constantly 
monitors the terminal conditions. The system works alongside and interacts with all other parts of 
the reconfigurable terminal (i.e. network node) and also with other network nodes. It has to 
represent the distributed nature of the RMP between network and terminal and its open 
programmable platform for the reconfigurable radio. Therefore, the most important of all was to 
develop the configuration management architecture in a distributed way to enable control to the 
reconfigurable radio par t. In this way, to provide an approach for compliance to the standards and 
the requirements, different parties were presented -  operators, users, software providers, 
manufactures, service providers.
To satisfy the above requirements, a detailed plan for the implementation procedures and the 
graphical user interface had to be drawn out for the design of the system. The preparations of the 
encoding and decoding modules of the H261 and MPEG, including the preparation of the files to 
be streamed from the Streaming Server, were done. Then the implementations of the downloading 
and reconfiguration procedures at the terminal and AcA were processed. To prepare the Media 
Streaming Server the necessary interfaces and algorithms on the basis of the reconfiguration 
protocols were adopted and realized in the demonstrator implementation. The next step had to be 
development and implementation of the functionalities of the RMP’s modules. In parallel to show 
the RMP middleware seiwice, the implementation of the IDE was used. This led to the next step of 
binding of IDE and RMP functionality together. In addition, the whole implementation of the 
RMP mechanisms was done. Finally, to present the security features the two independent CAs 
had to be implemented together with the real security features and security protocol of the 
terminal communication with the AcA as well as AcA and GAcA.
6.5.2.2 Setup and Implementation
The reconfigurable terminal, shown as a laptop Figure 6-1, and the AcA (displayed as PC) contain 
the implementation of the distributed RMP. Also, the AcA implementation is connected to 
(minimum one) other AcAs, to facilitate the possible download of the SW and Rules that are not 
available in the home AcA’s store and verification of the tag-file by the network. The ‘Streaming 
Server’ witliin the scheme is used as source to stream video feds (via a wireless link) to the
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terminal, providing feds in two formats; these are H261 and MPEGl at 15kbps and 900Kbps, 
respectively.
For the wireless connections a WLAN card is used for the client and an access point (IEEE 
802.1 lb) for the AcA and the traffic connections. An evaluation hardware board is connected to 
the laptop to show the hardware reconfiguration. All of the modules and communication paths are 
implemented in Java programming language. The terminal GUI contains two parts: (a) CMP 
consol which shows control messages from the CMP system and (b) mobile demonstrating 
application which is behaves as a monitor to show the running video streams. Similar GUIs have 
been developed for the servers and the rest of the network entities. A screenshot of a working 
demonstrator is shown in Figure 6-2.
M tM uer
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Figure 6-2: RMA Demonstrator -  screenshot
6.5.3 Demonstrator Operations
The demonstrator is started and the provided GUI, see Figure 6.2, allows starting the test cases 
specified in subchapter 6.4.1.1. It also demonstrates the real implementation of the 
reconfiguration mechanisms.
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6,5.3,1 Reconfiguration Mechanisms
The following mechanisms were demonstrated with the described system configuration above:
The ‘mles’ mechanism and therein the possible influence of the regulator, operator and 
user requirements are shown as well as the manufacturer requirements.
The Tag-File mechanism, to explain the blueprint based implementation of radio 
configurations is demonstrated, including the creation of the tag-file and interpretation of 
the tag file.
For approval of the configurations and ability to control the terminal configurations from 
the network, the Virtual Configuration Mechanism is emulated as part of the AcA server;
To show the implementation and interlink with the Terminal Radio Part, the Radio 
Module Controller’s mechanism is shown (i.e. to show one of the terminal resident 
triggers for reconfiguration procedures).
Complementary, the interactions and some basic functions of the Local SW Repositoiy, 
Security Manager and Configuration Manager entities are included.
These tests verify the functional description of RMP and the achieved results are easily 
demonstrated through implementation of the framework into a demonstrator.
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Chapter 7
7 Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to propose, design and implement a framework that provides a 
mechanism to exploit the flexible features of Software Radios. This framework was developed as 
management and control architecture that includes the temiinal and the network support as 
designed and described in chapter three. The main tasks of this reconfiguration management 
architecture identified and investigated in this thesis are to
• Perform a reconfiguration and the support of reconfiguration. It is a key relationsliip 
without which the reconfiguration could not be perfbimed;
• Perform the install of configuration and its verification. This is an important relationship 
that provides knowledge of the installed configuiation to the network. Also, it will allow 
for the certification of the reconfigurable nodes when deployed in an area as this is 
discussed in subchapter 2.7;
• Perfonn the management of the process and its control from the network and the 
regulations. Tins provides the means for supporting the reconfiguration process as this is 
discussed in subchapters 1.2 and 2.6;
• Guarantee the openness of the system and the responsibility of the different parties 
involved. It is an important step towards a future standardisation and open commercial 
competition as supported by subchapter 2.1.2.
All these relationships have been established in this thesis and the different requirements had been 
investigated. In order to draw the requirements, a number of factors have been identified that 
enable the design and specification of the software radio plane as discussed in chapter two.
The first diiving factor was the SDR concept. From the veiy first time of its explanation tlirough 
the different projects and initiatives in the US, Europe and Asia as specified in subchapter 2.2, 
subchapter 2.3 and subchapter 2.4. The fact that the reconfiguiability provides the possibility to 
enable the dynamic exchange of configurations supported the SDR concept as discussed in 
subchapter 2.1.2.
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The specification of the Reconfiguration Management Architecture (RMA) [MOES 00a] was the 
second motivating factor for conducting this research. The key parts of the RMA as described in 
subchapter 1.4 raised the awareness of the necessary elements to offer the management and 
control functionality. This was needed to make reconfiguration of the RAT in a control and a 
manageable fashion.
This thesis assessed the available state of the art as in chapter two. It concentrated on building a 
framework that provides a solution that satisfies the initial requirements for a flexible 
reconfiguration management architecture as in chapter three. The intention was to make the 
framework that will provide the flexibility, openness and portability when a RAT has to be 
reconfigured. The design of such a platfoim required definition, design and evaluation of the 
functionality of the different blocks of the RMA and producing the complete architecture as 
described in chapter four. The final outcome of this architecture was a distributed reconfiguration 
management platform for reconfiguration of software radios called the Reconfiguration 
Management Plane (RMP), see chapters thiee and six. Ultimately, the RMP was built, verified 
and validated, and the reconfiguration cost for different application cases was evaluated. The end 
result of the research included the development of a concept of how the perfoimance of such 
system at the design stage can be evaluated. This provides a major contribution to the work on the 
evaluation of SDR architectures as no other implemented systems or prototypes of a kind exist at 
present. Tliis on its own creates a significant impact on the application of the SDR. Also, the SDR 
Fomm acknowledged this work by including it into their response to FCC Request as one of the 
proposed system arcliitectuies and its secuiity part [SDRF 02a]. The main achievements of this 
research were used in the initial proposals of two EC projects E2RI and E2RII because of:
• The security mechanism as described in the subchapters 4.3.5 and 5.3. It provides means 
to create secure connection at any location (local or foreign) as uses the available PKI 
structures. The main advantage is in the included protocol for using asynchronies and 
synchronies security features. These particular combinations had to be integrated in the 
plane’s communication entities to ensure a secure connection at any place and a fast 
exchange of data. It also includes the possibility of reconfiguring the security features and 
changing the level of secuiity on the basis of the network specification. The work that is 
also acknowledged by [ENDT 07].
• The tag-file mechanism as described in the subchapters 4.3.4 and 5.1.1.3. It includes the 
main structuial description of a configuration that needs to be specified so that the 
reconfiguration of the RAT can be done successfully and the VC procedure can be 
applied. Therefore, the tag-file mechanism ensures the correctness of the anticipated 
reconfiguration. It also provides means to have a stractured depiction of a RAT
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configuration. The E2RII has further developed tliis work to the FDL language [ZHON 
07].
• The Rules mechanism as described in the subchapters 4.3.3 and 5.1.1.1. It includes the 
means for specifying different requirements dynamically and thus providing stmctured 
descriptions, which are then used to create the tag-file. This work brings the key 
relationship between the TFH and CRH to support the reconfiguration process at the 
reconfiguration plane. This approach is veiy uniquely described in this work in 
comparison with the with the single FDL description in [ZHON 07].
• Viitual Configuration Procedure as described in the subchapters 4.3.7 and 5.7. It provides 
the ways for verifying the tag-file and the necessaiy means of controlling the installed 
configuration. Tliis mechanism with all its parts brings the key element of the global 
circulation of the equipment because it enables the impairment of responsibility between 
network and terminals. Also, it includes the provision of regulation rules and any patents 
where applicable in the international circulation. The work reflected in the E2RII project 
where this mechanism was used to describe the verification procedure in between tenninal 
and network [GULT 07b].
• Reconfiguration Module Controllers as described in the subchapters 4.3.6 and 5.1.2. They 
are the key components in controlling the installation of the tag-file changes to the 
reconfigurable platform. They aie dynamically generated to provide flexibility in 
controlling the different hardware resources. As such they contain a decoupling structure 
for additional compatibility and for easy deployment. The control entities of RMC were 
highly exploited in E2R projects but differ from the RMCs work on the basis of 
processing the FDL description and the fact that they aie combined in one such entity that 
is static called the Configuration Control Module. The Configuration Control Module 
includes functions like keeping track of configuration descriptions and by design nature is 
dependable on the use of a hardware platform. Although the initial design of the 
Configuration Control Module was based on the design of the RMCs, the differences 
therefore make the RMCs better design entities than the Configuration Control Module in 
E2R. [GULT 07a]
Even many of the above features have been adopted by the E2R project makes the design plane 
represented by the project. However, its simplicity of combining all in one makes it uniquely 
distinctive. All the existing systems of the plane have been put in the place and exhaustively 
tested (as shown in chapter six).
To ensure the scalability of the arcliitecture i.e. to be able to deploy it at large scale, it was 
important to have distributed mechanisms with flexible and open interfaces. For this purpose the
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interfaces were described in IDL and a draft of including the code was submitted to OMG’s 
software radio group for standardisation. The synthesis of the interfaces provided a unique 
solution for the reconfiguration management of Software Radio. The reconfiguration plane’s 
interfaces were depicted in IDL in subchapter 5.8 providing means for the easy deployment of the 
plane. Also, the definition of the IDL code of the complete plane was generated as shown in 
Appendix one and subsequently it was implemented into the WNT testbed [WNTT 05]. The 
implementation of the RMP as a demonstrator as described in subchapter 6.5 provided additional 
means i.e. real time processing, full implementation of teiminal and network parts and 
mechanisms for communication, for verification of the design of the plane. It also provided with 
ways to validate the individual cases using a real network like the WNT.
It is important to recognise the distributed nature of the reconfiguration plane as described in 
chapter three. It contains the design and definition of the management and control framework that 
drives, controls and manages the software reconfiguration processes and mechanisms within the 
Software Radios. In addition, it executes these actions between different reconfiguration support 
nodes. One main advantage of this approach is that the platform provides means to include the 
issues that different parties may have (or different actors) and tries to give directions as to how the 
SDR certification problems can be overcome. Therefore, it provides recommendations for the 
global circulation of SDR equipment as described in subchapter 5.3. Also there, it discusses the 
security framework, which was designed to support such a global distribution, to prevent 
malicious configurations and ensure secure software download.
Another major accomplishment of this research was to design and to implement the end-to-end 
reconfiguration system including terminals, and network support functionality. All of the blocks 
(modules), part of the plane and their functional entities have been included as in chapter four and 
chapter five too fulfil the specification of the RMP. In addition, the full functionalities of the 
network support semces of download, VC support and authentication flexibility have been 
provided. Therefore this specification of the plane can be applied to any legacy (or new) access 
teclmologies without changing their business models or network topologies as described in 
subchapter 5.9. The importance of such a mapping is significant as it shows that the RMP can be 
added to the present and the future RATs without a need of redesigning the systems. This means 
low cost and easy deployment in contrast to the suggestion of an initial high cost in subchapter 
2.7.
A number of scenarios have been tested to prove the coirect work and functional integrity of the 
modules -  boot, initial configuration install, reconfiguration of a complete system, module 
reconfiguration, empty terminal (when manufactured) and termination of a system as shown in 
chapter six and Appendix thiee, figure 9.18. All these complement the definition and
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implementation of reconfiguration, management and control plane reconfiguring a network node 
to any standard, at any location and at any time.
In addition, the cost evaluation of reconfiguration provides a solution to assess the reconfiguration 
processes at design time without the need to first implement them as described in subchapter 3,4. 
The method for the cost of reconfiguration was applied to reconfiguration plane model from 
chapter six and Appendix three, figure 9.18 to assess the cost in three of the cases as described in 
subchapter 6.4 and table 6-4. This is an important step towards a more sopliisticated cost system 
which will be available when Software Reconfigurable systems become a part of every day life.
Another important contribution this thesis was the formal verification using the SDL language as 
described in subchapter 2.8.4 and the MSC validation traces of the reconfiguration plane as 
included in Appendix three, figure 9.18. The importance of this is a foimal theoretical verification 
of the reconfiguration plane is achieved and also the produced SDL specification can be used for 
further standardisation as subchapter 6.3.5 suggests. The impact of this is that for the first time an 
entire reconfiguration architecture combining a teiminal and a network parts have been put 
together and its functionality has been fully analysed and tested as described in chapter 6.
Thus the main three impacting outcomes of this work, as evidenced by this thesis, are:
• Design and specification of Reconfiguration Management Plane and mechanisms;
• Full verification of RMP using SDL tools;
• Method for the cost of reconfiguration at design time.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work
1,2 Future W ork
The future additions to tins work can be envisaged for tlnee main areas:
The work may be applied to specific wireless systems, the actual research will need to investigate 
the way the mechanisms of the RMP will be modelled into a hardware platform. If such a HW 
platform exists it could also allow the possible investigation of security algorithms, data 
management algorithms etc. as reconfigurable components. Therefore, it will allow the field test 
of the reconfiguration management arcliitecture defined in this work. Hence, the focus should be 
on implementing and evaluating the dynamic nature of the RMCs and their comiections with 
different reconfigurable hardware platfoims. This approach could then be used to investigate how 
different hardware platforms will accommodate different wireless systems.
Fiu'ther work on the actual implementation and generation mechanisms for the tag file creation 
needs to be undertaken. This includes the definition of policy reasoning mechanisms as well as 
profile inteipretation functions.
An additional topic for investigation is the evaluation of the different types of costs of 
reconfiguration (not just at design time, but also during system mn time). Such cost evaluation 
needs to cover the reconfiguration management processes (including software download etc.) but 
also the actual reconfiguration cases that will appear as soon as related standards are agreed or 
once reconfigurable systems appear in the market.
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9 Appendices
9.1 A ppendix 1: ID L interfaces
//Responses to action completions - Succ -successful, Fail - failed, Incom - incomplete;
enum Response {Succ,FaiI,Incom} ; / /  expected responses from the functions
/ /  The control messages within RMA
enum M essage_Type{ CM_IN1T, //  command for initialising o f  the Configuration Manager (CM)
CM _BOOT, / /  command to CM to start boot sequence
CM _RECONFIGURE_ACA,//AcA sends request for reconfig. to CM 
CM_CALL_OS,//command from OS to CM regarding reconfiguration 
CM _RECONFlGURE_RMC,//request for reconfig. from RMC to CM  
CM_BOOT_TAG__FILE_TFH,//notification from TFH to CM when boot 
TFH BOOT T A G _FILE _C M // request from CM for tag-file when boot 
CM _M ONlTOR_RM C,//notiflcation from RMC to CM - parameter matrix 
CM _TERMINATE,//command to CM when the tenninal is turning o ff  
L SW R IN IT ,// command for initialising o f  tlie LSWR 
LSW R_TERMINATE,//eommand to LSW R when is turning o ff  
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R,// request for software download 
LSW R_SW _AVAILABLE_CM ,//request for software available 
LS W R _SW _D O W N L O A D _R M C y/i^uest for software download 
LSWR_S W _DOW NLOAD_CM , //request for software download 
CM SW DOWN LOAD LSWR, //response for software download 
LS WR_S W DOWN LO AD ACA, //response for software download 
CM _SW _AVAILABLE_LSW R, / /  response for software available 
CRH INIT,// command for initialising o f  the CRH 
CRH TERMINATE, //comm and to CRH when is turning o ff  
ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_CRHy/request for lules download 
CRH RULES DOW NLOAD TFH, //request for rules download 
TFH_RULES_DOW NLOAD_CRH, / /  response for lules download 
CRH_RULES_DOW NLOAD_CM , //request for lules download 
CM _RULES_DOW NLOAD_CRH,//response for rules download 
CRH_RULES_DOW NLOAD_ACA,//response for m les download 
CRH_RULES_AVA1LABLE_CM, //request for mles available 
CM _RULES_AVA1LABLE_CRH, / /  response for rales available 
TFH INIT,// command for initialising o f  the TFH 
TFH TERMINATE, //command to TFH when is turning o ff  
TFH_TAG_FlLE_GENERATE_CM,//request to generate the tag-file 
CM TAG FILE GENERATE TFH, //response to generate the tag-file 
TFH_TAG_F1LE_VC_CM, //request to send the tag-file for VC  
CM_TAG_F1LE_VC_TFH, //response to send the tag-file for VC  
ACA_TAG_F1LE_VC_TFH, //request for VC the tag-file 
TFH_TAG_F1LE„VC_ACA, //response for VC the tag-file 
TFH_TAG_FlLE_REGlSTRAT10N_CM ,//request for registr. o f  tag-file 
CM _TAG_FILE_REGlSTRATION_TFH,//response for registr. o f  tag-file  
ACA_TAG_FlLE_REGlSTRAT10N_TFH,//request for registr. o f  tag-file
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TFH_TAG_FILE_REGISTRATION_ACA,//response for reg. o f  tag-file 
CM _TAG_FILE_UPDATE_TFHy/notification to CM for update new file  
SM__INIT, / /  command for initialising o f  the Security Manage (SM ) 
SM JTERM INATE, //comm and to  SM when is turning o ff  
SM _SECURE_CONNECTION_CM^/request for secure connection 
SM _SECURE_C0NNECT10N_ACA, //response for secure connection 
CM _SECURE_C0NNECT10N_SM , //response for secure connection  
A C A _SE C URE_C0NNECT10N_SM , //request for secure connection 
SM _TERM INATE_C0NNECT10N_CM , //request for connect, term. 
SM _TERM 1NATE_C0NNECTI0N_ACA, //response for connect, term. 
C M _TERM INATE_C0NNECT10N_SM , //response for connect, tenu. 
ACA_TERM INATE_C0NNECT10N_SM , //request for connect, tenn. 
OS_CALL_CM ,// m essage to user regarding reconfiguration 
ACA_REC0NF1GURE_CM , //CM  sends response for reconfig. to AcA  
ACA_EXCHAM GE_PUB_KEY_SM^/req/resp for exchange o f  keys 
SM _EXCH ANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA, //req/resp for exchange o f  keys 
RMC_IN1T, / /  command for initialising o f  the RMC 
RMC_TERM1NATE, //command to RMC when is turning o ff  
RMC ALLOCATE PARAMETERS CM,//request initialise parameters 
CM _ALLOCATE_PARAMETERS_RMC, //resp. initialise parameters 
RM C_SW _DOW NLOAD_LSW R,//response software download 
CM _MODULE_INSTALL_RM C,//notification for install o f  module 
CM _SW _DOW NLOAD_RM C,//notification for download o f  software 
RM C_CREATE„C0NNECT10N_P0RTS_CM ,//request conn, ports 
CM _CREATE_CONNECT10N_PORTS_RM C//response conn, ports 
RM C_TEST_CONNECTION_CM,//request for testing the module 
CM _TEST_C0NNECT10N_RM C, //response for testing the module 
RM C_CONNECT_MODULE_CM,//request for connect module 
CM _CONNECT_MODULE_RMC, //response for connect module 
RMC_DESTROY_MODULE_CM,//request destroy radio module 
CM _DESTROY_M ODULE_RM C,//response destroy radio module 
RMC BUFFER DATA_CM , //request for buffering the data 
RMC_GET_MODULE_CM, //request for software module name 
ACA_1NIT, / /  coimnand for initialising o f  the AcA  
ACA TERMIN ATE, //comm and to AcA when is turning o ff  
RACA_1N1T, //  command for initialising o f  the RAcA  
RACA_TERMINATE, //command to RAcA when is turning o ff  
SM _ACA_LOCATE_RACA, / /  response RAcA to SM to find an AcA  
RACA ACA LOCATE_SM, / /  request SM to RAcA to find an AcA  
SM _RACA_REQUEST, //request SM to switching entity to find RAcA  
SM _RACA_RESPONSE, //response switching entity to SM (ip OR dns) 
RACA_REGISTER_ACA, //request A cA  to register to RAcA  
ACA REGISTER RACA, //response AcA to register to RAcA  
RACA UNREGISTER ACA, //request A cA  to unregister to RAcA  
ACA_UNREGISTER_RACA, //response A cA  to unregister to RAcA  
RACA_UPDATE_REGISTER_ACA, //request AcA to update register in RAcA  
ACA_UPDATE_REG1STER_RACA, //response AcA to update register in RAcA  
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA,//req/resp for exch. o f  keys between AcAs 
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_ACA,//req/resp software download between AcAs 
ACA RULES DOW NLOAD ACA,//req/resp lules download between AcAs
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ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA, //req/resp for secure connection AcAs 
ACA_TBRM INATE_CONNECTION_ACA, //req/resp for connect, tenn.
GACA INIT, / /  command for initialising o f  the GAcA  
GACA TERMINATE, //command to G AcA when is turning o ff  
ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_GACA,//req/resp for exchange o f  keys 
G ACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_KEY_ACA, //req/resp for exchange o f  keys 
A C A _SECURE_C0NNECT10N_G ACA, //req/resp for secure connection AcAs 
GACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_ACA, //req/resp for secure connection AcAs 
ACA_TERM INATE_CONNECTION_GACA, //req/resp for connect, tenn. 
GACA_TERM INATE_CONNECTION_ACA, //req/resp for connect, tenn. 
GACA_REGISTER_SW _NET, //request 3rd party (NETwork) to register to PSR 
NET_REG1STER_SW_GACA, //response 3rd party to register to PSR  
GACA_UNREGISTER_SW _NET, //request 3rd party to unregister to PSR 
NET_UNREGISTER_SW _GACA, //response 3rd party to unregister to PSR 
GACA UPDATE SW NET, //request 3rd party to update register to PSR  
NET UPDATE SW  GACA, //response 3rd party to update register to PSR  
GACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_NET,//resp. sw  download between G AcA and 3rd party 
NET_SW _DOW NLOAD_GACA,//req. sw  download between G AcA and 3rd party 
GACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_NETy/resp rules download G AcA and 3rd party 
NET_RULES_DOW NLOAD_GACA,//request nrles download G AcA and 3rd party 
GACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_ACA,//request software download G AcA and AcA  
ACA_SW _DOW NLOAD_G ACA,//response software download G AcA and AcA  
GACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_ACA,//request rules download G AcA and AcA  
ACA_RULES_DOW NLOAD_GACA//response rules download G AcA and AcA  
RMP EXECUTE//RMC command to RMP part 
RMP_RETURN//RMP part response to RMC 
RACA REGISTER_GACA, //request G AcA to register to RAcA  
GACA_REGISTER_RACA, //response GAcA to register to RAcA  
RACA_UNREGISTER_GACA, //request GAcA to unregister to RAcA  
GACA_UNREGISTER_RACA, //response GAcA to unregister to RAcA  
RACA_UPDATE_REGISTER_GACA, //request GAcA to update register in RAcA  
GACA_UPDATE_REGISTER__RACA, //response G AcA to update register in RAcA  
AC A  GACA LOCATE RACA, / /  response RAcA to A cA  to find an GAcA  
RACA GACA LOCATE ACA, / /  request RAcA to A cA  to find an GAcA  
};
//definition o f  the communication protocol between the entitles within RMA as presented at SGM  
//September 2001 
module Communication 
{
interface DataProtocol// object specifying the protocol specification  
{
long GetPacketO;// data format for trarrsfening the infonnation 
attribute long PacketSize; //specifying the size o f  the data to be transfened
}; 
};
/ /  definition o f  an anay, which w ill contain the additional information apart from the control m essages 
typedef string Other_Messages[5];
//  data object that contains the m essage to be exchanged between modules in RMA  
struct MSG
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{
M essage_Type command; //  contains the control message  
Other M essages data;// contains the additional information
};
//IDL Definition o f  RMC module in RMA  
m odule RMC 
{
interface R outer// object specifying router interface in RMC module 
{
/ /  function for interchanging information between External and Internal state machines o f  RMC 
Response Route_Data(in M SG message);
};
interface External //  object specifying the external entry point o f  RMC 
{
//function for receiving messages
Response Request_M essage(in MSG message);
//function for sending data to CM
Response Get_Data(in Cormnunication: :DataProtocol handler);
//function containing handler o f  Router object
Response Route_Data_Extemal(in Router objRef);
};
interface Internal //  object specifying the internal state machine o f  RMC 
{
//furrction for receiving messages
Response Request_M essage(in M SG message);
//function installing the radio module
Response Install_Data();
//function containing handler o f  Router object
Response Route_Data_lntemal(in Router objRef);
//fitnction testing the installed radio module
Response Test_Module();
//firnction allocating the initial parameters
Response Initilise_Parameters(in MSG message);
//function connecting the radio module the other radio modules in the radio path 
R esponse Connect_M odules(in MSG message);
//firnction handling the buffering request just before the handover is done 
Response Buffer_Data{in M SG message);
}; 
}:
//IDL Definition o f  TFH module in RMA 
module TFH 
{
interface External// object specifying tire external entry point o f  TFH 
{
//firnction for receiving m essages
Response Request_M essage(in MSG message);
//function for sending data to CM, AcA
Cormnunication: iDataProtocol Send_Data();
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//function containing liandler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication: :DataProtocol handler);
};
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  TFH 
{
//function loads the last tag-file
Response Initilise_TFH();
//flmction saves the last tag-file
Response Save_Last_Tag_File();
//function loads the tag-file to active state
Response Load_Tag_Info_Toactive();
//firnction runs the double compilation mechanism
Response Run_Source_Factoiy();
//function loads the tag-file to idle state
Response Store_Tag_File_Toidle();
//firnction compare tire new and the old tag-files
Response Ruir_Comparison_Mechanism();
//firnction remove the old tag-file
Response Rerrrove_01d_Tag_FIle();
}; 
};
//IDL Definition o f  LSWR irrodule in RMA  
module LSWR 
{
iirterface External// object specifying the external entry point o f  LSWR  
{
//function for receiving m essages
Response Request_M essage(in M SG rrressage);
//function for sending data to RMC
Communication: : DataProtocol Send_Data(in atry RMCModule); 
//function containing handler o f  Comrnurrication protocol object
Resporrse Get_Data(in Communication::DataProtocol handler);
};
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  LSWR 
{
//furrction checks the memory for specific entry
Response lndex_Check(in M SG message);
//firrrction initialises the index entries in boot and when new errtry 
Response Initilise_Index();
//variable containirrg army o f  data
typedef wstring<100> longstring;
//object containing an index errtry
struct hrdex__SW 
{
string name;//narrre o f  module
long index ;//index number
string Starrdard_Number;//standard number
longstring wherefrorrr;// where fionr the software is received
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longstring Digital_signature;//the certificate o f  manufacture 
long location;// location in the memory o f  the software
};
//function saves the data and index file
Response Save_Last_Configuration();
//firnction restores the data in memory and index file
Response Read_Save_Conftguration();
}; 
};
//IDL Definition o f  CRH module in RMA  
module CRH  
{
interface External// object specifying the external entry point o f  CRH 
{
//firnction for receiving m essages
Response Request M essage(in M SG message);
//firnction for sending data to TFH
Communication: :DataProtocol Send_Data(in string rules, in str ing identifier); 
//function containing handler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication: :DataProtocol handler);
};
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  CRH 
{
//function checks the memory for specific entry
Response lndex_Check(in MSG message);
//firnction initialises the index entries in boot and when new entry 
Response lnitilise_Index();
//variable containing array o f  data
typedef wstring<100> longstring;
//object containing an index entry
struct In d exR u les  
{
string name; //name o f  module 
long index; //index number
string Rules;//rules required (general, software or tag) 
string Standard_Number; //standard number 
longstring wherefrorn; //  where from the software is received 
longstring Digital_signature; //the certificate o f  manufacture 
long location; //  location in the memory o f  the software
};
//function saves the data and index file
Response Save_Last_Configuration();
//function restores the data in memory and index file
Response Read_Save_Corrfiguration();
}; 
);
//IDL Definition o f  Security Manager module in RMA  
module SM
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{
interface External// object specifying tlie external entry point o f  SM  
{
//firnction for receiving m essages
Response Request_Message(in M SG message);
//function for sending data to CM, AcA, LSWR, CRH
Communication: :DataProtocol Forwai‘d_Data();
//function containing handler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication::DataProtocol handler);
}:
interface Internal// object specifying the intenral state machine o f  SM 
{
//firnction initialises the Security Manager (Key, E&D Factory, Router)
Response Initilise_SM ();
//firnction Generates necessary key
Response Generate_Keys();
//firnction Encrypts the data to be transmitted to the AcA
Response Encrypt_Data(in long sizedata, in Communication: :DataProtocol handler); 
//function Decrypts the data from AcA
Response Deciypt_Data(in long sizedata, in Communication : : DataProtocol handler); 
//function Routes the data to otlrer terminal modules
Response Route_Data(in External objRef, in string message);
//firrrction stores the key into memory
Response Slore__Key();
}; 
};
//IDL Definition o f  Configuration Manager m odule in RMA  
module CM 
{
interface External// object specifying the external entry point o f  CM 
{
//firnction for receiving messages from other RMA modules
Response EntryPoint(in M SG message);
):
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  CM 
{
//data array containing the handlers o f  every RMC
typedef sequence<RM C::Extemal> handlerRMC;
//function initialises the DMQ
Response Install_DMQ();
//firnction installs every RMC module
handlerRMC lnstall_RM C(in string RMCnarne);
//firnction initialises internal VC (specific case the terminal needs to be authorised for this operation) 
Response Init_lntemal_VC_Manager();
//function perfonris internal VC
Response Run_lntemal_VC_Manager(in long RMAID, in TFH::External objRef); 
//function for sending the tag file to AcA for registration
Comrnunication::DataProtocol Forward_Data(in string name);
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//function containing handler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication: rDataProtocol handler);
//firnction accepting the data from the tag-file to configure the radio path 
Response Check_Configuiation_Fi!e();
//function MMH for receiving messages
void Notification_M essage(in MSG message);
//function dispatching massages to other modules (IDispatch)
Response Dispatch_M essage(in M SG message);
//firnction dispatching massages to RMC modules (RDispatch)
Response Send_M essage_RMC(in handlerRMC hRMC, in MSG message);
}; 
};
//IDL Definition o f  ACA module in RMA  
module ACA  
{
interface External// object specifying the external entry point o f  ACA
{
//function for receiving m essages
Response Request_M essage(in M SG message);
//function for sending data to SM
Communication:: DataProtocol Forward_Data();
//function containing handler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication: : DataProtocol handler);
};
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  ACA
{
//function initialising AcA
Response Initilise_ACA();
//firnction checks the availability o f  the rules and software in its storage place
Response Check_Storage(in MSG message, in string data);
//function stores ECR data
Response Store_ECR_Data(in M SG message);
//function generate the rules and policy for a terminal
Response Generate_Rules_Policies();
//function executes tire manager for Veitual configuration procedure
Resporrse Run_VC_Manager(in string RMAID);
};
)\
//IDL Definition o f  GACA irrodule 
module GACA  
{
interface External// object specifyiirg the external entry point o f  GACA
{
//firnction for receiving messages
Response Request_M essage(in M SG message);
//function for sending data to A cA
Communication: : DataProtocol For’ward_Data();
//function containing handler o f  Communication protocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication : : DataProtocol handler);
}:
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interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  GACA  
{
//function initialising GAcA
Response Initilise_GACA();
//firnction checks the availability o f  the rules and software in PSR  
Response Check_PSR(in M SG message);
//firnction register, update, unregister software and rule to the PSR  
Response Register_SW (in MSG message);
}; 
};
//IDL Definition o f  RACA module 
module RACA  
{
iirterface External// object specifying the external entry point o f  RACA  
{
//function for receiving messages
Response Request_M essage(in M SG message);
//function for sending data to SM and AcA
Communication: : DataProtocol Forward_Data();
//firnction containing handler o f  Communication pr otocol object
Response Get_Data(in Communication::DataProtocol handler);
};
interface Internal// object specifying the internal state machine o f  RACA  
{
//firnction initialising RAcA
Response Initilise_RACA();
//firnction checks the registration entries o f  AcAs
Response Check_Registry(in M SG message, in string RMAID);
}; 
};
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9.2 A ppendix 2: Security R econfiguration Protocol 
9.2.1 The security protocol
The security solution itself can be divided into two phases. In the first phase the tenninal security 
manager and the AcA set up a shared secret session key. This key is then used in the second 
phase to protect the data exchanged between the two parties.
9,2,L I Phase 1 -  Session key establishment
We propose the use of a key establisliment mechanism standardised in ISO/IEC 11770-3, [60], 
namely what is specified there as Key agreement mechanism 5. Wliilst this seems a reasonable 
approach, this could be replaced by many other protocols with similar properties.
This protocol requires use of a function F\ HxG  -> G, with properties as specified in [60],The 
scheme also requires the choice of a element geG, known by all parties. Both entities are 
required to have a private key agreement key h eH, and a public key agreement key p -  F(/i, g). 
That is, we assume that the teiminal has private key agreement key and public key
agieement key pr  = FQit, g), and that the AcA has private key agreement key and public 
key agreement key Pa = FQia, g).
As discussed above, we assume that the terminal and AcA have tmsted copies of each other’s 
public key agreement keys, i.e. the terminal has a trusted copy of pa and tlie AcA has a tmsted 
copy of Pt. This can be achieved by exchanging public key certificates.
The protocol operates as follows.
1. The terminal randomly and secretly generates a value rj-eiT, computes F{rr, g), and sends 
F{rT, g) to AcA.
2. The AcA randomly and secretly generates a value rA^Hy computes F{rA, g), and sends F{ka, g) 
to the terminal.
3. The terminal computes the shared secret key as w( FQit  ^F{va, g)), Fipr^ pa) ).
4. The AcA computes the same shared secret key as w(F(r^, pr), F{Ha> F{rj, g)) ).
Note that steps 1 and 2 can be performed in either order (or in parallel). The same remark applies 
to steps 3 and 4.
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9,2.1,2 Phase 2 — Data protection
As a result of phase 1, the Security Manager and the AcA will share a secret key. This secret key 
can now be used to protect all data transfeiTed between AcA and terminal. Note that we assume 
that this secret key is actually used to derive two distinct keys: one for data enciyption and one for 
MACing of data.
Both AcA and Security Manager will need to store a number of security-related variables for the 
lifetime of the ‘secmity session’. This will include:
• The shared secret keys;
• A counter for traffic sent from terminal to AcA (initialised to zero during phase 1);
• A counter for traffic sent from AcA to tenninal (initialised to zero duiing phase 1).
These variables form the ‘security context’.
Wlien a data string is sent from one party to the other the following steps shall be performed.
1. The data string shall be prefixed with a security header. This shall include the current counter 
value and a direction indicator (e.g. ‘0’ for AcA to terminal and 1 for tenninal to AcA). The 
counter in the security context shall then be incremented.
2. The security header and data string shall be input to the MAC function (using the shared
secret MACing key). The output MAC shall be adjoined to the data, e.g. as a ‘security
trailer’.
3. The entire string resulting from the previous step shall be encrypted using the shared secret 
encryption key.
When a data string is received it shall be processed as follows.
1. The received stiing shall be deciypted using the shared secret encryption key. The decrypted 
string shall be parsed into a security header, a data string, and a MAC value (if this parsing 
fails then the string shall be rejected).
2. The recovered security header and data string shall be input to the MAC function (using the 
shared secret MACing key). The output MAC shall be compared with the received MAC 
value; if the two values disagree then the received data shall be rejected.
3. The security header shall be parsed to recover the counter value and the direction indicator. If 
the direction indicator is incorrect then the data shall be rejected. The counter value shall be 
compared with the expected counter value in the security context. If the value is smaller than 
the expected value then the data shall be rejected. If the value is larger than the expected 
value then a warning shall be generated to indicate that data has been lost. If the data is
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accepted then the counter in the security context shall then be reset to one larger than the 
received counter value.
9.2.2 Some suggestions for security algorithms
hi order to implement the protocol proposed in the previous subchapter, a number of
cryptographic algorithms will need to be used, hi this subchapter we propose choices for these
algoritlims.
• Signature scheme, as required to sign certificates used in Phase 1. It is suggested that an 
RSA-based signature scheme can be used, namely the scheme standardised in ISO/IEC 9796-
2. [56].
• Cryptographic hash-function, required as part of the signatui e scheme. Almost all signature 
schemes require the use of a ciyptographic hash-function. The scheme in ISO/IEC 9796-2 
[56] is no exception. It is suggested that the SHA-1 hash-function is used, as standardised in 
ISO/IEC 10118-3, [59].
• Function F, sets G and H, and special element geG, as used in Phase 1. It is suggested to 
use the multiplicative group of integers modulo a large prime (see also Annex B of [60]). 
This requires the selection of a laige prime /?, with the property that p-1 has a large prime 
factor q .^ The element g  is then chosen to be an integer satisfying 1 < g < p -\ such that g  has 
multiplicative order q modulo p  (i.e. g^  ^mod p ~ \  and ^  mod 9^  1 for any s<q). We then put
G= {gmodp, g^ modp, g^ modp, ...,g"^ modp = l ] ,  
i.e. |G| = q, and H -  {1,2, ..., ^-1}, and hence |//] = q-\. Finally we define
FQh g) = mod p.
• One-way function w, as used in Phase 1. It is suggested that this is implemented simply by 
concatenating the inputs to the function and applying the hash-function SHA-1 (see above).
• Encryption function e, as used in Phase 2. It is suggested that the AES block cipher should 
be used for data encryption, in the CBC mode. AES (Rijndael) will be specified in ISO/IEC 
18033-3 [61], and the cipher block chaining mode is specified in ISO/IEC 10116 [58].
MAC function / ,  as used in phase 2. It is suggested that MAC Algoritlim 2, as specified in
ISO/IEC 9797-1 [57], is used. The block cipher used as part of this constmction should be the
AES (Rijndael) algorithm.
8 Here large is user-selectable, but for the puiposes o f  an experimental implementation choosing p to be o f  the order o f  21000 is probably appropriate, 
w ith q almost as large.
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9.3 Appendix 3: V alidation and Test o f RM P
The list of figures that are used to describe the complete validation test scenario and 
reconfiguration system in Chapter 6.
^ x j
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Figure 9-1: Screenshot of the RMP System Overview in SDL (Telelogic SDL Organiser [TELE 
06])
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Figure 9-2: System RMP -  SDL System Diagram
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block Configuration_Managment_Part 1(1)
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Figure 9-3: CMP -  SDL block diagram
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Figure 9-4: CCP -  SDL block diagram
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Figure 9-5: RMP -  SDL block diagram
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Figure 9-6: CM -  SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-7: CRH -  SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-8: LSWR -  SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-9: RMC- SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-10: TFH- SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-11 : SM- SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-12: ACA -  SDL process diagrams
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Figure 9-13: GACA -  SDL process diagrams
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Figure 9-14: RACA- SDL process diagram
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Figure 9-15: party- SDL process diagi*am
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Figure 9-16: Switch_Entity- SDL process diagi'am
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Figure 9-17: Radio-Module Part- SDL process diagi'am
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Figure 9-18: MSC verification Trace of RMP system model
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Figure 9-19: State Transition Diagi’ams of RMP and LSWR
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Figure 9-20: State Transition Diagram of RMC
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Figure 9-21 : State Transition Diagram of Configuration Manager
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Figure 9-22: State Transition Diagrams of Install_RMC and CRH
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Figure 9-23: State Transition Diagram of TFH
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Figure 9-24: State Transition Diagrams of SECMAN and Switch Entity
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1 STATESSIGNALS 1 b
b
NET_COMMAND | b
NET_REGISTER_SW_GACA | b
NET_RULES_DOV®LOAD_GACA | b
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RACA_INIT 1
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RACA_REGISTER_GACA |
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Figure 9-25: State Transition Diagiams of 3"^ _^Party and RACA
N e x ts ta te  m a tr ix  f o r  p ro c e s s  GAcA:
S ta t e s
a S t a r t  s t a t e
b GACA_Bootz GACA_Idls
d GACA^Wait
0 S to p
1 STATES
SIGNALS 1 a b d
1 b
GACA_EXCHANGE_PUB_REY_ACA |3ACA_INIT 1
GACA_REGISTER_RACA |
GACA_REGISTER_SW_NET | c
OACA_RULES_DOWNLOAD_ACA | c
GACA^RULES_DOWNLOAD_NET |
3ACA_SECURE_C0NNECTI0N_ACA | d
3ACA^SW_D0WNL0AD_ACA |3ACA_SW_DÛWNL0AD_HET |
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3ACA_UNREGISTER_SW_NET |
3ACA_UPDATE_REGISTER_RACA |
3ACA_UPDATE_SW_NET | -
Figure 9-26: State Transition Diagiam of GACA
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S ta t e s
a S t a r t  s t a t e  
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d ACA_Wait s to p
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ACA_REGISTER_RACA
ACA_RULES_DOWNLOAD_CRH
ACA_RULES_DomOAD_GACA
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTXON_GACA 
ACA_SECURE_CONNECTION_SM 
ACA^ SW_DOWNLOAD_GACA 
ACA_SW_DOWNLOAD_LSWR 
ACA_TAG_FILE_REGISTRATION_TFH
ACA_TAG_FILE_VC_TFH 
ACA_TERMINATE
ACA_TERMINATE_CONNECTION_GACAACAJTERMINATE_CONNECTION_SM
ACA_UNREGISTER_RACA
ACA_UPDATE_REGISTER_RACA 
1 » A CA ^Idle. ACA_Wait
Figure 9-27: State Transition Diagram of ACA
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Figure 9-28: Screenshots of the symbol Coverage Validation Results
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Figure 9-29: Screenshot of the Transition Coverage Validation Results
** Bit state exploration statistics ** 
No of reports: 0. 
Generated states: 52809. 
Truncated paths: 3696. 
Unique system states: 34870. 
Size of hash table: 8000000 (1000000 bytes) 
No of bits set in hash table: 69458 
Collision risk: 0 % 
Max depth: 32 
Current depth: -1 
Min state size: 212 
Max state size: 680 
Symbol coverage : 100.00
Figure 9-30: RMP’s Validator state space exploration result
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